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Abstract 

This thesis provides primarily a full and frank review of the many roles the 80(3) algebra of 

quasispin has to play in nuclear, atomic and ligand-field theory. It is shown that the intriguing 

conclusion drawn by Ceulemans in 1984, i.e. that first order Jahn-Teller activity is forbidden in 

half-filled shell states, is directly related to the particularly simple expressions for the quasispin 

character of the half-filled shells, and also of the single-particle irreducible-tensor operators re

sponsible for such activity. 

The process of making transparent the relationships between the disparate formalisms used 

to derive selection rules for half-filled shell states involves the definition of a new antiunitary 

particle-hole conjugation operator with well defined properties and effects with respect to second 

quantized operators. It is also shown that this new operator is equivalent to the one used by 

Ceulemans in 1984. 

Other "higher" symmetries in Jahn-Teller systems are the subject of discussion in Chapter 5, 

where a first attempt is made at merging the formalisms of supersymmetry and of para-bose 

statistics in E x e Jahn-Teller Hamiltonians. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 A brief history of quasispin 

Seniority (and in its later incarnation quasispin) has found application in some quite disparate 

fields of physics. Racah [44] originally introduced the concept of seniority in order to tackle 

problems in complex spectra. It has since found application in the areas of nuclear and atomic 

science, generalised group theory, superconductivity, and ligand field theory. 

In 1935 with their application of vector-coupling formulas to the problem of atomic spectra, 

Condon & Shortley [16] in the volume "Theory of Atomic Spectra" (henceforth referred to as 

TAS - as Racah) finally put previous empirical rules and special cases on a sound mathematical 

footing, and by introducing the concept of parentage they provided the necessary framework for 

the consideration of multi particle configurations. 

Racah's series of papers [42, 43, 44, 45] entitled "Theory of Complex Spectra" (henceforth TCS 

I-IV) over the period of time 1942 to 1949, enormously simplified the job of the atomic spec

troscopists. While Condon & Shortley had detailed the methods of vector coupling in Chapter 

3 of TAS, they had not applied it to the cases of complex spectra. In dealing with the coupling 

of two or more s, p or d electrons the numerical methods of Slater were still used in order to 

calculate the coefficients of certain integrals. Each case had to be dealt with on its own merits, 
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making generalisations extremely difficult. What was even worse, this method did not provide 

a way of separating identical terms. 

The genius of Racah in TCS I was to be able to obtain these coefficients in a f~r ~ore gen

eral manner using nothing more than the ordinary methods of matrix calculation. Rather than 

dealing with lengthy calculations for special cases he gave a closed formula for all. This had the 

effect of not only speeding up calculations of the electrostatic interaction between two electrons 

but also of providing the groundwork needed to handle terms involving three or more electrons. 

Within a year of publication of TCS I Racah published again. In this classic paper TCS II where 

again he explored the spectra of two-electron configurations, Racah constructed the framework 

that would become modern spectroscopic physics. The concept of "Spherical tensor operators" 

was introduced, and the coefficients of Slater's integrals were expressed as (sums of) scalar 

products of these, (The general formulae obtained in TCS I via (L8) coupling were shown to 

be derivable from this new method.) This method was extended to the cases of jj- and of jl

coupling, which were far more amenable for calculation of the spectra of many electron systems. 

Refining the technique of fractional parentage coefficients (cfp) that had just been recently 

introduced by Goudsmit & Bacher [20], Racah extended his previous matrix methods to many

electron configurations in TCS IlL It is in this paper that Racah first introduced the "seniority 

number" concept. Thus he was able to classify completely all terms arising from the configura-

tions pn dn , 

The cfp for the configuration fn did not come easily from Racah's previous methods. Terms of 

the same kind were not able to be completely distinguished by them. As Racah points out in 

TCS IV 1 "(the method) for the configuration r (is) too cumbersome for practical use." Racah 

looked for and found a solution in group theory. He discovered that the group G2 (Cartan's 

exceptional group), being a subgroup of R7 and itself containing the gToup R3 was exactly the 

group needed to provide irreducible representations with enough information to fully classify 
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the configuration fn. 

Spurred and aided by the success of Racah's methods in the classification of the states of atomic 

configurations, by 1952 the states of the pn, dn and fn nuclear configurations were completely 

classified. 

Realising the growing importance of the j j-coupling scheme, especially for the heavier nuclei, 

Flowers [19] investigated jj-coupling for many equivalent nucleon states. He arrived at a defi

nition of seniority for this case which was equivalent to that which Racah developed for the LS 

(Russel-Saunders) coupling scheme. He did this by replacing spin with isospin, purely orbital 

functions by "spin orbital" functions, and proper orthogonal groups by symplectic groups. 

The concept of "Complementary Shell States" was introduced in 1959 by Bell [4]. A com

plementary state was defined via the use of the particle-hole conjugation operator C which, as 

its name suggests, effectively swapped particle states with holes. As Bell comments, this paper 

is essentially a reconstruction in the language of second quantization of the ideas of Racah [42]. 

The most important of these being selection rules for half-filled shell states. 

In 1961 Helmers [25] extended the work of Flowers by introducing the operators: 

qi 2:( - )i-ma_mam, 
m 

q1 
J 

2:( - )i-mat at 
m -m' 

m 

Pi 2:( - )i-matnatn ~(2j+l), 
m 

which he simply referred to as "bilinear symplectic invariants" bilinear in the annihilation and 

creation operators, symplectic because they commute with all operators of the symplectic group 

U Sp(2j + 1) introduced by Flowers for his classification scheme. 

It is understood that the operators q, qt, p are defined in the space TO spanned by the basis 
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states, 

and at!, am are a hermitian conjugate pair of creation and annihilation operators, respectively, 

associated with the 2j + 1 single-particle states 

(r, a), (m = -j, ... ,j - 1,j), 

of a nuclear shell with half odd integer angular momentum j, m being the magnetic quantum 

number, r the position and a the spin variable. 

Helmers noted that it was 

remarkable (and indeed initiated the present investigation) 

that the three operators satisfy the same commutation 

relations as the spherical angular momentum operators i.e. 

[qt, q] 4p, [q,p] = 2q, [qt,p] = -2qt. 

Kerman [35J was interested in the of "pairing forces" in describing nuclei which were ro

tating or vibrating or highly deformed. This two-particle force would move a pair of particles 

from any single-particle state to any other, and given the right conditions the matrix elements 

of it were quite significant. 

Kerman discussed a restriction to the pairing force, in which N identical particles are all in 

the same level.iN, In this case the pairing force simply becomes Racah's seniority force. 

Apparently quite unaware of Helmers' earlier work, Kerman defined the following three op-
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erators1 based on the usual annihilation and creation operators am, aTn for each substate m: 

and showed, like Helmers, that 

[s~, s~] = 2s[f, [s[f, s~] = s~, [s[f, s~] = -s~. 

I.e. these operators have the same commutation relations as angular momentum. Bearing this 

in mind Kerman dubbed this triad of operators the quasi-spin ~m corresponding to the level m 

and the sum 

defines the total quasi-spin vector for this N particle level (j)N 

With reference to the works of Helmers and of Kerman, in their 1964 paper Lawson & MacFar

lane [38] showed that the use of the Wigner Eckart theorem in quasi-spin space gave explicit 

formulae for the n dependence of matrix elements in shell model calculations for jn. In doing 

so they laid the ground work in concept and notation for almost all further work in the field. 

It is perhaps interesting to note that Watanabe's first paper [61] on the subject appeared almost 

coincidentally with that of Lawson & MacFarlane. This is acknowledged by Lawson & MacFar-

lane but they emphasise the originality of their work. 

Watanabe, drawing directly on the work of Racah and of Bell in addition defines "Kramers 

Pair Operators" (which are obviously variants of quasispin operators), and examines the matrix 

relations for single and two electron scalar operators. He also reworks Bell's concept of comple-

mentary states and the linear complementary operator C in terms of these pair operators. 

1 Where by convention the operators are not labelled by j as it is understood the author restricts himself to 

the j shell. 
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Through looking at the C transformation and the ensuing matrix relations between comple

mentary states Watanabe arrives at his "Theorem'l for Half Filled Shells". 

In chapter seven of his terse volume2 "Second Quantization and Atomic Spectroscopy" Judd [29] 

begins with a definition of quasispin operators and moves very quickly to point out the equiva-

lence between quasispin and seniority (he seems to be the first to notice this). Judd says, 

The great advantage of the quasispin formalism over that of 

seniority is that various states and operators can be examined 

for their quasispin character by using the familiar rules for 

dealing with tensor operators. 

After pointing out that quasispin commutes with the orbital and spin angular momentum vec

tors Judd shows how to construct a triple tensor, and using this concept he quickly runs through 

their algebra and demonstrates the analogy between the many-electron coupling properties of 

spin operators and of quasispin operators. 

Judd postulates the existence of a conjugation operator C which effectively reverses the di

rection of the quasi spin vector operator. It was chosen to be antilinear which made it behave 

analogously to the time reversal operator with respect to spin. 

In discussing the special case of the half-filled shell Judd re-derives selection rules in a much 

more transparent way than Racah originally did. 

Stedman [56) pushed further the work of Judd Le. expressing the algebra of Quasispin in 

terms of Judd's triple tensors. He seems to have been the first to formalise the explicit link 

between the particle-hole conjugation operator C and quasispin in that he gave a representa

tion of C in terms of the cartesian components of quasispin. The emphasis of this paper is on 

the abstract algebra (commutation relations) of quasispin and to forge a much more complete 

2 A transcription of Judd's seminars at the Dieke Memorial lectures 
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analogy with time reversal than Judd did, and so to get analogues to time reversal selection rules. 

addition, however, Stedman attempts to generalize Judd's development using an 

notation and making as few assumptions as possible, in order that the results not be applicable 

merely to SO(3) symmetry (as in Judd) but also, say, to point groups or other instances of 

reduced symmetry. In §4.2.2 of this thesis Stedman's development is examined. Unfortunately 

it is fOlmd that the incorporation of antilinearity in the particle-hole conjugation operator as 

outlined in Stedman's paper (Stedman [56]) produces inconsistencies unresolvable with the de-

to maintain generality. In fact, some of the properties of Stedman's antilinear particle-hole 

conjugation operator as listed in Stedman [56] are found to be in error. 

inconsistencies draw attention to one of the main points of discussion of this thesis: 

should a linear or an antilinear particle-hole conjugation operator be used, or are both useful? 

answer to this question is perhaps best provided by an examination of the 1984 paper 

of Ceulemans (Ceulemans [12]) who, in the context of an examination of the symmetries possi

ble in the theory of molecular ligands, develops an antiunitary "complementarity" (particle-hole 

con.iugation) operator, which he denotes O(~). It is discovered in §4.3.4 that the antilinear O(~) 

is related to a linear particle-hole conjugation operator C L via the relationship 0 (~) = C L 0 (0), 

where 0(0) is the time reversal operator of Wigner. Using this operator Ceulemans derives 

selection rules for half-filled ligand shells which are found to have profound implications on the 

Jahn-Teller activity of the ligand. 

next introductory section discusses the history and development of the theory of Jahn

Teller activity. 

1.2 The Jahn-Teller effect 

In a historical note before the preface of Englman's treatise [17] on vibronic interactions and the 

J ahn-Teller effect Edward Teller suggests that the effect should carry the name of Lev Landau, 
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for it was he who suspected the effect and no one, claims Teller, has given a proof that a math

ematician might enjoy. "Jahn and I merely did a bit of spade work" he concludes. 

In this spirit I suggest that the effect not carry the name of the mighty Landau, who is not 

lacking recognition in many areas of mathematics and physics3 , but instead that of a student 

of Teller's R. Renner, whose Ph.D. thesis gave Teller the ammunition to win an argument with 

Landau (a rare occurrence, according to Teller) and who after World War 2 left the area of 

physics to embark on a career in weather prediction ("another casualty of the war", in Teller's 

words). For if it had not been for Renner, Teller's interest maynever have been piqued enough 

to fully investigate the extent of the vibration-electronic interaction problem. 

In 1936 Teller met Landau at the Copenhagen Institute of Niels Bohr and discussed the modes 

of vibration of CO2 , Landau was of the impression that (orbitally) degenerate electronic states 

in CO2 (a linear molecule) would be unstable, i.e. would split with respect to some normal mode 

of vibration of the nuclei!. It was at this stage that Teller informed Landau of the Ph.D. thesis 

of Renner concerning linear tri-atomic molecules, in which Renner had shown that in particular 

linear molecules would not exhibit such behaviour. 

One year later in London Hans Jahn and Edward Teller (both fleeing German universities 

under Nazi control) collaborated on the paper "Stability of poly-atomic molecules in degenerate 

electronic states I. Orbital degeneracy" [26]. By an exhaustive method they proved the theorem 

which now bears their names. It is ironic that a theorem which gives rise to so many elegant 

examples of the role symmetry plays in physics -~ some of which will be examined in this thesis 

should have to be proved by the thoroughly ine~egant method of brute force4 . 

3Physical terms bearing Landau's name are: Landau diamagnetism, Landau levels in solid-state physics, 

Landau damping in plasma physics, Landau energy spectrum in low temperature physics and Landau cuts in 

high-energy physics. In 1962 Landau won the Nobel prize in physics (for liquid Helium). All these are in addition 

to his swathe of Soviet awards and the naming of the Landau crater on the moon! 

4Pormal proofs have since been discovered - see for example [6, 49] 
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After the first announcement of the theorem, the Jahn-Teller effect was largely ignored for 

decades. It is very elusive to show experimentally, as it is an extremely subtle effect and re

quires the use of exceptionally delicate equipment and experimental techniques. Another reason 

for this lack of work in the .Tahn-Teller area was a general misinterpretation of the expected 

observable effects. Experimentalists hunting for signs of literal physical deformations of ionic 

structures were quite disappointed in their quest. It is now generally accepted that in itself the 

.T ahn-Teller theorem contains no information regarding magnitudes observable effects. The 

correct interpretation of the .T ahn-Teller theorem, as further discussed below, has to do with the 

intersection of various adiabatic potential sheets. More specifically, the fact that at or near the 

point of intersection Figure 1.1), these surfaces can no longer be given a physical interpre-

tation. However what the .Tahn-Teller theorem does provide is a system of coupled equations 

£1 A'WE' 

~ o 0 o 
(0) (b) 

Figure 1.1: These figures show adiabatic sheets near/at the point of intersection (energy versus the vibrational 

coordinate Q). 

(a) Intersection of two potential energy sheets. The cross-over point C is the point of degeneracy. 

(b) Two potential energy sheets near degeneracy, separated by energy E. 

This is Figure 2.1 ofBnglman [17]. 

describing the dynamics of the nucleii which take into account non-adiabatic mixing of different 

electronic states. In general these equations describe effects far more wide ranging than simply 

instability of the nuclear configuration and removal of degeneracy of electronic states. 

With the advent of more and more sophisticated techniques over the years the .Tahn-Teller effect 

has begun to be much better understood . On the other hand a simple sentence or paragraph 

description of the .Tahn-Teller effect has got harder to formulate. When .Tahn and Teller first 
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approached the topic it was from the point of view of deviations from the Born-Oppenheimer 

approximation pertaining to degenerate electronic states in poly-atomic molecules, This point of 

view has changed and become more sophisticated over the years, The main development has been 

the use of the adiabatic approximation instead of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. The 

Jahn-Teller theorem now is connected to the breakdown of the applicability of this approxima

tion near the intersection of two or more adiabatic potential sheets, i.e, at a point of degeneracy. 

The Born-Oppenheimer approximation takes advantage of the great discrepancy between the 

masses of nucleii and of electrons. Effectively the approximation assumes the spatial distribution 

of nucleii is constant, i.e. the nucleii are regarded as being fixed points. The electrons are then 

free to roam this structure, Vibrations of the nucleii are introduced as perturbations later. 

The Jahn-Teller theorem examines the link between the spatial symmetry of the nucleii, the 

normal modes of vibration of these nucleii and the possible irreducible representations of the 

electronic states. 

For the nuclear configuration to be a stable one, terms linear in the normal co-ordinates of 

the nucleii must vanish from the perturbation expansion. 

If spin is ignored for the moment (removing the necessity to consider the degeneracy due to 

Time Reversal Kramers' theorem) then the condition required for the configuration to be a 

stable one is for integrals of the form 

J'l/J;Vod'l/Jrrdq, 

to vanish, where 'l/JP' 'l/Jrr are wave functions of electronic states belonging to the same degenerate 

term and Vo:i is an expansion coefficient of the perturbation with the important property that it 

transforms according to the same irreducible representation as does the corresponding normal 

co-ordinate Qo:i. Vai is a function of the electronic co-ordinates only. 

If f P, frr refer to the irreducible representations of the symmetry group G of the Hamiltonian, by 
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which the wave functions '¢P' '¢u transform respectively, and r a to the irreducible representation 

by which Vai (and also Qai) transform, then by a simple application of the great orthogonality 

theorem of group theory the integral will vanish unless the direct product r p* X r a X r u con

tains the identity representation r 1 of G. Or, to put it another way, the direct product r a X r u 

contains r p , i.e., the configuration will be unstable if the above criteria are met. 

By an exhaustive examination of all 32 point groups Jahn and verified that r 1 appears in 

all triple products except those for which the irreducible representations belong to the group G 

appropriate for a linear molecule. 

The conclusion Jahn and Teller drew from this is now referred to as the Jahn-Teller theorem: 

When there is a degenerate electron state, any symmetric 

position of the nucleii is unstable. As a result of 

this instability, the nucleii move in such a way that 

the symmetry is destroyed and the degeneracy of the term 

is removed. 

There are two exceptions to this general statement. One is already touched upon above, the 

case of a linear molecule, the second being if the presence of spin is accounted for, then the 

Kramers' degeneracy which is allowed by this will not be removed. 

Care needs to be taken, however, in interpreting exactly what this theorem is (O'Brien [40] 

and Judd [31]). Specifically the theorem does not explicitly say that distortion will occur, but 

simply that it is permitted to occur. Nor does it say that distortion will not occur in the cases 

when the integrals vanish, but rather that nothing can be concluded about stability of the con

figuration in this case (see Judd §3 for further details). 

There are two reasons for inclusion of material referring to J ahn-Teller theory in this thesis. 

One is that, as is already described, the feature-rich nature of the so called Jahn-Teller Hamilto

nians Hamiltonians describing the vibronic system at the point of adiabatic breakdown. These 
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Hamiltonians are described by the author as feature rich as they provide examples of symmetries 

in physics more then those geometrical ones which provide their existence. In particular Chap

ter 5 discusses the possibility of Parabose Super-Symmetric J ahn-Teller Hamiltonians, which are 

Hamiltonians which exhibit mixing of boson and fermion degrees of freedom (super-symmetric) 

and yet also to some degree may be described in terms of parabosons (fermions coupled together 

in such a way as to exhibit bosonic properties ). 

Another reason for the consideration of Jahn-Teller theory is that in Chapter 4 selection rules will 

be developed for Jahn-Teller Hamiltonians described in terms of quasi-spin operators. Specifi

cally it will be shown that isolated half-filled shell states cannot exhibit first-order Jahn-Teller 

activity. 
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Chapter 2 

Parity and bipartite structures 

It is felt by the author that this chapter, despite its smallness in physical is perhaps one 

of the most important chapters of this thesis. The techniques of creating bipartite algebraic 

expressions are essential to the understanding of the finding and correcting of errors in Sted

man's 1997 paper (Stedman [56]), as outlined in §4.2.2. The usefulness of these techniques and 

rules are not merely limited to this one, specific case however. They are based on larger, more 

powerful sets of (diagram) rules and techniques in group theory and quantum mechanics. The 

1990 book by Stedman "Diagram Techniques in Group Theory" [57] is taken to be the standard 

reference in this regard. It should be noted however, as mentioned by Stedman, that there are 

almost as many conventions, styles and phase choices as there are authors in this area. 

One of the primary rules for constructing valid diagrams which express group theoretical or 

quantum mechanical ideas, is the notion of parity. The term "parity" is used here not in the 

more commonly used sense of the effect of time reversal or inversions on a quantum mechanical 

system 1, but more in the sense of "good housekeeping" (to use the phrase coined by Stedman) in 

constructing diagrams corresponding to meaningful physical expressions. As will be shown the 

concept of parity for valid quantum-mechanical expressions, is closely related to the fundamental 

fact of quantum mechanics, that any real, observable operator, (an operator with eigenvalues 

that may be experimentally measured) must be hermitian. 

1 Although these are discussed in this thesis, and every effort to distinguish between them is made 
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A valid tensorial expression, say in relativity theory, has contraction of indices occurring (sum

ming over identical indices) only between contravariant (raised) and covariant (lowered) indices. 

For example 

(2.1) 

The contraction is occurring here on the covariant and contravariant indices v. This rule for 

contraction could equally well be stated "assign (arbitrarily) either a plus or a minus sign to 

contravariant indices. When that choice has been made, the opposite sign - minus or plus -

is then assigned to the covariant indices. Contraction of indices can then only occur between 

indices of opposite sign (parity)". 

The convention used in Stedman [57] is to assign parity 

"-" to covariant. 

to contravariant indices and parity 

This convention for only contracting on indices of opposite parity is referred to as maintain

ing the "biparticity" of an expression. 

The notion of a bipartite expression (and consequently of parity) need not be restricted to 

tensorial equations. Parity may also be assigned to the bras, kets and tensorial operators of 

quantum mechanics (amongst other things). Conventionally a ket is assigned parity "-" and 

a bra "+". It is immediately obvious that the action of the hermitian conjugation operator 

(which takes a bra into a ket and vice-versa) reverses parity. This will be seen to be true for any 

antilinear operator -- such as time reversal. It follows that the condition that any operator, A, 

corresponding to a real, observable eigenvalue, a, must be hermitian (equal to its own hermitian 

conjugate) implies that A must have no net parity, Le. the parity of is 0 (this is a necessary 

condition, but not a sufficient one since there exist operators with nil net parity which are not 

hermitian) . 

Since a ket, IK} say, has negative parity, so then must its second quantized equivalent, the 
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creation operator a ~(l where 

aklO) == IK). (2.2) 

It follows that the annihilation operator aK must be of positive parity. An argument therefore 

eouId be make for writing the annihilation operator as aK , the label raised as for a contravariant 

tensor label. For simplicity's sake this shall not be done. However when the need to emphasise 

the parities of labels (or of operators corresponding to those labels) does arise, this shall be done 

by placing the appropriate sign over the label (or operator). For example the definition of a 

number operator for state IK) could be written 

o + 
(2.3) 

n(K) 

where the negative over the creation operator is not to be confused with the time-reversal 

operator which is frequently denoted by an overbar on the operator; e.g. Ta}{T- 1 = ak. The 

other important thing to note here is that as n has no net parity it must be written in such a 

way that it has no indices, e.g. as n(K). 

The 2jm symbol (KL) couples two operators transforming as irreducible representations K 

and L of some group G to an invariant of that group (for more information on the 2jm and 3jm 

symbols see Appendix A). Sinee the ket IK) transforms as the irreducible representation K, the 

ereation operator a}{ is an irreducible tensor operator also transforming as the irreducible rep

resentation K. It has previously been mentioned that ak has negative parity, and it is obvious 

that an invariant, having no labels, can have no net parity. Therefore each label on the 2jm 
+ + + + -

must have positive parity - (KL) and an expression "such as (KL)akal has no net parity 

(the parities sum to zero) as is befitting of an invariant. 

Hermitian conjugation, as mentioned above, reverses parity, it is also an example of an antilin-

ear operator (hermitian conjugation, commonly represented by the dagger symbol t, eonjugates 

complex numbers). An argument may therefore be construeted to deduee the effeets of complex 
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conjugation on parity, 

++ 
(2.4) 

The net parity on the left-hand side of the above equation is 0, and must of necessity remain 

so after hermitian conjugation. The parity of the labels of the complex conjugated 2jm symbol 

therefore must be negative, i.e. 

++ 
(2.5) 

(KL) complex conjugati0I]- (KL)*. 

Complex conjugation reverses the parity of labels, as must any antilinear operator. Conversely 

any linear operation must preserve parity. 

Other examples of parity conserving operations are the quantum-mechanical commutator and 

anticommutator, e.g. 

+-
(2.6) 

where the square brackets, as is common, denote the commutator. The net parity is the same 

on the left as it is on the right. If this were not so an error would be indicated in the few lines 

of working taken to achieve this result. 

This "net absolute parity" rule is similar in nature to what Stedman refers to as "good house

keeping". Stedman's "housekeeping" is the whole idea of biparticity. As previously mentioned 

this is the rule that labels of parity "+" must always be contracted with labels of parity "-". 

For example the expression 

+ + -
(2.7) 

(KL)al 

is correct, unlike the expression 

(KL)*a1 
(2.8) 
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which is not bipartite. 

Equation (2.5) provides another interesting result. In cases where the 2jm symbol is real (e.g. 

in 50(3) symmetry) the parity of the labels must either be 0 or) as complex conjugation in this 

case has not effect) must be arbitrarily chosen to be either of positive or of negative parity. The 

convention used in this thesis is to maintain the parity of real 2jm labels as +. 
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Chapter 3 

Quasispin in spherically symmetric 

fields (SO(3)) 

19 

This chapter is intended to be an introduction to the next, in which situations of reduced spatial 

symmetry, e.g. ligand-field theory, will be encountered. 

As in may other areas of interest in physics the concepts of quasispin, seniority and particle-hole 

conjugation in situations of complete spherical symmetry are well understood ones and well 

suited as simple introductions to more complex cases. The introduction to such matters from a 

SO(3) point of view is doubly apt, as most of the development of quasispin was carried out by 

workers in the fields of nuclear shell theory and also atomic shell theory. Both cases, of course, 

being subject to the prevailing SO(3) symmetry of the sphere. There are subtle differences 

between these two cases (nuclear and atomic shell theory) however. Because of the high energy 

involved in nuclear shell theory the spin and orbital angular momenta are strongly coupled to 

total angular momenta which is labelled j. Interactions between equivalent particles are then 

best discussed using the jj-coupling scheme. 

In atomic shell theory, on the other hand, the prevailing coupling scheme of two or more equiva

lent (degenerate) electrons is the Russell-Saunders scheme, otherwise known as the LS-coupling 

scheme. 
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Therefore matters of particle-hole conjugation and quasispin in the jj-coupling scheme are dis

cussed in §3.1, whilst in §3.2 the point of view from the LS-coupling scheme is examined. This 

leads to Judd's [29] definition of a "triple tensor" in §3.2.3.L 

The chapter closes with an examination of the commutation relations of the components of 

quasispin with Judd's antilinear particle-hole conjugation operator. As will be see in §4.2 it was 

this operator that Stedman [56] chose to generalize to cases of reduced symmetry. 

While the main purpose of this chapter is to serve as a detailed review of the background 

of quasispin and related matters in SO(3) symmetry, there exists a hint of original work in 

§3.1.6. The derivation of these selection rules for SO(3) symmetry by this methodology (which, 

as will be seen in §4.3.8 is based on that of Ceulemans [12] for the case of ligand fields) to the 

authors' knowledge, has not been seen in the literature before. However, as also will be seen in 

§4.3.9 they do turn out to be closely related to rules given by Wybourne [67] and, interestingly, 

Ceulemans in another, later paper [13J. 

As previously stated this section (and indeed the bulk of this thesis) is devoted to three closely 

linked fields of study: particle-hole conjugation, seniority and quasispin. It turns out that each 

is simply a visible facet of an underlying symmetry and to understand the problem as a whole 

each must be examined in turn. Particle-hole conjugation is perhaps the easiest to understand 

conceptually of the three, so it will make a good starting point in §3.1.2. 

In the following description of particle-hole conjugation the relevant equations will be expressed 

in terms of second quantised operators satisfying 

{ajm, a}n} 

{ajm, ajn} 

Omnl 

{a}m, a}n} O. 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

Particle-hole conjugation may be the easiest concept to grasp, but quasispin expresses the un-
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derlying symmetry most succinctly. Historically seniority was the most influential aspect, vital 

to the work of Racah [45] and the many others who followed in his giant footsteps. 

3.1 The jj-coupling scheme 

Again for simplicity's sake, in this introductory section Bell's [4] definition of a particle-hole 

conjugation operator will be followed and attention has been restricted to the j shell. In addi

tion, in this development of particle-hole conjugation jj-coupling is used for simplicity. is 

adequate to highlight the form of the equations and to link in with the work of the other nuclear 

scientists who were so influential in the 50s in pushing forward the concepts of particle-hole con

jugation and quasispin. Later the triple tensor methods of Judd (Judd [32, 29]) will be looked 

at, who being an atomic spectroscopist uses the LS-coupling (Russell-Saunders) scheme in his 

development. transition from jj- to LS-coupling with respect to particle-hole conjugation 

will be made a formal way. 

3.1.1 Particle-hole conjugation defined 

The concept of particle-hole conjugation relies for its definition upon the idea of a closed shell, 

where "closed shell" means any configuration which is invariant under the actions of the rele

vant symmetry group. For example an isolated atom, with no external fields acting upon it, 

has spherical symmetry i.e. it is invariant under the actions of the group SO(3). A shell in this 

instance refers to the (2j + 1) degenerate states corresponding to the same quantum numbers j 

and distinguished by the label m J where -j :::; mj :::; j, mj = j,j 1."j. 

When defining concept of a hole the nature of the filled shell must first be known. In 

this case it is used to indicate the absence of a particle in a filled shell a vacant state. 

There is physical evidence to indicate there is some similarities between shells with N par

ticles in their shells and those with (2j + 1) - N i.e. between states for which N particles have 

been "exchanged" for N holes. The mathematical relationship between matrix elements of less 

than half-filled shells and those of greater than half-filled shells will be shown later. In the past 
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this has greatly eased calculations. 

3.1.2 Equations for particle-hole conjugation 

It will prove useful to define the symmetry-adapted annihilation operator ajm 

which transforms under rotations in the same way as does its creation operator partner a}m. In 

other words, ajm has the same commutation relations with the angular momentum operators as 

does a}m' 

can best be shown by considering the second quantized form of the angular-momentum 

operators 

J+ 

Jo 

With these definitions the relations 

[J+,a}m] 

[J_,a}m] 

[Jo,a}m] 

= 

2..:: a}m Uml J+ljn)ajn 
mn 

2..::t (' 'JI') ajm Jml - In ajn 
mn 

2..:: a}m Uml Joljn}ajn' 
mn 

Jj(j + 1) - m(rn + l)a}m+l 

Jj(j + 1) - m(m -l)a}m_l 

t majm 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

may easily be shown. indicate that a}m transforms under rotations as a tensor of rank j 

(see Racah [43]). 

However for the annihilation operator ajm to satisfy the above commutation relations it will 

quickly be seen that the transformation 

(3.9) 

is first required l , 

lIt will be recognised that (-l)i- m Om _m is the 2j symbol for the group 80(3) 
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If the empty shell is by the ket 10), the particle-hole conjugation operator is defined, 

here following Bell, to be the linear operator C that has the following properties: 

j 

CIO) II a}mIO) == a}ja}j_l· .. a}_jIO) 
m=-j 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

for any number of (different) creation operators. It should be noted that the order of creation 

operators in the product in equation (3.10) is vital. 

The filled shell CIO) is a rotational invariant and, as has been shown above, a~m and ajm 

transform similarly under rotation. This proves that Ib), the particle-hole conjugate state to la), 

rotates the same way as la), or to put it another way the particle-hole conjugation operator C 

commutes with momentum, [O,l] = o. 

Another important property of 0 can be deduced by noting that 0 takes one ortho-normal 

set of operators and transforms them into another. Hence, according to the definition. of Bell, 

o is a unitary operator 

C- 1 = ot, 

Further properties of 0 are apparent from the following equations: 

-. - ( l)J-m . a)m - - a)-m 

-t _ ( l)J-m t ajm - - aj_m' 

It follows that 

and, by considering the action of 0 2 on the empty shell that 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

Therefore for an arbitrary shell la) with a configuration of N particles, the action of 0 2 is 

02a}ma~n ... 10) = (_1)j(2H 1+2N)la) 

(_1)j(2H1+2N) = 1)j(2j +l-2N). 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 
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The last equality follows because 2j is integral and N, the number of particles in the shell, is 

also integraL 

In the special case of the half-filled shell, i.e. when 2N 2j + 1, it can be seen from equa-

tion (3.18) that eigenvalue of C 2 is 1. Hence the eigenvalue of C must be ±l. Therefore 

the action of G upon a half-filled shell state is to create another half-filled shell state and there 

must exist two types of half-filled shell states with definite parity with respect to the operator 

G. This fact has been noted in the past by, for example, Griffith (Griffith [23] page 247) who 

arrived at this result by quite a different route and in quite a different physical situation. 

The concept of particle-hole conjugation is not restricted to atoms or ions in spherically 

symmetric surroundings. Griffith, for example, discusses the topic of holes and particles in the 

t~ configuration of the d orbitals in the case of a strongly coupled octahedral crystal field. This 

general situation will be discussed at length in the next chapter. Particular attention will be 

paid to instances of half-filled ligand shells, for as shall be shown, powerful selection rules may 

be derived from "auto-complementary" states. 

3.1.3 Matrix elements of single particle operators 

In this section a relationship will be developed between matrix elements of a single-particle tensor 

operator of rank k, TJk), and matrix elements of Ttl evaluated between states complementary 

to the original ones. That is the connection between 

(3.19) 

where la') = Gla) and Ib') = Glb), will be examined. 

The second-quantized form of a single-particle tensor operator is 

(3.20) 
mn 

L a~mt~'majn. (3.21) 
mn 
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Hence 

(3.22) 

The following will now be used: the unitary property of C) its action on the annihilation and 

creation operators for the j shell (see equations (3.13) and (3.14)), the fact that one of the 

consequences of the Wigner-Eckart theorem for 80(3) is that m n must equal q for tinn not 

to vanish, and lastly (-1 )m-j • Hence 

mn 

mn 

mn 

(-l)q L tinnaj-ma}_n' 
mn 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

The anti-commutation relations of the annihilation and creation operators are now used to give 

the expectation value ofTJk) i.e. tinn, in one open-shell configuration, in terms of the expectation 

value in the closed shell, and expectation value in the complementary shell. 

ctTJk)C (-l)Q{Z:=tinm - Lt~n-ma}majn}, (3.28) 
m mn 

where the substition m -+ -n has been employed in the second summation term on the left 

note that this maintains the identity q m n. 

Again the Wigner-Eckart theorem is useful. The first term, .Em tinm being the expectation 

value of TJk) in the closed shell must necessarily vanish if T is not a scalar, i.e., if k i= O. 

Also the theorem states that for a given j and k the matrix elements tinn are proportional to 

the Clebsch-Gordan Coefficient: 

(kqjnlkjjm) (3.29) 
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which has the following symmetry property2 

(kqjnlkjjm) (_1)k+ j - j (k - qj - nlkjj m) 

(_1)k(k qj-nlkjj m). 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

This is a consequence of the Derome-Sharp lemma restricted to SO(3), see Butler [9) page 57, 

Hence 

(-1)k((-1)qt;-rh) 

1)k{thin} * 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

where thin is the q component of the Racah Conjugate Tensor (see Racah [43] equation (25)) 

(3.34) 

In summary 

(bl C-1TJk)Cla), (3.35) 

(bl {(el T?)le) - L.:(-1)k{thin}*a;majn}la), (3.36) 
mn 

(3.37) 

where the filled shell is represented by the ket vector Ie), and use has been made of the fact 

that with appropriate phase conventions, states such as la) and Ib) can be built up by sums of 

products of the creation operators with real coefficients, thus allowing the complex conjugation 

to be taken outside. 

2See property (4c) in Appendix A.3.l 
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3.1.4 Diagram mnemonics for visualising the effects of particle-hole conjuga

tion and time-reversal on open shell states 

As an aid to the visualisation of the action of the particle-hole conjugation operator, a mnemonic 

will now be developed. 

The empty shell is pictured as a grid containing as many cells as states in the shell (see 

ure 3.1 for an example for the j = ~ f shell). The single particle states with positive angular 

j= 1/2 3/2 5/2 7/2 9/2 11/2 13/2 

-1/2 -3/2 -5/2 -7/2 -9/2 -11/2 -13/2 

Figure 3.1: An empty j shell viewed as a grid containing as many cells as states in the shell. 

momenta are allocated the top row) in order of increasing j value. Their negative counterparts 

are aligned with them in the bottom row. 

The occupancy of a single particle state is thus indicated by shading the appropriate cell. 

example consider the particular configuration of the f shell shown in Figure 3.2, where states 

1/2 3/2 5/2 7/2 9/2 11/2 13/2 

la) 

-1/2 -3/2 -5/2 -7/2 -9/2 -11/2 -13/2 

Figure 3.2: The occupancy of a state in the j = ~3 shell is indicated by shading the appropriate cell. 

are again denoted by j j-coupling scheme notation. 
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Columns in which both the upper and the lower cells are shaded represent two states which 

are coupled to a rotational invariant, i.e. the two states are combined in such a way as to not 

affect the net total angular momentum of the configuration. In this respect shaded columns are 

equivalent to those unshaded. Only those shaded which are alone in their column need 

be considered when ascertaining the transformation properties of the configuration. However it 

should be noted that conclusions about transformation properties of states depicted by these 

diagrams can only be made in cases of spherical symmetry, for it is only in this case that the 

labels.7 and m, labelling as they do the irreducible representations 80(3) and 80(2), completely 

describe the transformation of the state3 . 

Ignoring at this stage, for the sake of clarity, such niceties as coupling coefficients and phase fac

tors4 , the occupancy of the state represented by figure 3.2 corresponds to that of the following, 

second-quantized expression 

la) = ala 13 
22 

t a 13-9 
22 

10). (3.38) 

If the particle-hole conjugation operator C is allowed to act upon this configuration the oc

cupancy changes to that corresponding to the following expression (bearing in mind the same 

caveats discussed above about coupling coefficients etc.) 

Ib) Cia) = aL 13 
22 

t t a 13 _9 a 13 
22 2 

10). (3.39) 

In terms of diagrams the action of C upon la) to produce Ib) is given in Figure 3.3. From this 

diagram the action of C can clearly be seen. It has the effect of removing "zero-coupled" states 

- two states which are coupled together to have nil net angular momentum and of adding 

zero-coupled states in such a way as to not disturb un-coupled states. This is represented by 

shading those columns which are unshaded, and unshading those columns which were originally 

3The mnemonic is open to generalization, however, if each cell is labelled by a composite label K (see Ap

pendix A) and it situated in the same column as its conjugate state labelled 

4not to mention biparticity, as discussed in Chapter 2! 
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1/2 3/2 5/2 7/2 9/2 11/2 13/2 

C: 

Cia) 
-1/2 -3/2 -5/2 -7/2 -9/2 -11/2 -13/2 

1/2 3/2 5/2 7/2 9/2 11/2 13/2 

Ib) 

Ib) ("V A 

-1/2 -3/2 -5/2 -7/2 -9/2 -11/2 -13/2 

Figure 3.3: These states transform the same way under rotations, i.e. must belong to the same or equivalent 

irreducible representations of the symmetry group SO(3). The operator G was chosen in this way so as to preserve 

the seniority 1/ (or equivalently, the quasispin QJ. 

shaded, leaving all other cells untouched. 

Because Ib) hac'; been obtained from la) via the addition or deletion of zero-coupled states, 

Ib) must belong to the same or equivalent irreducible representations of the symmetry group 

(which is in this case 80(3)). 

The operator C was defined with this in mind. As will be shown in later sections, this is 

intimately related to the notions of seniority (roughly equivalent to the number of unpaired 

cells) and quasispin (roughly equivalent to the number of zero-coupled states). 

It should be noted that in 80(3) all irreducible representations are real and A ("V A*. Hence 

the operator C could very well have been chosen to be anti-unitary (Le. antilinear and unitary). 

The relative merits of choosing G to be linear or antilinear will be discussed in more detail 
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(particularly in reference to quasispin) in §3.2.4 and further in §4.2.2.6. 

As mentioned above, so far in this section the particle-hole conjugation operator has been one 

chosen not to affect the rotational properties of the state which it acts upon, i.e. C commutes 

with total angular momentum. At this point it seems apt to mention another equally valid 

choice for a particle-hole conjugation operator. 

Ceulemans (see Ceulemans [12]) chose as his particle-hole conjugation operator one which sim

ply replaced every occupied state with an un-occupied one and vice-versa (see Figure 3.4). As 

will be shown in the next chapter this operator, O(tp), takes the state la) transforming as the 

irreducible representation A, to the state Ib) which transforms as A *, so that the original state 

la) and conjugate Ib) couple to an invariant, i.e. the closed shelL With this definition of the 

particle-hole conjugation operator O(tp), it is immediately seen that O(tp) must be anti-unitary 

- which, as will be seen shortly, is similar in nature to the time reversal operator T. 

All this is trivial in 80(3) as the complex conjugate irreducible representation A* is equiva

lent via a unitary transformation (the 2jm matrix (-1)1-m6m_m) to A. It does mean, however, 

that the states Ib) in Figures 3.4 and 3.3 are equivalent. That is the actions of C and of O(tp) 

are the same. 

The operation of time reversal is given the definition in general terms, in this thesis, as be

ing the product of three operators: 

T EUZ, (3.40) 

where Z is the operation of complex conjugation, U is a unitary transformation which reverses 

all spin projection (in 80(3) this is the 2jm matrix just discussed) and E is a conventional phase 

~ dependent on the basis choice involved. 5 In 80(3) then, time-reversal could very well be the 

transformation that connects the two operations C and O(tp), although all that is really needed 

5With the Condon and Shortley basis c is the parity operator P = (-1)1:. Ii (where 2:i li is the sum of the 

orbital angular momenta). With the Fano and Racah definition of the basis functions t = 1. 
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1/2 3/2 5/2 7/2 9/2 11/2 13/2 

O( ip) : 

O(ip)la) 
-1/2 -3/2 -5/2 -7/2 -9/2 -11/2 -13/2 

1/2 3/2 5/2 7/2 9/2 11/2 13/2 

Ib) 

-1/2 -3/2 -5/2 -7/2 -9/2 -11/2 -13/2 

Figure 3A: These two states do not transform similarly under rotations, but in fact as states complex conjugate to 

one another A and A *. That is the action of 0 ( ip) takes the state I a) transforming as the irred uci bie representation 

A, to the state I b) which transforms as A *. The operator 0 (ip) has been defined in this way so as to ensure that 

the states la) and Ib) couple to an invariant (the closed shell). O( ip) must be an antilinear operator similar in 

nature to time-reversaIT, see 3.5. 

is the 2j transformation (-l)i- m O'm_m. 

3.1.5 The relationship between C and HT 

The definition of a time reversal operator T was given in general terms in § 3.1A. In this subsec

tion the effect of the operation of time reversal on second quantized operators is given explicitly. 

This enables the effect on second quantized expressions of the particle-hole conjugation oper

ator to be compared with that of the combined operations of hermitian conjugation and time 

reversal. Also, at the close of this subsection, the phase choice inherent in Bell's [4] definition 

of C is made transparent and its implications discussed. 

Given the definition of the time reversal operator, as stated in equation 3,1.4, T has the ef-
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1/2 3/2 5/2 7/2 9/2 11/2 13/2 

T: 

Tla) 
-1/2 -3/2 -5/2 -7/2 -9/2 -11/2 -13/2 

1/2 3/2 5/2 7/2 9/2 11/2 13/2 

Ib) 

-112 -3/2 -5/2 -7/2 -9/2 -11/2 -13/2 

Figure 3.5: Time Reversal takes a state transforming as A to one transforming as A *. Jt should be noted that for 

the irreducible representations of SO(3), A * "-' A. TIle situation for the point groups is slightly more complicated 

(see, for example, Lax [39] Chapter 1 0). 

feet when acting on a creation operator a}m of 

T t T- 1 - (_l)j-m t ajm - E aj _ m· (3.41) 

A similar effect is had on the annihilation operator ajm' 

If the operation of hermitian eonj ugation (normally denoted by the dagger (t) superscript) is 

instead expressed as the operator H (for algebraic convenience 

on an equal footing) then the action of H OIL a}m is given by 

Combining these two operators T and H the effect is 

and also to put all operators 

(3.42) 

(3.43) 
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this regard T and H are seen to commute 

(TH)aj(TH)-1 

i.e. HT TH. 
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(3.44) 

(3.45) 

the definition of the time reversal operator T give in equation 3.1.4 a phase factor t was 

included, prompting the question of why such a phase factor was not given by Bell [4] and what 

the implications of the inclusion of such a factor, if any, would be. 

If the definition of C given in equation (3.13) is now made employing an indeterminate phase rJ 

then 

C t C-1 - ( l)j-m . ajm - rJ - aJ - m· (3.46) 

That the action of C on one or more annihilation or creation operators is equivalent within 

a phase to the action of HT, (compare equations (3.43) and (3.46)). This could be considered a 

good reason choosing this particular linear definition of C, i.e. based solely on their effects on 

lone annihilation/creation operators C is equivalent to the operator combination HT. It must 

be remembered, however, that C has quite a different effect upon the empty shell state 10) (c.f. 

equation 3.10), 

j 

CIO) = II a;nIO) == Ie), (3.47) 
n""'-j 

where Ie) represents the filled shell and as emphasised in the discussion following the definition 

of C § 3.1.2 care must be taken with the ordering of operators given in the product. From 

equation 3.10 the ordering of factors in the product is as follows: 

j 

II (3.48) 
n==-j 
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Hence 

(3.49) 

T]2Hl( -1 )j-j aj_j( -l)JJ-j+laj_j+l"'( -1)jj+j-1ajj_l (-l)jj+j ajjCIO) (3.50) 

ry2j+l(-1)j(2J+l) (n ajn ) C!!/ln) 10) (3.51) 

_ T]2Hl 1)j(2j +l l IO). (3.52) 

Now the action of 0 2 upon a partially filled state la) of N particles is considered6 : 

2 t t o ajmajn ... IO) 

_ T]2N(_1)2jNT]2Hl(_1)j(2Hllla) 

T]2 j+l+2N (_1)j(2H l-2Nl la). 

(3.53) 

(3.54) 

(3.55) 

This last relationship (equation (3.55)) and the action of 0 2 on the filled shell Ie) enables the 

phase T] to be determined. From equation (3.52) 

From equation (3.55) with la) now being the filled shell Ie) (i.e. with N = 2j + 1) 

T]2H1+2N (_1)j(2H l-2Nl Ie) 

= T]3(2H l)(_1)j(2H l)Jc). 

Comparing powers of T] in equation (3.56) and (3.58) gives 

From a similar consideration of the half-filled shell, !a), (2N 2j + 1) it is found that 

the relationship (_1)2jN (_1)-2 j N holds as 2jN is an integral number 

(3.56) 

(3.57) 

(3.58) 

(3.59) 
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Reconciling equation (3.59) and (3.60) gives the result that 

(3.61) 

This is the same result as that which follows from equation (3.18), i.e. there is no loss in general-

ity (at least as far as for the half-filled shell are concerned) in Bell's choice of setting Tl = 1. 

It is also entirely consistent with the Fano-Racah phase convention, i.e. setting € 1 in 

T t T-1 - ( l)i-m t ajm - € - a j _ m , (3.62) 

and the previous statement, in the discussion following equation 3.46, that C is equivalent to 

HT when acting on lone annihilation/creation operators. 

3.1.6 Selection rules for half-filled shell states 

As has been shown in §3.1.3 half-filled shell states have the distinction of possessing a specific 

parity with respect to the particle-hole conjugation operator C, i.e. the eigenvalue of C2 with 

respect to half-filled shells states is 1. 

This leads to selection rules for half-filled shells which are similar in nature to the time reversal 

selection rules for states and operators of definite parity (see Stedman [58] and also §4.2.2.6, 

where the analogous behaviour of time reversal on angular momenta and particle-hole conjuga

tion on quasispin is discussed). 

These rules (or ones very similar) were first proposed by Ceulemans [12] in the situation of 

strongly coupled ligand fields. A statement of these rules is straightforward. 

particle, hermitian operator (st S) then 

Selection-Rules 3.1.1 Half-filled shells 

S is a single-

1. Off diagonal interaction elements between half-filled shell states of opposite parity with 

respect to C will be zero if S is anti-symmetric with respect to T (time odd). 
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2. Off diagonal interaction elements between half-filled shell states of identical parity with 

respect to C will be zero if S is symmetric under T {time even}. 

3. Diagonal interaction elements between half-filled shell states will be zero if S is symmetric 

under T and not totally symmetric under spatial symmetry operations {not scalar}. 

For the proof of these statements let la) and Ib) denote half-filled shell states, i.e. eigenstates of 

C with eigenvalues ±l. For example 

Cia) = 7ra la), (3.63) 

where 7ra +1 (-1) if la) has positive (negative) parity under C. Similarly for Ib). The time 

reversed companions to la) and Ib) are denoted as la) and 11)). Either by the reasoning that if 

la) and Ib) are eigenstates of C so must be the time reversed states la) and Ib), or by the fact 

that C and T commute7 the following result is found 

Cia) 7ra la), Le. CTla) = 7raTla). 

In much the same manner as the derivation of equation (3.37), the matrix elements of 

((al (CT)-l) S((CT)lb)) 

are found to be 

((al (CT)-l) S (( CT) Ib}) (alb) (cl Sic) - (al Sib) * 1 

where Ie) indicates the ket corresponding to the filled shell. For ease of notation let 

( (a I (CT) -1 ) S (( CT) I b) ) , 

Sab (al Sib) and 

A = (cl Sic). 

Then equation (3.66) can be more easily written as 

Bab = OabA S:b 

= OabA Sba' 

is seen by considering the action of CT and of TC on an arbitrarily :filled shell 

(3.64) 

(3.65) 

(3.66) 

(3.67) 

(3.68) 

(3.69) 

(3.70) 

(3.71) 
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SO(3) the reality of the coupling coefficients gives S~b == Sab, but this relationship will not 

be exploited here in order to maintain the generality of the result. It will be shown in the next 

chapter that the same result (equation (3.71)) still holds in systems of reduced symmetry. 

r.ure,uoT' (3.65) also provides 

((al (CT)-l) S ((CT)lb)) 7ra7rb (al Slb)* 

pq (al Slb)* 

where is shorthand for TST~l, q = +1 (-1) if S is time even (odd) and p = +1 

and Ib) have identical (opposite) parity under C. 

Equations (3.71) and (3.74) imply that 

from which the Selection Rules 3.1.1 follow8. 

3.2 The LS-coupling scheme 

3.2.1 Transition to the LS-coupling scheme 

(3.72) 

(3.73) 

(3.74) 

1) if la) 

(3.75) 

In this chapter the notation has so far been restricted to that pertaining to jj-coupling. This 

has simply been for convenience and clarity. It will now be shown that the transition can be 

made to the LS-coupling scheme in an entirely formal way. 

The creation and annihilation operators in the LS-coupling scheme are written as 

(3.76) 

S is not totally symmetric under spatial symmetry operations its expectation value A in the closed shell 

vanishes 
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and their anti-commutation relations are 

(3.77) 

all others being zero. The particle-hole conjugation operator now has the definition 

C/O) (3.78) 

(3.79) 

The creation operators can now be considered to be double-tensor operators of rank l in orbital 

and rank 8 in spin space (in cases where LS-coupling is applicable spin and orbital angular 

momentum operators commute with each other and with the Hamiltonian. They are thus legiti

mate irreducible representation labels for the classification of states) and so are the annihilation 

operators into which they are transformed (as may be verified by checking their commutation 

relations with both the spin and orbital angular momentum operators - in second quantized 

form). 

It follows that the operator C is therefore invariant under transformations in both the spin 

and orbital angular momentum spaces and hence conserves both quantum numbers. The equa-

tion below follows at once. 

C2 (_1)(I+s){(2I+l)(2 s+l)-2N} (3.80) 

where N is the particle number given by the operator 

(3.81) 

For half-filled shells 2N = (2l + 1)(28 + 1) and once again C2 1. 

The equation relating matrix elements of single-particle tensor operators of rank (kl' ks ) fol-

lows from equation (3.37) 

(3.82) 
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This is equivalent to equation (74) of Racah [43j9. 

The matrix element of TJ1~!8ks) in the filled shell Ie), must necessarily vanish if T is not scalar 

(completely symmetric under rotations) in both the spin and orbital angular momentum spaces. 

In this LS-coupling scheme of notation the Racah conjugate tensor is defined by 

(3.83) 

The formal transition from the (jm) operators to the (lm/sms) operators is given by the linear 

combinations 

I:: (lm/smsllsjm)atm/sms' 
m/ms 

Hence the action of C on the a}m expressed in terms of the aim/sms is 

C t C- 1 ajm 
mlms 

mp7!S 

I:: (-1 )l+s+j (lm/smsllsj m) (_1)l+s+m1+ms alm/sm3 
m,/ms 

( l) j-m - aj-m· 

(3.84) 

(3.85) 

(3.86) 

(3.87) 

(3.88) 

(3.89) 

It should be noted that this fixes the final equation in §3 of Bell [4] (in which the final expression 

has an erroneous dagger). 

As Bell points out, the transformation due to C acting on the a}m is essentially that' of C 

acting on the j l + s subshells simultaneously. The conclusion Condon & Shortley (Condon 

'"It should be noted that for a time odd, hermitian T, matrix elements vanish for self-conjugate states Cia) = 

Cia)) and where kl + ks is even. This is a special case of more general selection rules which will be stated in 

§3.1.6, 
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& Shortley [16] Chapter 12) have made is that if some linear combination of states in the LS

coupling scheme is a state in the j j-coupling scheme, then the very same property holds for the 

same linear combination of particle-hole conjugate states. Thus the transformation between the 

two schemes can be taken to be the same for a group of particles as for the conjugate group of 

holes. 

3.2.2 Seniority 

The seniority number concept was first introduced by Racah in 1943 (Racah [44]) to aid in the 

classification of states of dn and fn. It enabled Racah to connect the configuration zn with the 

corresponding configuration zn-2 and as such it is intimately related with the concept of coeffi

cients of fractional parentage (cfp) which was also introduced1o by Racah to aid in the building 

up of states, one electron at a time. 

Expressed in the language and terms already in use in this chapter, the seniority number v 

is the number of states in the configuration which are not "zero-coupled" (see §3.1.3). It is 

clear that an entire chain of states ... , zn-4, [n-2 ,[n may be constructed by the addition of two 

zero-coupled states to the previous configuration in the chain. The configurations in the chain 

thus constructed can be seen to possess the same seniority number v. the diagrammatic 

mnemonic from §3.1.3 proves useful in visualizing this process. As can seen from 3.6, 

the initial and final configurations, Ii) and 11), in the chain are particle-hole conjugates of one 

another 

11) = eli). (3.90) 

One obvious but important implication of this is that particle-hole conjugate states have the 

same seniority. This fact enables a connection to be made between the second of the Selection 

Rules 3.1.1 and theorem 3.12-1 of Watanabe [61] which states that: 

Matrix elements of a single electron even operator are zero 

lORacah adapted the concept from Goudsmit and Bacher, Racah's coefficients were n times the square of theirs, 

and are the form commonly used today 
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Ii) = 

If) 

1/2 3/2 5/2 7/2 9/2 11/2 13/2 

-1/2 -3/2 -5/2 -7/2 -9/2 -11/2 -13/2 

1/2 3/2 5/2 7/2 9/2 11/2 13/2 

-1/2 -3/2 -5/2 -7/2 -9/2 -11/2 -13/2 

1/2 3/2 5/2 

I 
\/ 

7/2 9/2 11/2 13/2 

-1/2 -3/2 -5/2 -7/2 -9/2 -11/2 -13/2 
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Figure 3.6: Diagrammatic representation of the building up process of a chain of states, each with the same 

seniority number (v = 3), via the iterative addition of a pair of zero coupled states. It should be noted that the 

number of empty states (holes) in If), the finaJ configuration, is equal to the number of occupied states in Ii), the 

initial configuration. In fact the initial and finaJ states are connected by the particle-hole conjugation operator C, 

i.e. If) = eli). 
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when they are diagonal in the seniority. 

The second rule in Selection Rules 3.1.1 can be seen to be consistent with Watanabe's by 

considering a special case of this where the matrix elements in question are taken between half-

filled shell states which are particle-hole conjugates of one another. Obviously these states will 

have the same C parity as each other and, as discussed above, will also have the same seniority 

number. Criteria for both the second of Selection Rules 3.1.1 and for Watanabe's 3.12-1 are met 

if the single-particle operator is time even. 

3.2.3 Quasispin 

As its name suggests, the concept of quasispin refers to a set of operators which undergo commu-

tation relations very similar in nature and form to those corresponding to the angular momentum 

operators (spin and orbital). The commutation relations for angular momentum operators in 

cartesian components are: 

With normalized spherical co-ordinates 

1 (' " ) V2 Sx + ZSy , 

1 (" ") Sx - 'lSy and 

80 

these commutation relations may be expressed as 

[so, +8+, 

- -S- and 

3Q. 

The operators and .L are ladder operators, 3+ creates and 

momentum. 

(3.91) 

(3.92) 

(3.93) 

(3.94) 

(3.95) 

(3.96) 

(3.97) 

destroys, quanta of angular 

The ladder operators of quasispin will also be defined in such a way as to create or destroy 
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quanta of angular momentum, but in a very special way. Initially these definitions will be given 

for just one spin orbital, with the understanding that the extension of the definition to incorpo-

rate the entire shell is provided by summing over all the orbitals ml to l. 

creation operator of quasispin, Q+, will be defined to create a pair of zero-coupled (or 

as Watanabe describes them "Kramer's Conjugate") states a pair of states with all compo-

nents of angular momenta (possibly spin, orbital, total, or even iso-spin in Bell's [4] case) are 

coupled to zero. 

In a similar manner the quasispin annihilation operator is defined in such a way so as to destroy 

such zero-coupled states. 

The second quantized operators 

Q+ = %[s]~[ll~CQ:.tgt)(OO) 
1 1 1 () -2[s]:l[1]2(aa) 00 

Qo - ~ [s 1 ~ [I] ~ {(gt g) (00) + (aat)(OO)} 

as given by Judd (see, for example, Judd [29] or Judd [32]) meet the specified criteria. 

(3.98) 

(3.99) 

(3.100) 

The notation of Judd's perhaps requires explanation. It was mentioned in §3.1.2 that the 

operator (-1)l+s-m1-msal _m/s_ms "transforms in the same way" as arm/sms and that both are 

components of double tensors of rank l in the orbital space and rank s (= ~) in the spin space. 

f!t refers to the tensor whose components are aim/sm
s 

and g refers to the tensor whose compo

nents are (-1 )l+s-m/-ms al-m / s-ms' The f!t and f! may be coupled like any other tensors, thus 

(f!t Q:.)(r.;k) for instance indicates a coupling of the spin spaces to '" and to orbital spaces to k. 

That is 

( t ) (r.;k) ~ (l)l+s-m/-ms (I I' 'lk) ( I I I . ) t f! f! = L-.; - ml ml q sms8 ms "'P aim/sm. al-m / s-ms' (3.101) 
mlm;msm~ 

In addition, the use of [x] is simply a shorthand for (2x + 1). 
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That the components of the quasispin vector satisfy the familiar commutation relations for 

the components of an angular momentum vector may be verified by the expansion of the tensor 

couplings in equations (3.98)~(3.100), as may the statement that the components of quasispin 

commute with those of the spin and orbital angular momentum vectors (which is apparent as 

quasispin was constructed to be scalar in these two quantities). 

The ladder operators Q+ and Q_ were constructed to add or delete pairs of electrons cou

pled to a IS state ("zero-coupled", or "Kramer's Conjugate" pairs), connecting states of a shell 

which have the same seniority number. And it can be seen from its definition that Qo is a 

variant of the number operator. The eigenvalue of Qo is simply Q, and its projection is 

(3.102) 

It can be shown (for example see Stedman [56]) that the eigenvalue of Qo acting on one column 

of a diagram such as in Figure 3.7, gives ~ if both cells in the column are filled +~ if both are 

empty and 0 if only one of the upper or lower cells is occupied. Quasispin for the entire shell is 

the sum of these. 

As hinted previously there exists an intimate relationship between Q, v and the occupancy num-

ber of the shell, N. Yet again the diagram mnemonic proves useful. Figure 3.7 depicts a state 

Ii) with N v = 3 and Q 2. If this state is acted upon repeatedly by the shift operator Q+ 

the maximum number of times possible, state If) is produced with v 3, N = 2(21 + 1) - v = 11 

and Q ~ x (Number of filled columns)= ~((21 + 1) v). 

Since Q is unchanged by addition or deletion of zero coupled states it is seen that in all cases 

the relationship between quasispin Q and seniority v is 

1 
Q = 2(21 + 1 - v). (3.103) 

In the instance of the half-filled shell N = 21 + 1 it is seen that lvIQ = O. For less (greater) than 

half-filled shells MQ is positive (negative). 
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3/2 5/2 7/2 9/2 11/2 13/2 

Ii) 

-1/2 -3/2 -5/2 -7/2 -9/2 -11/2 -13/2 

, 

I Q+ 
I 
\) 
v 

1/2 3/2 5/2 7/2 9/2 11/2 13/2 

If) 

-1/2 -3/2 -5/2 -7/2 -9/2 -11/2 -13/2 

Figure 3.7: Tl1e action orQ+ on a partially filled sl1e]]. 

3.2.3.1 Triple Tensor Notation 

It has already been discussed how the vector Q commutes with both Ii and This enables the 

construction of a so called triple tensor operator. The two double tensors gt and g may be con

sidered to be the components of the triple tensor g(qsl) for which the projection of q is mq 

and -! respectively. From equation (3.102) it is straightforward to see that the particle-hole 

exchange given by N -7 2(2l + 1) N reverses the sign of MQ. Thus as Judd [29, 32] and 

Stedman [56] point out, particle-hole conjugation C is to Q what time reversal is to Ii or 

Judd also points out that the fact that both sand q are! provides the symmetry of exchange 

between spin and quasispin spaces, which may be exploited. 
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3.2.4 Commutation relations of C and Q 

It has previously been mentioned (§3.1.3) that there exists two equally valid choices for the 

particle-hole conjugation operator 0 with respect to linearityll. Both choices have their merits, 

but choosing 0 to be antiunitary (Le. antilinear and unitary) provides some rather nice results 

with regard to quasispin. 

If the operation of complex conjugation, Z, is added to the definition of 0 given in equa

tion (3.13), then upon expansion of the equations defining quasispin (equations (3.98)-(3.100)) 

into their cartesian components it is found that this new antilinear G, denoted by G A, anti

commutes with every Cartesian component of Q. That is 

{C;t,Q} =0. (3.104) 

In this the operation of complex conjugation is vital, for without it, the operation of the linear 

G, now denoted GL, invokes a rotation in Q space, i.e. 

GLQxG'L l 

GLQyG'Ll 

CLQzO'L l 

(3.105) 

(3.106) 

(3.107) 

Of the various authors using particle-hole conjugation in this operator form, Judd [29], Sted

man [56] and Ceulemans [12] all use some variant of the antilinear 0 (GA). Bell and Keiter 

et al. [34], however, use a linear G, (Or). 

11 It is clear that all equivalent choices for an antilinear C must be equivalent to within an unitary transformation. 

See, for example, the antilinear choices for the particle-hole conjugation operator made by Stedman (§4.2) and 

Ceulemans (§4.3). Similarly for all choices of C being linear. 
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Chapter 4 

Quasispin in fields of red ueed 

symmetry 

This chapter consists of three sections, corresponding to the works of three giants in the field 

of quasispin and particle-hole conjugation in cases of reduced symmetry - Wybourne (see 

Wybourne [65] and Wybourne [67]), Stedman [56] and Ceulemans (see Ceulemans [12] and 

Ceulemans [13]). All three of these authors take a highly unique approach to the common 

problem of defining quasispin and particle-hole conjugation operators in instances where the 

symmetry is not SO(3). 

In §4.1 Wybourne's 1973 paper "Lie Algebras in Quantum Chemistry: Symmetrized Or

bitals" [65] is examined. It will be seen that Wybourne takes the highly unusual step of using 

the methods of inner plethysms to ascertain how to and when it is possible to embed a finite 

group in a Lie group chain. After discussing Wybourne's example of quasispin classification 

of terms for an icosahedral splitting symmetry, an original example for the case of octahedral 

symmetry is worked through. It is noted here that these results are identical to those obtained 

by Ceulemans [13] in 1994 by more conventional methods. 

§4.2 uses as its basis Stedman's paper of 1987 (Stedman [56]), who took the original approach 

of generalising Judd's [29] technique of viewing the second quantized annihilation and creation 
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operators as irreducible tensor operators, and quasispin operators as a very special instance of 

coupling these operators together. 

Stedman's attempt to also generalize Judd's antiunitary particle-hole conjugation operator and 

the inconsistencies inherent in Stedman's approach are discussed in §4.2.2.6. The "corrected" 

generalized operators of quasispin and particle-hole conjugation are then developed and dis

cussed. For this the techniques of "housekeeping" (checking for biparticity) as outlined in 

Chapter 2 are used heavily. 

The effect the newly developed, antiunitary, particle-hole conjugation operator has on the carte

sian components of quasispin is also discussed in §LL2.2.6. It will be seen there that "particle-hole 

conjugation is to quasispin as time reversal is to . It is also stated that this new operator 

is equivalent to one developed by Ceulemans [12] in 1984. How this is so is left to §4.3 to discuss. 

§4.3 is devoted to a discussion of not just one, but two of Ceulemans' papers. In 1984 Ceulemans 

published an article (see Ceulemans [12]) in a Belgian journal in which he used the method of 

a Laplacian expansion of an electronic state represented in terms of a Slater determinant. This 

article proved to be the inspiration for this thesis, for at its conclusion Ceulemans outlined a 

set of selection rules with the quite remarkable implication that all linear Jahn-Teller activity is 

forbidden for half-filled ligand shells. 

In §4.3.4 the identification of Ceulemans' antilinear particle-hole conjugation operator O(i.p) 

as being equivalent to the operator C~ developed in §4.2.2.6, is made. Ceulemans' selection 

rules are rederived using the properties of C~ and after the effects of C~ and various other op

erators on single-particle unit-tensor operators are ascertained. Thus the results of Ceulemans' 

1984 paper are obtained in such a way as to be more acceptable by most physicists. 

§4.3.9 investigates the remarkable fact that Ceulemans in a 1994 article (see Ceulemans [13]) 

managed to rederive his own selection rules of 1984 by yet another (third) method,'baied on 
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results given by Wybourne in 1991 (see Wybourne [67]), and yet was unable to resolve the two 

formalisms. This is achieved in §4.3.1O, and the connection between all three methodologies is 

made transparent. In addition, the selection rules for half-filled shells are shown to be equivalent 

to a statement about the parity of the states and the interaction operator with respect to (linear) 

particle-hole conjugation. 

Throughout this chapter the concept of time reversal in fields of reduced symmetry is used 

extensively. It is assumed that the reader is somewhat familiar with this concept already as no 

attempt has been made to summarize this topic in this thesis. The reader is referred to Stedman 

and Butler [58] for an indepth and cohesive discussion of this vital subject. 

4.1 Quasispin and Lie group chains 

In 1973 Wybourne published a landmark paper Algebras in Quantum Chemistry: Sym-

metrized Orbitals" [65], which constructed a supergroup and its subgroups in such a way as to 

include the quasispin group SUQ(2), all by using the properties of second-quantized annihilation 

and creation operators. 'While the paper borrowed heavily from the earlier review article of 

Judd [30] it was original in that Wybourne's operators carried the irreducible representation 

labels of finite groups and, for the first time, showed how to properly embed finite groups into 

such a group chain. 

Wybourne outlines the procedure for applying Lie algebras to symmetry problems in quantum 

chemistry in a series of steps: 

1. Construct the supergroup of the problem at hand and determine its relevant subgroup 

structures. 

2. Classify the states of the system using preferably the quasispin scheme (explicit basis state 

construction not required). 

3. Compute the relevant coupling coefficients. 
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4. Use the coupling coefficients to expand the interactions out in terms of operators having 

well defined transformations properties with respect to the same group scheme used to 

classify the states. 

5. Apply the Wigner-Eckart theorem to compute the necessary matrix elements. 

According to Wybourne during 1973 the first two steps were essentially complete and the third 

well advanced. The remaining steps only really required the results of the third. As this vital 

third step in the intervening time has been virtually completed for all the groups of interest and 

the methods of calculation of such coefficients covered in detail elsewhere (see Wybourne [64]) 

this section will give a brief synopsis of the remaining steps as detailed in Wybourne [65]. 

4.1.1 Irreducible representation labelling of the second-quantized operators 

In a similar manner to the case of atomic theory where the set of quantum numbers t, = 

nslmsml label the annihilation and creation operators, a~ and a~ respectively, which satisfy the 

anticommutation relations 

(4.1) 

the second quantized operators corresponding to states of an electron moving in a symmetry 

field characterized by some finite group G are distinguished by the labels 

(4.2) 

where r aCt is the ath component of the ,\ dimensional irreducible representation r a of G and 

ms labels the two components of the basic spinoI' representation (J of SUB (2) (see, for example, 

Griffith [23] Chapter 9). 

The 2,\ creation operators a~ are generators of the direct product groupl SUS (2) xG. 

The total number of possible states, as occupation number n goes from 0 to 2,\ is calculated as 

"S" superscript on the group specifier SU(2) should be noted. This is to distinguish the spin irreducible 

representations from, for example, those of quasispin which will be discussed in §4.1.3. 
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follows: 

For each n there exists e;) possible states so the total possible is by 

(4.3) 

This summation may be calculated by2 using a property of the function e;) == (21~~;!n!' 

(4.4) 

to give via induction 

(4.5) 

Hence the particular irreducible representation of interest in the supergroup must be of degree 

22>', 

4.1.2 Formation of the supergroup and algebra 

A Lie algebra is formed by constructing a set of operators closed under commutation. The set 

of 2 X 2.\ operators a~, a~ is not such a set. However if the 2 X e2>') operators atal, a7aS (r =f. €) 

are taken along with the (2.\)2 operators a~ac and the 2 X 2,\ operators a~, a(, the complete set 

of 2,\(4,\ + 1) operators obtained is closed under commutation. 

If now the subset of 2.\ operators 

(4.6) 

is considered it is seen that they form a set of self commuting operators (an example of "Weyl 

self commuting" operators). 

2This result may also be verified by adding the entries in the 2Ath row of Pascal's triangle 
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It is seen that the commutation relations of the Hf, with every element of the 2.\(4.\ + 1) set of 

E cxE , ah, aT/? aha~, a1)a(, aha( returns that same set. In fact 

Explicitly 

It is said that the 

[Hf,: ah] = 

[Ht;,a1)] 

[Hf"ata~] 
[Hf,' aT/ad 

[Hf,' ata(] 

bf,1)ah 

-bf,1)a1) 

(bf,1) + bf,daha~ 

-(bf,1) + bt;da1)a( 

(bt;1) - bt;daha(. 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

are eigenvectors of the Hf,. The roots a, of which the at; are components, 

can be represented in terms of 2.\ mutually orthogonal unit vectors ~i (i = 1,2, ... ,2,\) to give the 

2,\( 4.\ + 1) roots (see, for example, Wybourne [66] Chapter 6). For example with 

.\ 1 the roots may be plotted on a two dimensional weight diagram (see Figure 4.1) which, as 

~l 

Figure 4.1: The two dimensional weight diagram for.\ = 1. This corresponds to Cartan '5 Lie algebra B2· 

may be verified, corresponds to Cartan's Lie algebra B2. These 10 root vectors (including 2 null 

root vectors) may be associated with the 80(5) Lie algebra. 

In general the 2.\ root vectors, the 2.\(4.\ + 1) roots ~i, ±~i±~j correspond to the root 
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scheme of the Lie algebra denoted by Cartan as B2.>- and associated with the special orthogonal 

group in 4,,\ + 1 dimensions 80(4"\ + 1). 

By considering the action of H( on an arbitrary n-particle determinantal state 

(4.13) 

it can be seen that the 2"\ H( operators generate weight vectors (Judd [30]) all of form 

[± 1 ± 1 , 1] b ( t . +1'f th t t· . d -1 'f 2" 2" • :::r: 2"' ecause a(a( gIVes ""2 1 e sta ,e ., IS occuple , ""2 1 not. 

Each determinantal state is associated with a unique weight vector. The highest weight is 

[~~ ~... ,hence the complete set of 22'>- states must span the single 22'>- degree irreducible rep

resentation [~~~ ... ~l of the group 80(4"\ + 1). Therefore 80(4"\ + 1) is the supergroup desired. 

Wybourne then goes on to examine the subgroup structure of this supergroup. As he points 

out, subgroups are not hard to find. The general procedure is to discard one or more subsets 

of the operators a~, ary, a~at, ary(, a~at in such a way that the remaining operators still form a 

gTOUp. In same way that the supergroup 80(4,,\ + 1) was shown to correspond to Cartan's 

Lie Group designation B2'>-l root-vector diagrams may be found for these subgroups, and by 

comparing diagrams with those in, for example, Racah [46] the correspondence discovered. 

4.1.3 The quasispin group 

A subgroup of particular interest is that of quasispin. According to Wybourne, 8viridov & 

8mirnov [59] were the first to introduce quasispin into strong crystal fields - although not with 

an overlying group scheme. 
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Wybourne defines the three generators of the quasispin group SUQ(2), 

Q+ ~ I:(-l)s-m'at at 
2 E f 

E 
(4.14) 

Q- = ~ I:(-l)s-msaEaf 

E 
( 4.15) 

Qo = 1 I: t 2( aEaE .-\), (4.16) 
E 

where e raa,ms and e' = raa/, -ms· The group is called 8UQ(2) since the commutation 

relations of the generators are identical to those of the spin operators which generate SUs (2). 

For example 

[Qo, Q+] Q+ 

[Qo,Q-] -Q-

[Q+,Q-] = 2Qo. 

( 4.17) 

( 4.18) 

(4.19) 

These may be checked by expansion using equations (4.1). The operator LE a~aE is readily 

recognised as being the number operator counting the number of occupied states in the shell, 

and hence the eigenvalues MQ of Qo are simply 

MQ (n - .-\)/2. (4.20) 

By inspection it can be seen that the operators Q+ and Q_ raise or lower, respectively, n by 2. 

All this is highly analogous to the situation in 80(3) (see §3.2.3). It is found that the gen-

erators of quasispin commute with those of both the symplectic Sp(2'-\) and the unitary 

symplectic USp(2'-\) groups, and Wybourne establishes the group-subgroup chain3 

U(22A) :) 80(4.-\ + 1) :) SO(4'-\) :) SUQ(2) (4.21) 

X (U8p(2'-\) :) SUs (2) x (0(.-\) :) 80(.-\))) . 

Since the irreducible representations of the symplectic group are (F), where v n, n 2, n 4 

3It is important to note that while SUs (2) xO('>') is a subgroup ofUSp(2.>.) (=U(l) xSp(2'>'» it is not a subgroup 

of Sp(2'>'), (although SUS (2)xSO('>') is) 
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is the seniority number discussed in §3.2.2, the above result implies that the actions of Q± are 

limited to states of fixed seniority. The maximal eigenvalue of Qo occurs when v = n. Hence 

states of a given v transform under SUQ(2) as states of quasispin. 

Analogously to the spin and orbital angular momentum cases, where the maximum values of 

IMsl and 11'\·1£1 are written as Sand L, the maximum value of IMQI is simply 

1 
Q = -(v - A). 

2 
(4.22) 

This is as far as it is possible to go, as far as chains of continuous groups are concerned. The 

only way forward from here is through the embedding of finite groups in the group chain. 

It is only necessary, however, to consider the embedding of the symmetric (Sm) and alternating 

(Am) groups since Cayley'S theorem (see, for example, Wybourne [64] §2.5) states that "every 

group G of order n is isomorphic with a subgroup of Sn". 

4.1.4 Embedding of finite groups in Lie group chains 

Butler & King [10] and King [36] considered the very non-trivial general problem of embedding 

Sm and Am in various Lie groups. It is found that there are certain restrictions on this em

bedding procedure. The dimension of the irreducible representation of the symmetric group p" 

Le. j(f-L), must equal N, where N is the order of the group SO(N). This means the irreducible 

representation p, must be faithful and unimodular (see King for more details). Fortunately (4.21) 

is one of three group chains and at least one chain is always appropriate. 

Branching rules for the nested Lie groups appearing in the group chain may either be cal

culated manually from the method of outer plethysms of S-functions or read from tables, both 

of which are to be found in Wybourne's book [64]. 

Similarly the branching rules for going from a compact Lie group to a finite group isomorphic 

to either a symmetric or alternating group may be found by the inner plethysm of S-functions 
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(see Butler and King). 

A table correlating certain finite groups with the appropriate symmetric and alternating groups 

is to be found in Table 4.1. In this manner it is possible to determine all the relevant branching 

D3 rvS3 OrvTd ",S4 T",-,A4 I ",-,A 5 

AI(3) AI(4) Al t41- At 5 1-

E(21) T2(31) Tt 31 1- Ut 41 1-

A2(13) E(22) E{ t 21 t+ Vt 32 1-
t211--

TI(212) TI t 312 1-+ 

A2(14) T 2 t 312 1-

Table 4.1: Correlations with Sm and Am representations. The numbers in parentheses indicate irreducible 

representations of the symmetric group, whilst numbers between barred parentheses ( t 1- ) indicate irreducibJe 

representations of the alternating group. This table is an adaptation of Table 2 in Wybourne [65]. 

rules without having to refer to tables of finite group characters. 

Wybourne gives an example for icosahedral",-,A5 symmetry. For instance, the terms associated 

with tl or t2 orbitals (both of dimension ,\ = 3) can be found by considering the SO(3)-+A5 

mappings 

[1] -+ tl 

and [1] -+ t2' 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

The results of which are given in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 for t''l and t'2 (where n = 0 to 6) re~pectively. 

It is found in both cases that the states are completely designated by the group labels 

(4.25) 

It should be noted that the labels Q and MQ carry exactly the same information as /J and n. 
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SO(13) SO(12) SUQ(2)xSp(6) SUB (2) X SO(3) SUB(2) xl 

{ 4(0) 
1 [0] = IS IA 

[~~ ... !] { 3[1]=3p 3Tl 

2(12) I [2] = ID IV 
[!! ... !] 

{ 3(1) 
2Tl 

[!! ... - !] 4A 
1(13) 

2D 2V 

Table 4.2: Icosahedral Symmetry: terms for n electrons in thetl orbital in the quasispin scheme. This is an 

adaptation of Table 8 in Wyboume [65]. Left superscripts denote either 2Q + 1 or 2S + 1, where appropriate. 

SO(13) SO(12) SUQ(2)xSp(6) SUB(2) xSO(3) SUB(2) xl 

{ 4(0) 
I [0] = IS IA 

! ... !] { 3 [:I. 1 3p 3T2 

2(12) 
1 [2] = I D IV 

[!! ... !] 
{ 3(1) 

2[1]=2P 2T2 

[!~ ... - !] { 4 [0] 4S 4A 
1(13) 

2 [2] 2D 2V 

Table 4.3: Icosahedral Symmetry: terms for n electrons in the t2 orbital in the quasispin scheme. This is an 

adaptation of Table 9 in Wyboume [65]. Left superscripts denote either 2Q + 1 or 28 + 1, where appropriate. 

Terms for the five-fold degenerate vll orbital for a system possessing icosahedral symmetry, 

as given in table 4.4, provide a more interesting and complicated example of the quasispin clas-

sification scheme. 

It is seen from table 4.4 that the quasispin scheme in this instance does not serve to com

pletely distinguish states, with some terms appearing twice in the classification.4 

4However, as Wybourne noted, this is a substantial improvement on previous schemes, in which terms appeared 

up to seven times. 
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A further complication is that of quasispin mixing. For instance, inspection of table 4.4 re

veals that there are two 2V terms with Q = 0,2. Therefore the possibility exists for these states 

to be ;mixed by the Coulomb interaction operator (which consists of terms of quasispin ranks 

of 0 and 2 [14]). This situation also occurs in the quasispin classification of the dO electronic 

configuration in SO(3) symmetry (see Wybourne [67]5) where two 2 D terms exist for Q = 0,2. It 

is apparent that given these circumstances quasispin does not serve as a good quantum number. 

SO(21) SO(20) SUQ(2) xSp(10) SUS (2)xSO(5) SUs (2) xl 

6(0) 
1 [00] lA 

{ 3 [11] 3(Tl + T2 + UI) 

~ ... ~] 4 (12) 1 [20] l(U + V + VI) 

5 [10] 5V 

3 [21] 3(U + UI + V + 2V' + 2Tl + 2T2) 
2(14) 

1 [22] l(A + AI + 2U + UI + 2V + VI + Tl + T2) 
[~~ ... ~] 

2 [10] 2V 
5(1) 

{ 4 [11] 4(Tl + T2 + UI) 

3(13) 2 [21] 2(U + UI + V + 2V' + 2Tl + 2T2) 

[~~ ... - 6 [00] 6A 

4 [20] 4(U + V + VI) 

1(15) 2 [22] 2(A + AI + 2U + UI + 2V + VI + 

Table 4.4: Icosahedral Symmetry: terms for n electrons in the v orbital in the quasispin scheme. This is an 

adaptation of Table 7 in Wybourne [65]. Left superscripts denote either 2Q + 1 or 28 + 1, wilere appropriate. 

5Note that the classification of terms with Q = 0 as given in table 7 of this reference is incomplete. Inspection 

of table 6 reveals that the terms 4DG and 2SDFGI are missing 

+T2) 
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4.1.5 The Wigner-Eckart theorem and chains of groups 

The calculation of group chains is more than just a convenient way of finding a unique way of 

labelling states. It has an extremely useful application in the calculation of matrix elements. 

The Wigner-Eckart theorem can be applied to each group in the chain, relating the reduced 

matrix elements of a subgroup to a linear combination of the reduced matrix elements of the 

group next up the chain. That is, if H is a subgroup of G, and TA is an irreducible tensor 

operator, which transforms to the irreducible representation A of G, then the reduced 

matrix element of TA for the subgroup H is 

G rG 

Al A* 1 A A2 

(XIAlaWIIITAa<Tllx2A2a21~ I: al al a a2 (XIAIIITAllx2A21;' ( 4.26) 
r 

a 17* a 172 
H 1 sH 

where a is the branching multiplicity of the irreducible representation a and the labels rand s 

are used to distinguish the occurrence of A in the Kronecker product A]' X A2 and a in a], X 172 

respectively. The label s could include any others needed to distinguish the kets uniquely. 

In this way the Wigner-Eckart theorem may be applied throughout a whole group-subgroup 

chain and the resulting coefficients factorized in the manner described (for more details see But

ler [9]). This procedure is commonly referred to as Racah's factorisation lemma. Wybourne 

points out that many of the coefficients required for the Lie groups in the chain can be found 

from already existing atomic calculations which use the same chains of Lie groups. 

Matrix elements of particular interest are those involving quasispin, for from equation (4.20) 

these matrix elements will have a dependence on particle number. If a particular interaction 

is able to be described in terms of a combination of irreducible tensor operators, having 

well defined transformation properties under SUQ(2), i.e. in terms of Q and MQ, then these 
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operators can be written as TJ:;~). The Wigner-Eckart theorem for SUQ (2) gives 

Q' 

M' Q 

Q" ) (aQIIT(c/QI)llaIlQII). 
Mil 

Q 

(4.27) 

As previously mentioned the particle number enters into this equation only through MQ. Hence 

the reduced matrix element is entirely free of the particle number and the particle number 

dependence is held entirely in the 3j symbol. 

4.1.6 Particle-hole conjugation 

Wybourne states certain selection rules which are immediately apparent from equation (4.27). 

Selection Rules 4.1.1 Seniority 

1. Matrix elements of quasispin scalars are necessarily diagonal in the seniority number //J 

i.e. 11// = 0. 

2. Matrix elements of irreducible Tensor operators of rank 1 in quasispin must satisfy the 

seniority selection rule 11// 0,11// = 

Derivations of the selection rules) the relevant 3j symbols and the conclusion drawn from them, 

are given in Figure 4.2. 

These selection rules had been known for quite some time. Lawson & MacFarlane [38] and 

also Watanabe [60] both in 1964, derived such rules from matrix elements classified in the se

niority scheme. Wybourne was the first to show their validity in strong crystal fields and in 

doing so classified matrix elements with quasispin labels. It will be seen in §4.3.9 that the se-

lection rules derived by Ceulemans in 1994 are a specialization of these. 

Particle-hole conjugation as previously discussed (see §3.1.1) takes an orbital state of n par

ticles and replaces it with one consisting of 2,\ - n particles. Every single-particle state with 

an electron gets replaced with an empty state and vice versa. The relationship between matrix 
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C~IQ 
0 Q" ) =?- 1vIQ = lvIQ (4.28) 
0 MQ 

C~Q 1 Q" ) =?- lvIQ = 1 + l\;IQ ( 4.29) 
1 MQ 

1 1 
=?- -(v - .\) = 1 + -(v" .\) 

2 2 

=?- v = 2 + v" 

( Q 1 ' Q" ) v = v" =?- (4.30) 
0 M" Q 

( Q 1 Q" ) =?- V = -2 + v" (4.31) 
-1 lvIQ 

4.2: Derivation of Selection Rules 4.1.1, 

elements in (ra)n and (ra)2,,\-n follows directly from equation (4.27) and a symmetry property 

of the 3j symbol (see Appendix A) 

(aQlvIQ I TJaIQ1)laIlQlIlvIQ) ( 4.32) 

(_1)(v-v")/2-Q' (aQ - MQI TJaIQ1)laIlQII - MQ). 

From this equation it can be seen that one of the consequences of particle-hole conjugation is 

to reverse the projection, MQ, quasispin. 

4.1. 7 Example: octahedral group 0",84 

There are three irreducible representations of the octahedral group, 0, with A 2:: 2, E, 

Tl and T2 (in Griffith's notation). Correlations between irreducible representation labels of ° 
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and of 84, along with the degree of the representation, j(J.L), are: 

o rv Td rv 84 j(J.L) 

Al rv (4) 1 

T2 rv (31) 3 
( 4.33) 

E rv (22) 2 

Tl '" (212) 3 

A2 rv (14) 1 

of these only two, Al '" (4) and T1 '" (212) are unimodular implying that only Tl rv (212) can 

be used to induce representations of the unimodular groups 80(N), for N 2: 2. A discussion on 

how to label states in t2 with quasispin is given in §4.3.2. 8ince j(212) equals 3, (212) can induce 

representations of 80(3). That is the subgroup chain 

GL(3) ::::> 80(3) ::::> 84 rv 0 (4.34) 

can be used. 

The method of inner plethysms of S-functions gives the branching rules for 80(3)--+0 (induced 

by the faithful unimodular irreducible representation (212) rv T1) 

(212) 0 [0] (4) ( 4.35) 

(212) 0 [1] (212) 

(212) 0 [2] (31) + (22) 

(212) 0 [3] (31) + (212) + (14) 

(212) 0 [4] (4) + (31) + (22) + (212) 

(212) 0 [5] = (31) + (22) + 2(212) 

(212)0[6] (4) + (14) + (22) + (212) + 2(31), 

where the numbers in square brackets are irreducible representation labels of 80(3) (correspond

ing to 1 = 0,1, ... 6). These can be compared with standard results, for example those contained 

in Griffith [23]. Table 4.5 gives the relevant branching rules. 
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80(13) SO(12) 8UQ(2) xSp(6) 8US (2)x80(3) SUS (2)xO 

{ 4(0) 
1 [0] = IS 1(4) = lAI 

[~~"'1] 3 [1] = 3p 3(212) = 3T1 
2(12) { 1 [2] = ID 1((31) + (22)) = 1(T2 +E) 

[~1"· - ~] { 3(1) 2 [1] = 2p 2(212) = 2T1 

1(13) 4 [0] 4S 4(4) = 4Al 
{2 [2] = 2D 2((31) + (22)) = 2(T2 + E) 

Table 4.5: Octahedral Symmetry: terms for n electrons in the tl orbitals in the quasispin scheme. Left 

superscripts denote either 2Q + 1 or 28 + 1, where appropriate. 

4.1.8 Summary of methodology 

In summary, if (/1» is a faithful, unimodular, irreducible representation of Sm and is of degree 

j(JL) = N, then it is possible to embed Sm in SO(N). 

The method of inner plethysms of 8-functions may be used to calculate branching rules for 

SO(N) ---+8 m . This is extremely useful because it means it is possible to use irreducible repre-

sentations of an entire Lie group chain, for example 

U(22
),) :::J 80(4-\ + 1) :::J 80(4-\) :::J 8UQ(2) (4.36) 

x(U8p(2-\) :::J 8Us (2) x (0(-\) :::J 80(-\))), 

to label the electronic states of the orbital transforming as irreducible representation (/1» of Sm, 

which is isomorphic to some finite point group (Cayley's Theorem). This means that for the 

example of §4.1.6, states of tr (n 0 to 6) are uniquely labelled by the group labels 

( 4.37) 

4.2 Quasi-Kramers' symmetries 

This section examines in full algebraic detail, the 1987 paper of Stedman, "Quasi-Kramers' sym-

metries under particle-hole conjugation". The driving force behind this paper seems to be to 

draw analogies between time reversal and its relationship with ordinary spin on the one hand 
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and particle-hole conjugation and its effect on quasispin on the other. For, with this analogy 

established, it would not appear to be a very unreasonable expectation that there must exist 

analogous selection rules for matrix elements of operators with definite parity with respect to 

particle-hole conjugation just as there is for operators which are time even or time odd in nature. 

first sub-section provides a synopsis of Stedman's paper and simply states the large num

ber of important theorems and results derived by Stedman. The proofs of these are given in 

Appendix D and 4.2.2.6. These proofs are exclusively algebraic in nature, in marked contrast 

to Stedman's proofs which were entirely diagrammatic. There are a number of reasons for this, 

one of the main ones being accessibility unfortunately diagram techniques in group theory 

are not widely known or used, unlike the relevant algebra. 

The generalized state labelling scheme used in Stedman [56] and also extensively in this and 

later sections is explained in full detail in Appendix A.i. 

It has been found, using the parity arguments outlined in Chapter 2, that several of the proper

ties of Stedman's particle-hole conjugation operator, denoted in this thesis as CA, as stated by 

Stedman [56], are not true in all the generality claimed by Stedman. These properties, and the 

inconsistencies inherent in them, are discussed fully in §4.2.2.6. 

At the conclusion of §4.2.2.6 another antilinear particle-hole conjugation operator C~ is de

fined and its properties listed. Proofs of these properties are to be found in Appendix C. 

4.2.1 Synopsis of Stedman's 1987 paper "Quasi-Kramers' symmetries under 

particle-hole conjugation". 

t 
Stedman [56] defines a "Quasi-spinor" to be AK == (~~~), where K is the set of labels required 

to uniquely define the state6 , a}( is the creation operator and aK (KL)aL is the symmetry 

6The labels K could for instance be equivalent to the ~ labels used by Wybourne [65J (see § 4.1) or simply 

jm where the symmetry of the system is SO(3). See Appendix A.1 for more details on the state labelling scheme 

used in this thesis. 
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adapted annihilation operator. is regarded as a "covariant SUQ (2) spinor" (Q ~) in qua-

sispin space. 

Stedman obtains the generators of the quasispin Lie algebra from coupling (denoted here by 

the brackets i and ~) the components of the "quasi-spinor" to an invariant in K labels 

and to one (1) in quasispin (tensors will be written as TKQ, i.e. with the K labels on the left, 

quasispin on the right) so that 

(4.38) 

(4.39) 

Stedman gives a diagram proof that the Q~( close under commutation on the SUQ (2) Lie algebra 

(4.40) 

The explicit form for components of Q(K)a is given by expansion of equation (4.39) in spherical 

co-ordinates (using Rotenberg tables) and the conversion to cartesian co-ordinates is made using 

the contrastandard Fano-Racah transformation. 

It is shown by Stedman (using diagrams) that the commutation relations of Q(K) and 

are the same as that of orbital angular momentum with spin, i.e. of a rank 1 and a rank ! 
tensor. 

It is also shown that the quasispin magnitude (equivalent for the maximum IQ(K)zi) is ! 
for states with both states (K and K) filled or empty and is zero otherwise (i.e. only one of K 

and K filled) and that Qf. and Q~ ladder between quasispin states (Q(K)+ fills both K and 

K while Q(K)_ empties). 

Quasispin for the entire shell [2(2l + l)]N is now defined as the summation over all possible 
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pairs K and K7 : 

Q LQ(K) (4.41) 
K 

:::} Q(K)z 
1 ' 
2((2l + 1) - N), ( 4.42) 

where it should be noted that this is the negative of the result of Wybourne §4.1) and f:r is 

the number operator 

~ """ t t N = ~(aKaK + aRaR)' (4.43) 
K 

It should also be noted that for a half-filled shell, the eigenvalue MQ of Q is zero. 

Stedman examines other coupled tensors of the spinors ostensibly following Judd [29J 

except that wherever possible diagram proofs of these are given. The results are 

rSKy(n(K) - n(K) - 1)/V2 

-V2 

o 

{Q(K)i,Q(Kh} = 2rSij (Q(K)z)2 

rSij (1 - n(K) n(K) + 2n(K)n(K)), 

where n(K) = a kaK and so on. 

Equation (4.49) is equivalent to the statement that 

~(K)Q(K)r (02) = 0 

( 4.44) 

( 4.45) 

( 4.46) 

(4.47) 

( 4.48) 

(4.49) 

(4.50) 

should be noted that an SO(3) nature is implicit in this. In general the number of electronic states is given 

by 21AI, where IAI is the dimension of the irreducible representation A that the shell transforms as. It should 

also be noted that in Stedman [56] there exists the implicit assumption that quasispin in situations of reduced 

symmetry is always a good state label, but this is not always a trivial matter (see §4.1.7 and §4.3.2). 
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and implies that 

(4.51 ) 

Detailed algebraic proofs of these tensor-coupling relations (4.44)-+(4.50) are given in Ap

pendix D. 

4.2.1.1 Particle-hole conjugation 

After proving (or indicating how to prove) these relations Stedman goes on to define the particle

hole conjugation operator which he denoted simply as "C" and shall be referred to in this thesis 

C=CLZ=CA (II CJ{)Z (4.52) 
I{ 

where CJ{ F(K) + G(K) (4.53) 

with F(K) n(K)(l - n(K)) + n(K)(l - n(K)) ( 4.54) 

and G(K) - t t 
(KK) (al{aI{ - agal{)' ( 4.55) 

The explicit, second quantized, definition of CL had already been given by Keiter et al. in 1969. 

Stedman was the first to recognise that CL could be rewritten in terms of quasispin operators, 

Le. 

F(K) = 1 - 4(Q(K)z)2 

and G(K) -2iQ(K)y. 

( 4.56) 

(4.57) 

In addition, for reasons that will soon be discussed: the operator C A = CLZ, where Z is the 

complex conjugation operator was chosen by Stedman to be his definition of a particle-hole 

conjugation operator. It should be noted, however, that in terms of the discussion in Chapter 2 

the definition of G(K) and indeed that of Q(K)y are not bipartite. This will be remedied in 

§4.2.2.6. The properties of CA, as stated by Stedman [56] are listed in §4.2.2.6 followed by a 

discussion of each one in turn. 
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4.2.2 Generalization for point groups 

In the process of second quantization, the ket corresponding to a single electronic state uniquely 

determined by the irreducible representation labels K (K is a composite label and contains, for 

instance, information about the spatial and spin degrees of freedom) is expressed in terms of 

a creation operator, carrying the same group-subgroup information as the ket, acting on the 

"vacuum state" 10); 

IK) == akIO). (4.58) 

definition ak is an irreducible tensor operator. The hermitian conjugate of ak is the anni

hilation operator aK. 

In terms of the diagram techniques used in, for example, Stedman [56, 54J and outlined in 

full detail in Stedman [57J there strictly must be some method of indicating the "parity" of an 

operatorS (this is discussed in Chapter 2). That is, the annihilation operator aK could be given 

positive parity, and the creation operator negative parity. Then in the equations, as in the dia

grams, it is only permissible to bring (couple) together two nodes of opposite parity. Coupling 

nodes of identical parity requires the presence of a parity changing operator. 

The 2jm symbol is used in this capacity in Stedman [57J. It also has the effect of coupling 

two nodes to an invariant. In these respects it is not unreasonable to consider the 2jm as a 

metric tensor for angular momenta spaces. To indicate the positive parity of the annihilation 

operator it could be written as aK , as for a contragradient tensor component, and to indicate 

the negative parity of the creation operator the label should be left down as for a 

covariant tensor component. 

To ensure that aK transforms as an irreducible tensor operator (as, for example, a}( already 

does) it is necessary to introduce a 2jm symbol. As a}( has negative parity and aK positive, 

strictly speaking, the 2jm should indicate this by lowering indices, i.e. aK = (KL)*aL trans

forms as ak (an irreducible tensor operator). 

8 An example of a "node" in the diagrams of Stedman [57J 
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While this method would be useful from a "parity housekeeping" point of view, this extra 

formalism will not be used here for simplicity's sake and because such keeping track of parities 

is better suited to diagram techniques (which for accessibility reasons will not be used here, 

however see Stedman [57]). 

4.2.2.1 Quasi-spinors 

As discussed above, only with the additional factor of a 2jm symbol does the annihilation 

operator transform as an irreducible tensor operator (for the SO(3) specialisation of this see 

equation 3.9). The resulting symmetrized operator is denoted by ag, i.e. 

(4.59) 

where the 2jm has been complex conjugated in order that its labels have negative parity (see 

Chapter 2). It should be noted that this differs from Stedman [56]. The operators, 

transforming, as they do, as irreducible tensor operators of the same rank may be considered as 

the two components of a rank ~ spinoI', AKq, with q =!, ~. That is 

(4.60) 

(4.61) 

4.2.2.2 The effects of hermitian conjugation and of time reversal 

The time reversal operator used in this thesis is that used by Wigner [62] and is best described 

as a symmetrized complex conjugation operator. That is the time reversal operator, T, is com-

prised of two parts, the complex conjugation operator denoted by Z - and a unitary matrix 

U. The requirement that if'IjJ is an eigenstate of the system, then T2'IjJ must also be an eigen

state of the system, leads to the identification of U as the 2jm matrix of the group which the 

system transforms under. For a discussion of the time reversal operator and the properties of 

U, Wigner [62] Chapter 26 should be consulted, and Chapter 24 of the same book seen for 

information on the 2jm matrix (identified as C in Wigner and denoted by J in this thesis) and 

complex conjugate representations. Appendix A of this thesis contains all the results pertaining 
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to complex conjugate irreducible representations, the 2jrn matrix, and the effect of complex 

conjugation of the 3j symbols that are relevant to the formulae in this thesis. 

In summary, time reversal is 

T UZ, (4.62) 

where U === :1, the 2jrn matrix, and Z is the complex conjugation operator. 

Time reversal and second quantized operators 

The effects of time reversal on the creation and annihilation operators ak and aK are 

(aU Tat T-1 
K (4.63) 

(KL)at, 

(aK) TaKT- 1 (4.64) 

= (KL)*aL' 

The antilinearity of T produces 

T 2at T- 2 
K = (KL)*(LK')a}(1 (4.65) 

= {K}a}( 

T 2 aJ(T-2 {K}aK. (4.66) 

It is important to note that the symmetrized annihilation operator aK is just the same thing as 

the time reversed operator a K. Denoting time reversed states and operators with an overbar is 

exceedingly common in the literature (see, for example, Stedman [57]). For this reason the tilde 

on the symmetrized annihilation operator will be replaced with a bar. Therefore the components 

of the quasi-spinor AK q are now written as 

(4.67) 

(4.68) 
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Combined hermitian conjugation and time reversal operations 

An interesting (and useful) operation is provided by combining the operations of hermitian 

conjugation and of time reversal, (the hermitian conjugation operator, normally denoted by a 

dagger is here represented by "H") 

(4.69) 

( 4.70) 

That is, the action of HT on the quasi-spinor is equivalent to a rotation by 1r of an ordinary 

rank ~ tensor (spinor). It is only after four successive applications of HT that the quasi-spinor 

is returned to its initial state, i.e. 

AK-l. 
2 

( 4.71) 

(4.72) 

This is the same effect as having to rotate a conventional spinor by 41r for it to return to its 

initial state (see, for example, §56 of Landau & Lifshitz [37] for a discussion of spinors and in 

particular contravariant and covariant components of these). 

In summary is aptly named as a "quasi-spinor" and HT affects rotations by 1r in some 

space. It will be shown in the next section that this is a SU(2) space which will be denoted 

SUQ(2). 

4.2.2.3 Quasispin 

1973 paper of Wybourne [65] following Sviridov & Smirnov [59] introduced the components 

of quasispin for crystal fields with no explanation of their derivation (see §4.1 for further de

tails). Following Judd (see Judd [29], Chapter 7) Stedman [56] gives the derivation based on a 

coupling of the components of the quasi-spinor to rank 1 in quasispin, and to an invariant for 

the space/spin label K (Judd [29] was SO(3) specific in his definitions, hence K was equivalent 

to lmlSm,5 in his case). 
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Following Stedman [56] the components of quasispin are (where, as previously mentioned, the 

brackets "~" and "~" denote tensor coupling) 

(4.73) 

(4.74) 

where (lal~q!qf) is a coupling coefficient of SOQ(3) :::>SUQ(2). It should be noted that the label· 

K, indicating quasispin for a partial single-particle state K is in parentheses, not as an index as 

in Stedman [56] - this is in agreement with the conventions of Chapter 2. Using the Rotenberg 

et al. [47] tables, the spherical components of quasispin are 

Q(Kh 

Q(K)o 

itt 
(KL) yl2aJ{aL 

= ~ (KL)(akaL + aJ{al) 

~ (1+ {K}akag - alaL) 

i 
(KL)aKch 

= J2(LK)*aLaJ{' 

With this definition the action of hermitian conjugation has the effect: 

-~ 

yl2 (KL)*aLaK 

-~ 
yl2(LK)aKaL 

-{K}Q(K)-l 

H(~(l + {K}akaJ{ - alaL))H-1 

-Q(K)o 

HQ(K)_lH-1 = H(J2(LK)*aLaK)H-1 

-i (LK)akal 

= -{K}Q(Kh, 

(4.75) 

(4.76) 

(4.77) 

(4.78) 

(4.79) 

(4.80) 

where Appendix A should be consulted for an explanation of the 2j phase, which has been left 

in here as {K} rather than replacing it with its value of "-1" to maintain the generality of the 
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results, and as an aid to tracking the various phases in the working. 

It is also of interest to determine the behaviour of the spherical components of quasispin with 

respect to time reversal: 

TQ(K) = ;; (KL)*(KL)ai(LK)ak 

i (LK)akal 

{K}Q(Kh 

(4.81 ) 

TQ(K)oT- 1 = ~~ (1 + {K}(KL) (KL)*alaL (LK)(LK)*a1{ag (4.82) 

TQ(K) 1 

2(1+{K}alaL a1{ag) 

i 
{K}Q(K)o 2 +{K}) 

-i 
/2 (LK)(LKt(KL)*aKaL 

;2 (KL)*aKaL 

{K}Q(K)-l. 

Again the operation of HT proves to be of interest: 

(HT)Q(Kh(HT)-l = 

(HT)Q(K)o(HT)-l 

(HT)Q(K)-l (HT)-l 

~ 

-{K}Q(K)o + "2(1 + {K}) 

-Q(Kh· 

4.2.2.4 Transition to cartesian co-ordinates 

( 4.83) 

( 4.84) 

(4.85) 

( 4.86) 

(4.87) 

Following Stedman [56], and for reasons outlined in Appendix B of Stedman [54], the transi

tion to cartesian co-ordinates is made via the contra-standard (contragradient-standard) Fano

Racah [18] transformation, where it should be noted that the transformation on page 40 of 
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Stedman [57] is in error. The transformation is: 

giving 

Q(K)x 

Q(K)y 

Q(K)z 

Q(K)x 

Q(K)y 

Q(K)z 

1 

J2 

= 

i 

1 

o 
o 1 

o -iJ2 0 

i 
J2(Q(Kh 

Q(Kh 

Q(K)o 

Q(K)-l 

Q(K)-l) 

1 
J2 (Q(Kh + Q(K)-d 

-iQ(K)o. 

( 4.88) 

( 4.89) 

(4.90) 

(4.91) 

Before an explicit form of these operators is given in terms of the basic annihilation and cre

ation operators, the three sets of equations spanning (4. 78)-t( 4.87) may be used to discover 

the behaviour of the cartesian components of quasispin under the influence of time reversal and 

hermitian conjugation, both separately and together. 

Time reversal gives 

TQ(K)xT - 1 

TQ(K)yT-1 = 

TQ(K)zT- 1 

-{K}Q(K)x 

{K}Q(K)y 

1 
-{K}Q(K)z + 2(1 + {K}), 

while the operation of hermitian conjugation has the effect: 

HQ(K)XH - 1 = 

HQ(K)yH- 1 = 

HQ(K)zH-1 

-{K}Q(K)x 

-{K}Q(K)y 

Q(K)z. 

(4.92) 

( 4.93) 

(4.94) 

(4.95) 

(4.96) 

( 4.97) 
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The combined action of hermitian conjugation and time reversal represented by the operator 

HT therefore has the effect on the cartesian components of quasispin of: 

(HT)Q(K)x(HT)-l 

(HT)Q(K)y(HT)-l 

(HT)Q(K)z(HT)-l 

Q(K)x 

-Q(K)y 

1 
-{K}Q(K)z + 2 (1 + {K}). 

(4.98) 

( 4.99) 

(4.100) 

These results will be of use later (see §4.2.2.6) with respect to particle-hole conjugation, which 

as already alluded to in §3.1.5 is in some way related to the operator HT. 

The explicit equations for the cartesian components of quasispin are obtained from equations 

(4.75)--+(4.77) and (4.89)--+(4.91) 

Q(K)y 

1 = ~(KL)(akai af{(h) 

~1 ((KL)a}{al- (LK)*aLaf{) 

2 t· 
2 (KL)(af{ai, + 7if{aL) 

~((KL)akal + (LK)*aLaf{) 

~ (KL) (ak7iL + af{at) 

1 . t 
2({K}akaf{ - aLaL + 1) 

1 
2({K}n(K) - n(L) + 1), 

(4.101) 

(4.102) 

(4.103) 

where n(K) and n(L) are the number operators for the states K and L respectively, returning 

1 if the relevant state is occupied and 0 otherwise. Hence it can be seen that Q(K)z is simply 

a variant on the concept of the number operator, its eigenvalue being a simple function of the 

occupancy of the states K and L (= K). Naturally Q(K)z must be hermitian to be a real 

observable, and it is seen from equation (4.97) that this is indeed the case. If it is also stipulated 

that Q(K)z be time even, then it is seen that a requirement for this to be the cas~ is that ~he 

2j phase {K} must be 1. 

Thus the simple requirement that Q(K)z be time even has lead to the well known result (see, for 
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example, Butler [9] §3.2 or Appendix A of this thesis) that the fu1l2j phase {K} (KK) (KK)* 

is -1 in any basis for a one electron state in the full chain. 

It is now possible to interpret some of the preceding results more fully. Equations (4.95)-+(4.97) 

state that the cartesian components of quasispin are hermitian operators, whilst equations 

(4.92)-+(4.94) state that Q(K)x and Q(K)z are time even with Q(K)y being time odd. Sim

ilarly for equations (4.98)-+(4.100); Q(K)x and Q(K)z are even with respect to the operator 

HT, Q(K)y being of odd parity. 

With the 2j phase {K} set to -1 it is possible to examine the commutation relations of the 

spherical components of quasispin. The commutation relations are 

iQ(K)o 

[Q(K)-l, Q(K)o] = -iQ(K)_l 

[Q{Kh, Q(K)o] iQ(Kh· 

(4.104) 

(4.105) 

(4.106) 

See Appendix E for detailed proofs of these. These are algebraic in nature. The reader is referred 

to Stedman [56] and Stedman [57] for diagrammatic proofs. 

Equations (4.104)-+(4.106) show that the operators of quasispin close on the SU(2) Lie al

gebra. To distinguish this algebra from that of spin it shall be denoted SUQ(2) and the Lie 

algebra of spin SUs (2). 

4.2.2.5 Particle-hole conjugation 

§3.1.5, in the context of SO(3) symmetry, when the relationship between the particle-hole 

conjugation operator was being discussed it was pointed out that the combined operator HT 

was a linear operator whose effect on the single-particle creation and annihilation operators was 

identical to that corresponding to the linear particle-hole conjugation operator CL (used, for 
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example, by Bell [4]). That is 

CLajmCi1 = (-1)j-m aj_m 

CLaj17Pi1 (-1)j-m aj_m. 

77 

( 4.107) 

(4.108) 

In 80(3) the 2j symbol (mm) is real and has values (-1)j-mom_m. Equations (4.107) and (4.108) 

may therefore be recast in the form 

(4.107') 

( 4.108') 

Therefore, in a consideration of particle-hole conjugation in systems of symmetry other than 

80(3), equations (4.107) and (4.108) provide a good starting point, and the operation of HT 

would seem to be a possible candidate for CL. 

Bell, however: did not consider quasispin and the possible effects particle-hole conjugation would 

have upon it. Equation 4.32 in §4.1.6 shows that at the very least particle-hole conjugation 

should reverse the z component of quasispin. That is 

(4.109) 

However, according to equation (4.100) (HT)Q(K)z(HT)-l = Q(K)z. 

80 it would appear there is an apparent inconsistency between HT and C L. The cause of 

this conflict is identified, however, when the actions of CL and of HT On operators comprised 

of two or more annihilation and/or creation operators are considered. 

The hermitian conjugation operator takes a ket into a bra and vice-versa 

(Ia))t = (al (4.110) 

in terms of second quantized operators for an arbitrary state 

(4.111) 
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That is the effect of hermitian conjugation on an arbitrary string of annihilation and creation 

operators is to reverse the order of the operators and then to hermitian conjugate each one in 

turn. This is all very natural behaviour since hermitian conjugation has exactly this same effect 

on matrices, i.e. complex conjugation transpose. 

This simple and well known effect of hermitian conjugation has been emphasised here to contrast 

with the action of CL. 

There is no inherent re-ordering property of CL. It is this fact that brings about the incon

sistency with the effect of HT. HT and CL have identical properties when acting on single 

second quantized operators, but that is not enough to say they are one in the same. The anal

ogy has been useful, however. The correspondence is close enough to replace HT with CL in 

equations (4.69)-t( 4.72) and draw the same conclusions, i.e. CL rotates the quasi-spinor by 1f 

Ct,AJ(!Ci4 = AJ(l' 
2 2 

( 4.69') 

(4.70') 

(4.71') 

(4.72') 

where the particle-hole conjugation operator CL is now defined by equations (4.69') and (4.70') 

to be that operator which has the effect 

(4.112) 

= 

(KL)a1 (4.113) 

This is seen to be in perfect agreement with equations (4.107') and (4.108') when the symmetry 

group is 80(3). 
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4.2.2.6 The properties of particle-hole conjugation operators 

It was mentioned in the previous section that particle-hole conjugation should at the very least 

the definition of a reverse the z component of quasispin. Equations (4.112) and (4.113) 

particle-hole conjugation operator CLl along with the statements that is linear and unitary 

(and, of course, has no inherent re-ordering property). It is time to determine the effects of CL 

on the cartesian components of quasispin: 

CLQ(K)xCr;l CL ~1 ((KL)a}{al- (LK)*aLaK)Cr;l 

~1 ((KL)aKaL - (LK)*alak) 

= -1 ((LK)*aLaK - (KL)akal) 
2 

-Q(K)x, 

CLQ(K)yCr;l = CLi((KL)a}{al + (LK)*aLaK)Cr;l 

i((KL)aKaL + (LK)*alak) 

= i((LK)*aLaK + (KL)akal) 

Q(K)y, 

CLQ(K)zCr;l = CL~(1- akaK - alaL)cr;l 

1 (1 - -t - -t) 2" - aKaK - aLaL 

~(1 aLal-aKak) 

1 t t 2(1 - (1 - aLa£) - (1 - aKaK)) 

~ (akaK + alaL - 1) 

-Q(K)z. 

(4.114) 

(4.115) 

(4.116) 

It can be seen that CL does indeed have the desired effect on quasispin, i.e. it reverses the z 

component. It is of interest to note that the x component is also inverted, only Q(K)y remains 

unaffected. To "remedy" the situation Judd, in 1967 (see Judd [29]) incorporated the effects 

of complex conjugation Z into his particle-hole conjugation operator, thus making it antilinear. 

This operation will be denoted CA. Its effects on the generalized components of quasispin will 
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be discussed later in this section. 

Stedman attempted to generalize Judd's antilinear particle-hole conjugation operator, which 

is denoted here by C A, in order to apply it in situations other than the SO(3) symmetry in 

which Judd had been working. Unlike Judd, however, who defined CA for SO(3) in terms of its 

effect on the second quantized annihilation and creation operators and on the empty and filled 

shell, Stedman was able to give an explicit expression for CL , the particle-hole conjugation oper

ator used by, for example, Bell [4]. This was based on the earlier work of Keiter [34]. Stedman's 

antilinear operator C A is then the product of the linear operator CL and complex conjugation 

R.emarkably Stedman discovered that the explicit definition of CL was able to be given in terms 

of the cartesian components of quasispin. However this definition is not in agreement with the 

parity considerations of Chapter 2 (or with Stedman's book [57]) and a corrected definition is 

given here. 

CL (II C(K)d (4.117) 
[{ 

= (~[F(K) + G(K)I), 118) 

where 

F(K) n(K)(l - n(K)) + n(K)(l n(K)) (4.119) 

= 1- 4(Q(K)z)2, 

G(K) (KK) (a[{aR - a}(ak) (4.120) 

2Q(K)x 

and the products run over all conjugate pairs KK. The particle-hole conjugation operator for 

one such pair is written C(K)L. 

Thus Keiter's definition for CL is expressible in terms of quasispin. Stedman was the first 
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to write it in this way. Given this explicit definition of CL in terms of quasispin (and therefore 

also CA = CLZ), the properties of CL are readily determined. 

1. CL is unitary, i.e. CLI = C1. Also CL is hermitian (CL = C1) implying that CL is self 

. C c- I Inverse, L = L 

2. CL toggles empty jfilled states 

3. CL has the following effect on the cartesian components of quasispin. 

(4.121) 

4. CL and ordinary spin commute 

5. IQMQ) has eigenvalues ±1 with respect to CI 

The proofs of these properties are fairly straightforward and are given in Appendix B. 

However, the inclusion of Z in the definition of C A leads to problems and inconsistencies in 

the properties of C A as listed by Stedman. Some of these problems may be overcome by choos-

ing (if possible, Butler [8] hypothesises that this can always be done) the 2jms to be real, thus 

losing some of the generality of the argument. However others can not, such as the fact that 

property (4) is incorrect, as will be shown. A summary of the (supposed) properties of CA, as 

given in Stedman [56], follows. 

1. C A is unitary and antilinear, hence antiunitary. 

2. C A toggles empty jfilled states. 

3. C A anticommutes with quasispin. 

4. C A and ordinary spin commute. 

5. The states IQ1\I1Q) have eigenvalue ±1 with respect to C1-

These properties will now be discussed. 
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Is C A anti unitary? 

Stedman defines CA as being antiunitary (antilinear-unitary, as time reversal). The antilinear 

nature of C A is obvious as the complex conjugation operator Z is explicitly involved in its 

definition. The unitary property of C A is readily proved from the corresponding property of C L 

(see Appendix B.l), and is not in question. However the antilinearity proves inconsistent with 

the next property listed (equation (15) of Stedman). 

Does C A toggle empty/filled states? 

The effect of C A on the annihilation and creation operators is given here in notation consistent 

with the rest of this thesis: 

(4.122) 

(4.123) 

These properties are true, for instance, for the linear particle-hole conjugation used by Bell [4]. 

The requirement of antilinearity imposed by Stedman in his equation (13) makes equation (4.123) 

inconsistent with equation (4.122). 

The first of these equations is acted upon by hermitian conjugation, represented here by the 

operator H. 

H(CAakC;,1)H- 1 = ak (4.124) 

= (KL)al· 

As commented upon early in this section, when acting on single particle states CL, a linear 

particle-hole conjugation operator has the same effect on single particle annihilation and cre-

ation operators a.'l does the combined operations of hermitian conjugation and time reversal, 

represented in the operator form as HT. Since the antilinear particle-hole conjugation operator 

C A has been derived from the linear CL by the extra operation of complex conjugation and since 
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hermitian conjugation and time reversal commute, it follows that will also commute with 

hermitian conjugation. Therefore equation (4.124) may be written 

and hence 

(KL)ai, 

CA(KL)*aLCA1 

(KL)(LK)ak, 

where the last equality follows from the antilinearity of CA and equation (4.125). 

(4.125) 

(4.126) 

Equation (4.126) can in no way be brought into a form compatible with equation (4.123) (the 

final of Stedman's equations (15)). In fact, applying the techniques of Chapter 2 it can be seen 

that equation (4.126) is not a bipartite expression and breaks the "net absolute pariti' rule. 

U sing the notation of Chapter 2 to indicate parity 

+ + + + + 
(4.127) 

(KL)(LK)ak 

This is entirely due to the antilinear property of CA. 

There are three ways in which the inconsistency of equations (4.122) and (4.123) may be over-

come: 

1. The most simple: the antilinearity of the particle-hole conjugation operator is done away 

with altogether (a linear particle-hole conjugation operator CL produces desired results 

of equations (4.122) and (4.123)). 

2. The condition that C A commute with hermitian conjugation is relaxed, and instead of 

equation (4.125) the following is true: 

+ 
(4.125') 
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However it is immediately obvious that this expression is not bipartite and breaks the 

"net absolute parity" rule. This non-bipartite expression is seen readily enough to satisfy 

equations (4.122) and (4.123). But for reasons discussed in Chapter 2 this is a less than 

satisfactory solution. 

3. The most obvious: restrictions must be placed on the 2jm's to insist that they be reaL This 

is the same conclusion arrived at in the discussion following equations (4.128)---1(4.130), 

and as mentioned in that discussion, was the situation encountered by Judd [29] for the 

80(3) case. 

A full discussion, involving parity considerations, of why equations (4.122) and (4.123) are not 

consistent with the definition of C A being an antilinear particle-hole conjugation operator follows: 

Time reversal, hermitian conjugation and complex conjugation are all anti-linear operators, 

and all reverse parity. C A is by definition an antilinear operator and yet by equations 

(4.122) and (4.123) is parity conserving. This leads to algebraic expressions (or indeed, dia

grams) which are non-bipartite in structure. As a result restrictions are placed on the 2jms 

involved. Either they must be real or C A must be such that it has no definite effect upon par

ity. In the latter case resulting again in non-bipartite, "net absolute parity" breaking expressions. 

A linear particle-hole conjugation operator is not only consistent with equations (4.122) and (4.123), 

but also has the distinction of conserving "net absolute parity" (and maintains bipartite expres

sions). 
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Does anticommute with quasispin? 

The effects of C A on the generalized components of quasispin, given by equations (4.101)-+(4.101), 

are readily deduced 

CAQ(K)xCA
l -1 

T((LK)aLaK (KL)*al{ai) (4.128) 

CAQ(K)yCA
l ~~ ((LK)aLaK + (KL)*akai) (4.129) 

CAQ(K)zCA
l = 1 t t 

2(aKaK + aLaL 1) (4.130) 

= -Q(Kk 

Two things are immediately obvious. The first is that in the context of Stedman [57] the 

equations for Q(K)x and Q(K)y are no longer bipartite, it is not possible to transliterate 

these equations into meaningful diagrams. The second is more striking, an antilinear particle-

hole conjugation operator does not, in general close on the operators of quasispin, i.e. it is 

not possible to write the right-hand side of equations (4.128) and (4.129) in terms of quasispin 

components. In fact it is only possible to do so if and only if 2jm symbols for the relevant 

group are reaL In which case (KL) (KL)* and 

CAQ(K)xCA l -:j-((LK)*aLaK (KL)akalJ (4.131) 

-Q(K)x 

CAQ(K)yCA
l ~i ((LK)*aLaK + (KL)al{ai) (4.132) 

, 

= -Q(K)y 

CAQ(K)zCA
l = -Q(Kk (4.133) 

Stedman [56] was in error on this point. As previously mentioned the 2jm symbols of SO(3) are 

real, hence Judd's result holds for this case. 
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Do CA and ordinary spin commute? 

According to Landau & Lifshitz [37], the matrices for the components of spin are 

Sx = ~ ( 0 ~ ) , 2 1 
(4.134) 

Sy 1 ( 0 ), = 2 . 
~ 0 

(4.135) 

SZ ~C 2 0 ~1 ) 
(4.136) 

Stedman has C A = CLZ and claims that 

(4.137) 

However 

(4.138) 

which implies that CASy -SyCA. Hence CA and ordinary spin do not commute. However 

since Sx and Sz are real C A does commute with them. 

Does IQMQ) have eigenvalues of ±1 with respect to C"~? 

( 4.139) 

However C L is hermitian, hence 

(4.140) 
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i.e. C A is hermitian also. Then necessarily 

(CA)2 = cAcl 

(CLZ)(CLZ)t 

cL zzcI 

cL cl 
(CL)2. 

(4.141) 

(4.142) 

(4.143) 

(4.144) 

(4.145) 

Hence from the corresponding property for CL (see Appendix B.5) the eigenvalues of (CA)2 are 

The definition of C~ 

At this point it would seem that an antilinear particle-hole conjugation operator is not able to 

be constructed in such a way as to maintain biparticity (or equivalently maintain "net absolute 

parity"), let alone reverse the cartesian components of quasispin. If, however, the defining 

equations (4.122) and (4.123) are replaced with simply: 

-al( (4.146) 

(4.147) 

these and the statements that the C~ is antilinear, unitary and completely fills the empty 

shell (and empties the filled shell), satisfies these requirements. 

Actually it is readily verified that the operator combination also produces the effect of 

equations (4.146) and (4.147). then will be taken to be the definition of C~, i.e. 

( 4.148) 

A complete list of the properties of C~ follows. 

1 C'· . . C,-l . A IS umtary, 1.e. A c1. Also C~ is hermitian (C~ c1) implying that C~ is 

self inverse, C~ = C~-l. In addition, since C~ is also antilinear it is referred to as being 

anti-unitary (as for time reversal) 
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2. CA toggles empty/filled states 

3. CA anticommutes with quasispin. 

Qx 

Q C'-l -_ 
y A- ( 4.149) 

Qz 

4. CA and ordinary spin anticommute (also anticommutes with orbital angular momentum, 

when it is defined) 

5. IQMq) has eigenvalues ±1 with respect to C1 

Proofs of these properties are in Appendix C. 

It is also immediately obvious that CA reverses parity, as is befitting an antilinear operator. 

The effect of CA on the cartesian components of quasispin (property (3) above) is not much 

more difficult to determine: 

o 

o 

C' A 

++ ++ 

++ ++ 
(4.150) 

o 

+ + -- - - + + 

++ -- ++ 
(4.151) 

o 

-Q(K)y 
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0 +- + 

CAQ(K)zC~-l = CA [~(aLa1 t )] 0'-1 aKaK A 

-+ + 

~(alaL - aKak) 

+- + 

~((1 - aLai) al(aK)) 
(4.152) 

(1 

+- + 

= -1 ( t t ) T aLaL - aKaK 

0 

-Q(K)z 

It will be shown in §4.3.4 that CA is equivalent to the operator O(lP), developed by Ceu]e

mans [12] by a very different method than that which has so far been used in this thesis. It is 

quite startling to note that Ceu]emans certainly had no notion of quasispin whatsoever when he 

developed O(lP) and the fact that it reverses quasispin is quite an unexpected result. 

With OA taken to be the standard (anti-linear) particle-hole conjugation operator the following 

statement may be made in full generality: 

Particle-hole conjugation is to quasispin as time reversal is to ordinary spin. 

As Stedman pointed out in the introduction to his 1987 paper "Quasi-Kramers symmetries under 

particle-hole conjugation": 

We anticipate selection rules of analogous form for various 

quantities and arising from the algebra of quasispin and 

the particle-hole conjugation. 

These selection rules do transpire from Ceulemans' O(lP) and the implications are very far 

reaching. In particular, as will be discussed in detail in §4.3.8.2 a consequence of the Ceulemans' 

selection rules is that (Ceulemans [12]) 

{{The implication is that isolated half-filled shell states cannot exhibit 
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first-order Jahn-Teller activity" 

4.3 Ceulemans' approach and selection rules for half-filled lig

and shells 

This section begins with synopses of two papers written by Amout Ceulemans, but separated 

by a period of ten years. In both of these papers Ceulemans derived selection rules for half-filled 

shell states, but by dramatically different methods. Therefore it is the purpose of this section 

to reconcile the methodologies of these two papers. 

This is begun in §4.3.3, with an example of the type of formalism Ceulemans was using in 

1984. This example is based on the definition of particle-hole conjugate ligand states contained 

in Sugano et aL [50]. This example provides an indication of how the particle-hole conjugation 

operator 0(((» used by Ceulemans in 1984 is related to the linear particle-hole conjugation op

erator CL , given explicit definition in §4.2.2.6, and consequently to CA' 

The properties of 0(((» and of CA are listed in §4.3.4 and a formal equivalence is drawn be

tween them. 

In his 1994 paper Ceulemans dealt wIth states which were distinguished by, amongst other 

things, quasispin labels. He did not, however, consider the effects of a particle-hole conjugation 

operator of any sort on these states. This is done in §4.3.5, where in particular, the similarities 

between CA and T on half-filled shells is shown. 

That there exists two distinct type of half-filled shell has been known and been discussed in 

the literature for quite some time (see Griffith [23] and Judd & Runciman [33]). However Ceule

mans [12] claimed to have for the first time a group theoretical explanation for why this should 

be so. arguments are reproduced in §4.3.6 in terms of CL. 
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§4.3.7 consists of four parts. In each part a consideration of the effect of one of the operators of 

hermitian conjugation, time reversal, linear particle-hole conjugation or antilinear particle-hole 

conjugation on the primitive, unit single-particle irreducible-tensor operators is given. re

sults from this section prove vital to the next. 

A reproduction of the derivation of Ceulemans' 1984 selection rules in terms of second-quantized 

operators is given in §4.3.8. Because of the equivalence of O(ip) and CA (shown in §4.3.4), the 

by now well known properties of CA (in particular the fact that CA CLT) are shown to lead 

directly to the same conclusions drawn by Ceulemans. The implications of which are discussed 

in §4.3.8.2. 

The discussion of Ceulemans' 1994 paper, begun in §4.3.2, is concluded in §4.3.9 with the 

derivation of the 1994 version of Ceulemans' selection rules, which are phrased in terms of the 

"quasispin character" of the states. 

Connections between the 1984 and the 1994 versions of the are elucidated in §4.3.1O. 

This is made fairly straightforward by a simple rephrasing of the statements relating to the 

relationship between the quasispin character of a single-particle operator and its parity with 

respect to time reversal. 

4.3.1 Synopsis of Ceulemans' 1984 paper "Molecular symmetry and the the

ory of transition metal ions" 

CeulemaIh'l' 1984 paper "Molecular symmetry and the theory of transition metal ions" (Ceule

mans [12]) is largely a review of some of the (then current) assumptions, techniques and tools 

for quantum inorganic chemistry (ligand field theory). 

Most of the development is based on standard texts that most solid state physicists would 

be familiar with, for example Sugano et al. [50], Griffith [23, 24], Fano & Racah [18] and so on. 
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The one major detraction in this paper is the reliance on the method of matrices and de

terminants, in particular Laplace's expansion of the determinant in terms of complementary 

minors, for all the major theorems to do with particle-hole conjugation. 

For that is the essence of the original material in this paper, to generalize the concepts of 

particle-hole conjugation as developed by, for example Sugano et aL [50] and Griffith [23] for 

the specific case of dn electrons which are split by an octahedral symmetry field. 

Eventually selection rules for half-filled ligand shells are obtained which are shown to have 

repercussions for the Jahn-Teller effect (these selection rules are the main topic of interest for 

this section of the thesis). However, as mentioned above, the methods used by Ceulemans, while 

mathematically precise, and certainly not in question, tend to be too mathematically exhausting 

to be truly satisfying. 

Therefore it is the intention of §4.3.8 to rederive the aforementioned selection rules using the 

techniques of second-quantization. The hope is to make the development that much more trans

parent, and acceptable to most physicists and also to be better able to see the connection with 

other authors in the field of particle-hole conjugation; such as Stedman [56], Wybourne [65] and, 

surprisingly enough, Ceulemans [13] himself. 

4.3.2 Synopsis of Ceulemans' 1994 paper "Electronic and vibronic spectra of 

transition metal complexes I" 

This section is intended to be a brief introduction and synopsis of Chapter 2 of Ceulemans 1994 

paper (Ceulemans [13]). It is in particular a description of the methods used, and assumptions 

made, by Ceulemans in deriving a set of selection rules for half-filled ligand shells rules that 

bear a remarkable resemblance to the Ceulemans 1984 set of selection rules. The precise con

nection between the two sets of rules will be outlined in §4.3.10 it is necessary to emphasis 

at this point, however, that the connection was not made by Ceulemans himself, but as far as 

the author knows, is original to this thesis. 
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At first glance the 1984 and 1994 papers of Ceulemans appear to be dramatically different. 

The 1984 paper used a methodology which was in the tradition of Sugano et aL [50] and Grif

fith [23], i.e. the formalism of Slater determinants was used to describe multi-electronic states 

in ligand-field theory. On the other hand the 1994 paper followed more in the traditions of the 

atomic spectroscopists. A second quantized ligand-field theoretic approach was used in lieu of 

Slater determinants, thus encapsulating the Pauli exclusion principle in the anticommutation 

relations of annihilation and creation generators, rather than in mathematics corresponding to 

permutations of rows and columns of determinants. 

Another new addition in the 1994 paper was the appearance of quasispin and, following from 

that, an adaptation of Judd's triple tensor concept (see Judd [29]). In fact it is through the 

concept of quasispin, as a label for states, and also for the single-particle, interaction operators, 

that Ceulemans developed his new derivation of selection rules for half-filled ligand states. 

4.3.2.1 State labelling scheme 

It will be recalled from §3.2.3.1 that Judd's triple tensor notation defined annihilation and 

creation operators in situations of SO(3) symmetry. Tensor ranks of Q for quasispin, S for 

spin, and L for orbital angular momentum were assigned to the creation and symmetry adapted 

annihilation operators. Therefore there were two far from non-trivial difficulties Ceulemans had 

to overcome in order to use this formalism. 

1. What is the corresponding concept of orbital angular momentum of SO (3) theory for ligand 

states? 

2. When is it possible to label ligand states (and hence the second quantized operators) with 

definite quasispin rank Q? 

Actually it is found that the above two questions are subject to the same problem and hence 

are answered by the same solution. 
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For the specific problem which Ceulemans dealt with in his 1994 paper (which was the case 

of the dn electrons of Cr(III) complexes being split by the octahedral symmetry of the potential 

field) it is found that the ~ electrons transforming as the five dimensional irreducible represen

tation 2 of 80(3) (using Butler [9] notation) form the multiplets which are labelled eg and t2g 

(see equation (4.35)), since they transform &'l the irreducible representations E (of dimension 

two) and T 2 (of dimension three) of the octahedral group respectively. 

Ceulemans considered the case of the t2 ligand and made use of the fact that the three spin 

orbitals for the t2 shell are isomorphic to the spin orbitals for the atomic pn configurations (see, 

for example, Griffith [23] §9.5). However difficulties arise since the matrices corresponding to 

rotations in 80(3), which give rise to orbital angular momentum, are unimodular and unfor

tunately this is not the case for t2 (not all the matrices representing group operations have 

determinant +1). 

These difficulties are overcome by Ceulemans through making use of the fact that 

(4.153) 

Therefore it is always possible to convert the T2 basis to a Tl basis (and vice versa) for which 

the group matrices are unimodular and for which the so called "pseudo angular momentum" 

labelling scheme is valid. 

But the fact that the irreducible representation matrices of t2 are not all unimodular was just 

the problem encountered in §4.1. 7 when discussing the validity of the quasispin labelling scheme 

for this shell. 

Therefore Ceulemans' solution to question (1) also provides the answer to question (2). When 

the change is made from the T2 to the Tl basis, both quasispin Q and (via the t~ rv pn isomor

phism) "pseudo angular momentum" L are good irreducible representation labels, and may be 

used to distinguish states. 
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Thus the state labelling scheme in Ceulemans' 1994 paper for electronic configurations in the 

t2g shell is 

(4.154) 

where Mr is a label referring to one of the three basis functions of the T2 irreducible represen

tation, That is, the states are uniquely specified by no less than seven labels, It is via this state 

labelling scheme that Ceulemans derives his 1994 version of selection rules for half-filled shells, 

Ceulemans gives in his Table 3 a depiction of his quasispin classification scheme of the (t2g)n 

shell as n = 0 to 6, Although this scheme is derived by more conventional methods (character 

tables) than the one derived in §4.1.7 of this thesis, and outlined in Table 4,5, it is quickly 

verified that the two schemes agree. 

4.3.2.2 Quasispin and triple tensor notation 

Quasispin labels are thus amongst those distinguishing states, and will therefore also appear 

as labels on the second-quantized annihilation and creation operators. In a similar manner to 

that described in §3.2,3.1, these second quantized operators may be considered to be "triple 

tensors" (see Judd [29] for the original definition) and may be coupled together to form other 

operators of definite quasispin rank. Thus Ceulemans coupled the creation triple tensor oper

ators, [!~~Sl) == am"mll and the symmetry adapted annihilation operators [!~'f81) == iimsm/ ( 
zmsml Tmsml 

(_1)s+l-m s -m1a_ms_mJ, together to form bilinear products9 which had total MQ value of 

zero10 . Obviously the bilinear product operators thus formed will also have total Ms an'd ML 

values of zero as well, i.e. will be scalars in the spin and orbital angular momentum spaces. 

The coupling of two quasispin rank half tensors will form operators of either rank 0 (a qua

sispin singlet) or of rank 1 (a quasispin triplet) in total quasispin. 

9 An example of such a bilinear product is the z component of quasispin itself, for example see equation 

(3.100) or (4.103) 

§3.2.3 for a definition of the labelling scheme 
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Ceulemans was interested in such bilinear product operators since, owing to the fact that they 

consist of the product of an annihilation operator with a creation operator, they describe a 

single-particle interaction. In fact, as Ceulemans demonstrated, any arbitrary single-particle in

teraction may be described in terms of bilinear products of this form. Two different expressions 

were obtained, depending as to whether or not the interaction operator was time even or time 

odd. Denoting the single particle interaction operator as 1-£, which has the second quantized def

inition 1-£ = I:(1/a~1-£(1/a1/' where the composite labels (:::;: (rns(,rnl() and T] = (rns'I,rnl'l) have 

been used to label the constituent annihilation and creation operators, Ceulemans obtained 

1. for 1-£ time even (Le. T1-£T-l = T1{ 1-£ = +1-£) 

1-£ = ~ L 1-£« + ~ L( _l)-S-I-m$'1-ml'l1-£(1)(a~a_1/ + a(a~1/)' ( 4.155) 
( (1/ 

The first summation term is readily identified as the expectation value of 1-£, it is therefore 

real and scalar, it must be of zero rank in Q, Sand L. Its matrix elements will 

appear on the main diagonaL The second term corresponds to a quasispin triplet it 

is symmetric under the exchange of the quasi-spinors a~ for ac: and a_1/ for a~1/ - its 

elements appear on the off diagonal of the interaction matrix. 

2. for 1-l time odd (i.e. T1-£T-l = T1{1-£ = -1-£) 

1 "( 1) -s-l-ms -m/ 'lJ (t-2" ~ - 'I 'I T1-(1) a(a_1/ (4.156) 
(1/ 

Since the summation is antisymmetric under the exchange of at for a( and a_T/ for a~1/' 

the operator corresponds to rank 0 in quasispin, Le. it is a quasispin singlet. 

It is now clearly seen that single-particle irreducible-tensor operators of rank 1 in quasispin are 

time even and that operators of rank 0 in quasispin are time odd. It was through this relationship 

that CellIemans derived the selection rules for half-filled shell states that will be discussed in 

§4.3.9. 

4.3.3 Particle-hole conjugation in ligand fields 

The approach taken by Ceulemans [12] to particle-hole conjugation in ligand-field theory is 

largely based on the example of particle-hole conjugation for dn electrons split by an octahedral 
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field into the eg and t2g ligands, as discussed by Sugano et al. [50] and Griffith [23J. Ceulemans' 

approach was to attempt to encapsulate in an operator all the required properties and effects of 

an exchange of particles and holes. 

In this introductory section, particle-hole conjugation as per Sugano et aL is examined. The 

effects of the other particle-hole conjugation operators are also explored. 

Particle-hole conjugation, in general terms an exchange of filled and empty spin orbitals, is 

defined in Sugano et al. [50] equation (4.16) 

2: (-l)S-Ms7jJ(t~SrMsMr)¢(t~-nSr MsMr) (Sugano 4.16) 
sr 

1vIsMr 

i.e. complementary states are defined in such a way as to couple to the invariant 1 Al state (the 

filled shell). Equation (4.16) of Sugano et al. stems from their equation (4.12) 

7jJ(t~ 1 AI) q-~ 2: asr(SMsS - MsIOO) (r Mrf MrlAl eI) 
ST 

MsMr 

where asr is determined so that ¢(t~-n Sf - MsMr) is normalized, i.e. 

The values of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients appearing in this equation are 

(SlvIsS - MsIOO) (_1)S-Ms (2S + 1)-~ 

and 

(Sugano 4.12) 

(Sugano 4.13) 

(Sugano 4.14a) 

(Sugano 4.14b) 

where (r) is the dimension of irreducible representation f and Er is a conventional phase factor 

such that 

=1. 
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(Sugano 4.13) is satisfied if Osr is 

1 

Osr == Er[(2S + 1)(r)J2. (Sugano 4.15) 

It should be noted that this is equivalent to saying that the 2jm symbols should be being used 

in (Sugano 4.12), i.e. 

(SMsS - MsIOO) -+ (S8) == (_l)S-MS 

(rMrrMrIAlel) -+ (rr) Er. 

(4.157) 

(4.158) 

This implies that in the specific case considered by Sugano et al. (dn electrons in an octahedral 

field) that the 2jm symbol (rr) is real and has value ±l. 

With respect to this specific case in Sugano et al. Ceulemans' particle-hole conjugation op-

erator O(cp), which will be defined more fully in §4.3.4, is that operator which has the effect 

(4.159) 

while the linear particle-hole conjugation operator CLl defined in §3.1.1-3.1.2 and generalized 

in §4.2.2.2 has the effect 

(4.160) 

i.e. O( cp) reverses the spin projection Ms and CL does not. 

Bearing in mind that the basis functions Mr are real (in this example), the effect of Wigner's 

time reversal T is 

(4.161) 

hence 

(4.162) 
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It follows that the effect of CLl followed by T on the wavefunctions ¢ for this 

is equivalent to the effect of O(¢), i.e. 

Conversely it is implied that 

That is to say the effect of O(cp) followed by time reversal, is to within a phase 

as a linear particle-hole conjugation operation. 

99 

example 

(4.163) 

(4.164) 

same thing 

It is emphasized that the above development is just an example - the assumption is dn electrons 

in an octahedral splitting field. There are real 2jms (rf) == Er, and also real basis functions 

Mr. It serves the purpose at this early stage, however, of showing the relationship between 

these three very important operators, which will be explored more fully later in this section. 

4.3.4 The connection between O(cp) and C~ 

In this section the properties of Ceulemans' antiunitary particle-hole conjugation operator O( cp) 

and of C:1 the "corrected" antiunitary particle-hole conjugation operator of §4.2.2.6 are listed 

and compared. Based on this comparison a general statement is made about their equivalence. 

According to Ceulemans: 

1. O( cp) is defined solely for the half-filled shell. 

2. 0 (cp) is defined as an antilinear operator. 

3. O(cp)2 has eigenvalue +1 (-1) if the number of electrons in the half-filled ligand shell is 

even (odd). 

4. Half-filled shell states connected by O( cp) transform contragradiently (by the complex 

conjugated, irreducible representation matrices). 

5. O(cp) commutes with spatial symmetry operations. 

THE UBRARY 
UNIVERSITY Or. fX'H"l:RBUF 

CHRlSTCHUr;\..-\1, hL 
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6. As expected, as a particle-hole conjugation operator, O(cp) exchanges particles and holes, 

thus filling the empty shell and vice versa. 

On the other hand the C~ operator defined in §4.2.2.6 has the following properties: 

1. C~ is antilinear. 

2. (C~)2 has eigenvalues of 

3. G~ is unitary (C1 C'-I) A . 

for half-filled shells (ligand or otherwise). 

4. G~ has the following effect on annihilation/creation operators 

G' C,-l AaJ( A 

-al( (4.165) 

( 4.166) 

which are equivalent to hermitian conjugation for isolated operators. Thus G~ GLT. 

5. G~ reverses Q, S and That is 

O. ( 4.167) 

6. G~ takes the irreducible representation r into its conjugate r 

(r(G) x r(G) O(G)), (4.168) 

where Butler (9] notation has been used to denote the invariant of the group G as O( G). 

7. G~ fills the empty shell and empties the filled shell 

GAIO) 

G~IG) 

( 4.169) 

( 4.170) 

8. If ket Ib) GAia), where la) and Ib) are half-filled shells. Then Ib) transforms contra-

gradiently to la), with respect to spatial operations. This is really just a restatement of 

property (6). 

Therefore, based on these lists of properties it is possible to make the statement: 

O(cp) is equivalent of G~ to within a phase. 
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4.3.5 The effect of CL , T and C~ on states labelled in the quasispin scheme 

For states labelled in the scheme of, for example, Ceulemans [13], CL and T have the following 

effects: 

CLIQMQSMsLMLMr) 

TIQMQSMsLMLMr) 

(4.171) 

where (rr) is the 2jm symbol for irreducible representation r of group G (in this case the octa

hedral group, but this will be kept general) and the effect of CL on quasispin labels is discussed 

in Appendix B. 

This implies that the effect of T on the half-filled shell gives 

(4.173) 

and CL gives 

(4.174) 

Using the result C~ = CLT = TCL it can then be seen that 

(4.175) 

and also 

(4.176) 

The similarity between C~ and T on half-filled shells (equations (4.173) and (4.175)) should be 

noted - they are identical to within a phase. 

This example strengthens the identification of C~ as O( <p), the particle-hole conjugation op

erator for half-filled shells defined by Ceulemans, where Ceulemans O(<p) is characterized by the 

properties listed in §4.3.4. Ceulemans states that O(<p) shares properties number (2, 3, 4 and 

5) with time reversal (and consequently with C~). 
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4.3.6 The two types of half-filled shell 

Ceulemans [12J constructs a projection operator from the operator O( cp) and the time reversal 

operator T (Ceulemans uses Wigner's original notation: O(e), for time reversal). 

To do this he first obtains the commutation relations for O( cp) and T for half-filled shells, 

i.e. 

(4.177) 

where ITI is the determinant of the matrix representation of T. It should be noted that the 

matrix T is just the 2jm matrix :J with elements on the skew diagonal being the 2jm symbols 

(KL) in row K and column L. For a spin orbital (spin up spin down) and a suitable normalization 

choice (see Butler [9]) the matrix T :J is just 

o 1 

-1 0 

which has determinant +1, i.e. is unimodular (closely related to product of 2j phases). 

Since O(cp)T == CAT CLT 2 CL{K} it is obtained that for a half-filled shell, 

CLT2 (_1)Q(_1)2(S+L){r}. 

(4.178) 

(4.179) 

A similar result is obtained for TO(cp) == TCLT = CLT 2 = CL{K} , in that it is possible to 

show that to within a phase O(cp)T, which is equivalent to CL, is its own inverse and hence 

generates a group of dimension two. This group, according to Ceulemans, must contain two 

irreducible representations both of singular dimension, the totally symmetric Al and the 

totally antisymmetric A2 irreducible representations (1 and i in Butler's notation). 

Using this fact, symmetry adapted basis functions are constructed using the projection operator 

A± = 1 ± ITltO(cp)T, (4.180) 

where ITlt is the square root of the determinant of the matrix representation of T time 

reversal - and as previously mentioned is related to the product of 2j phases. 
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This means that to within a phase 

(4.181) 

Since from Appendix B.1 it is known that CL = c1 = , following Ceulemans' argument it 

can be said that is the generator for an Abelian group of order two, which has two irreducible 

representations 1 and :1. 

According to Ceulemans this a group theoretical justification for the two types of half-filled 

shell (mentioned in, for example, Griffith [23] and Judd & Runciman [33]). The other way of 

looking at these two types of half-filled shell is that CL has eigenvalue ±1 on the half-filled shell. 

4.3.7 The effect of H, T, eLand C~4 on irreducible-tensor, single-particle op-

erators 

results contained in this section are of paramount importance in the new derivation of 

Ceulemans' selection rules outlined in §4.3.8. 

4.3.7.1 The effect of H on U/t(aK,a'L,r) 

In second quantized notation, a single-particle irreducible-tensor operator V~[ (aK, at L, r) is 

written 

(4.182) 

where, by the Wigner-Eckart theoremll (or rule JLV3 in Stedman [57]), the coefficients vff;:1L 

are proportional to vector coupling coefficients. This constant of proportionality is known as a 

reduced matrix element, i.e. 

(4.183) 

11 For more information on the Wigner-Eckart theorem expressed for point groups see Butler [9] Chapter 4. 
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Hence the coefficients vk\~L have the symmetry properties12 

V
LMK 
lmk 

(aKIIVMrlla'L)(KK) (K M ~) r 
k m l 

(aKllVl0'rll a( L) -;- * KML * 
= (aKllVlvfrllaL)* {K}(1\II1VI) (vkml ) 

(a' LIIV~rvfrllaK) (LL)(KK)* {LMKr'}vEM)", 
(aKIIVMrlla'L) kml 

(4.184) 

(4.185) 

( 4.186) 

The unit tensor operators are irreducible-tensor operators with reduced matrix elements of unity. 

They are a valid choice to use as a basis in order to express any arbitrary tensor operator as a 

linear combination of, since they are linearly independent. Attention is restricted to these for 

simplicity's sake. 

Hence the definition of unit tensor single-particle operator U ~t (aK, a'L, r) is 

(4.187) 

and the effect of hermitian conjugation H upon U!:! is 

(U;/(aK,a'L,r))t LataK(KK),(KK)(MM)(L£) ( K ~)' (4.188) 
KL k m 

{K}{KMLr} (MM) I:aiaK(LL) (~ M :)' (4.189) 
KL m 

:::::: {K}{KMLr} (MM) (a'L, aK, r). (4.190) 

Appendix A for more on the symmetry properties of the 2jm and 3jm symbols 
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4.3.7.2 The effect ofT on Uf:!(aK,a'L,r) 

In a similar manner to the previous section, the effects of time reversal T on a unit tensor 

operator U %! (aK, a'L, r) may be discovered. 

T(U:~J (aK, a'L, r))T- 1 = ~(KK)ak(LL)"at(KK)*(KK)(MM)(LL) (4.191) 
KL 

(4.192) 

= (lVIlV1)U!j/(aK, a'L, r). ( 4.193) 

If V ~J (aK, a'L, r) is a physical operator then it must be hermitian (vt V). If in addition 

V has a definite time reversal signature (TVT- 1 == if = Ty V) then upon expansion of V ~J 

in terms of the unit tensor operators U!:[, and using the linear independence property of the 

unit tensor operators, equations (4.190) and (4.193) may be coupled together to show that the 

diagonal reduced matrix elements have the property 

(aKIW!llaK) = Ty{K}{KMKr} (aKIW!llaK) ( 4.194) 

and hence must vanish whenever 

T'v{K}{KlVI Kr} = -1. (4.195) 

However the comment on page 82 of Stedman [57] indicates that as Mr (the rth occurrence of 

1'11) in K x K is in [K x (the symmetric or antisymmetric square) the 3j phase {KlVIKr} 

is ±1 respectively. This may be summarized as 

(4.196) 

Hence the restriction (equation (4.195)) of the 3j phase may be expressed as 

(4.197) 

This is Stedman's statement of the time reversal selection rule (Stedman [57] page 97). 
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4.3.7.3 The effect of CD on U/':;t(aK,a'L,r) 

The linear particle-hole conjugation operator CL has the following effect on the annihilation and 

creation operators (see equations (4.112) and (4.113)) 

Thus the effect of C L on U /:t is 

(KR)*aR 

= (KR)ak· 

L(KK)*aR{LL)ajJKR) (~ M Ll ) T 
I<L k m 

'" t _(RML)T D aRa[(LL) _ 
I<L k m I 

'" t _(RML)T = D(oR[ aLaR)(LL) _ 
I<L k m I 

_ ('" _ (K M K) T {KNILr'} D(KK) _ 
I< k m k 

'" t - (L M R) T) - DaLaR(LL) -' 
[(L I m k 

The final term in equation (4.203) may be further simplified 

{RMLr} L alaR(LL) (L ]vI _) r 
I<L I m k 

= {RNILT}{L} L alaR(LL) (L NI ) T 
[(L I m k 

= {RMLT}{L}U/:/(a'L,aR,T), 

(4.198) 

(/1.199) 

(4.200) 

(4.201) 

( 4.202) 

( 4.203) 

(4.204) 

(4.205) 
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however, from equation (4.189) it is found that 

{K}{L}(MM)* [U~(aK,a'L,r)r 

(

L

Z 

Mm K_-k)T = {L}{KMLr} LaiaJ{(LL) 
KL 

(4.206) 

= {L}{KlvILr }U;:/ (a' L, aK, r). ( 4.207) 

The left-hand side of the above equation may be simplified via the quasi-ambivalence property 

of the 3jm symbol (see Appendix A). This implies 

(MM)* [U~(aK,a'L,r)r = {L}{KMLr}U;:/(a'L,aK,r). ( 4.208) 

Hence equation (4.203) can now be written 

GL [U7~/(aK,a'L,r)1 GLI = {KMLr} L(KK) 
f{ (: : ;)' (4.209) 

(lvIlvI)* [U~(aK,a'L,r)r. 

4.3.7.4 The effect of GA on U;:/(aK,a'L,r) 

It is now wished to determine what effect the antilinear particle-hole conjugation operator of 

Ceulemans [12] has upon the unit, single-particle, irreducible-tensor operators U;:/ (aK, a' L, r). 

O(V?) has been found to be equivalent (to within a phase) to the operator GA, for which the 

effects on the second-quantized operators - a1{, aK - are 

( 4.210) 

(4.211) 

It is also now known that GA is a composite operator consisting of the product of the particle

hole conjugation operator CL and time reversal T. 

Therefore in determining the effects of GA on U:;t there are two possible approaches. Either 
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operate directly on the constituent components of U!;{, or combine the previously determined 

effects of CL and of T on U!:/ (equations (4.209) and (4.193) respectively). 

For the sake of thoroughness the first approach will be taken. 

C~U:/(aK,a'L,r)C'Al = LaKal(KK)* (~ M L) *T 
KL k m l 

( 4.212) 

L(t5r(L aiard(KK)*(KK) (lvIM) (LL) (4.213) 
KL 

( 
lmM Kk )T = L{K}(lvIM) (KK) K 

K k 
( 4.214) 

. L{K}(lvIM)aialdLL) ( ~ M K)r _ 
{KMLr} 

KL l m k 

= (U/:/) - {K}{KMLr}(M}I1)U!(a'L,aK,r) 

(U!;/) - [U!;t (aK, a'L, r)] t , 

(4.215) 

( 4.216) 

where (U!':[) is the expectation value of U/:/ in the closed shell and [U);;f(aK,a'L,r)]t is 

the hermitian conjugate of U);;f (aK, a'L, r), an expression for which can be found in equa-

tions (4.188)-+(4.190). 

Since (U);;!) is an expectation value it is obviously real, hence equation (4.216) can be found to 

be in perfect agreement with the combination of equations (4.209) and (4.193). 

4.3.8 The Ceulemans' 1984 selection rules for half-filled shell states 

In a very similar vein to the time reversal selection rule as stated by Stedman (Stedman [57] 

page 97, and see equation (4.197)), the Ceulemans' selection rules for half-filled shell states are 

a set of very simple, broad statements with remarkably wide ranging application and influence. 

Paraphrasing the words of Ceulemans: the special configurational symmetry of the half-filled 
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shell also affects the interaction matrix elements. In the case of a one-electron hermitian operator 

'J-l;;[ ,one has the following 
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Selection Rules 4.3.1 Ceulemans 1984 

1. Interaction elements between half-filled shell states of opposite (Cd parity will be zero if 

1-£;;[ is antisymmetric under time reversal. 

2. Off-diagonal interaction elements between half-filled shell states of identical (CL ) parity 

will be zero if 1-£;;[ is symmetric under time reversal. 

3. Diagonal interaction elements between half-filled shell states will be zero if 1-£;;[ is symmetric 

under time reversal and not totally symmetric under the spatial symmetry operations. 

The proof of these rules follows directly from equation (4.216) and the composite nature of the 

antilinear particle-hole conjugation operator of Ceulemans - O(rp), which, it is emphasized here 

again, is equivalent to within a phase to CA = CLT. It is an interesting point to note that this 

means that these rules stem from not just a linear choice of particle-hole conjugation operator, 

nor from just the antilinear choice, but from the effects of both separately and together. 

4.3.8.1 A new derivation of Ceulemans' selection rules 

The action of CA on a half-filled shell state distinguished by the (composite) irreducible repre

sentation label K is denoted by 

CAlK) == IK) (4.217) 

and similarly for the IK). 

In addition, the time reversed kets (and bras) will be denoted by a bar 

TIK) = (4.218) 

where is should be noted that both the bar and the tilde are over the entire ket - not just the 

irred uci ble representation label (s). 

The composite nature of CA (and the fact that CL and T commute) allows equation (4.217) to 
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be written 

( 4.219) 

where 7rK is the eigenvalue of CL for the half-filled shell and has values of ±1. Similarly the 

parity of CL for the ket IL) is denoted 7rL. 

Therefore matrix elements of the operator H:;[ in the "complementary" space due to the particle-

hole conjugation have the following property 

( 4.220) 

The operator H:;[, being a single particle tensor operator, may be expanded as a linear combi

nation with the unit tensor operators as a basis. It follows from the antiunitary nature of C~ 

(= O(cp)) and equation (4.216) that 

(KI it:;{ IL) * 

(KIL)*(H:;{) - (KI H:;{tIL)*, 

(4.221) 

(4.222) 

where the notation it:;[ has been used to denote the action of C~ on H:;[ - C~ H:;[ C~-\ and 

(H:;[) represents the expectation value of H:;[ in the closed shell. 

By hypothesis H:;[ is a hermitian operator (has real observable eigenvalues) hence 

( 4.223) 

which relates the matrix elements of H:;[ in the complementary space of particle-hole conjuga-

tion to those in the non-conjugate space. 

From equation (4.220), the fact that time reversal is antiunitary, and the assumption that 

the operator H:;[ has definite time reversal parity, T1{.M, it is found that 

( 4.224) 

( 4.225) 

( 4.226) 
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-M M 1 where H - T1i T-m- m 

The selection rules now follows through combination of equations (4.223) and (4.226) 

( 4.227) 

This is equivalent to equation (73) of Ceulemans 1984, with p = 'Trl{'TrL and q = T1-/,i'. 

There are three cases to consider corresponding to the three selection rules: 

1. The interaction occurs between half-filled shell states IK) and IL) which possess different 

parities with respect to CL ~ 'Trl{ and 'TrL respectively. This implies that necessarily the 

configurations are different, i.e. IK) I- IL), and also that the product of parities 'Trl{'TrL has 

the value -1. The hypothesis that Hf';{ is antisymmetric under time reversal is represented 

in equation (4.227) by setting T1-/,M -1. It follows that the interaction matrix element 

(LI1if';{IK) must vanish if these criteria are met. 

2. The interaction occurs between half-filled shell states IK) and IL) with identical CL pari-

ties, i.e. 'Trl{'TrL = +1. This does not necessarily imply, however, that the states themselves 

be identicaL Off diagonal interaction elements are considered so that even in the case of 

an interaction occurring between identical states the matrix elements with value (Hf';{) 

need not be considered. 

Further, if it is hypothesised that 1if';{ be symmetric under time reversal (T1-/,M '= +1) 

then it follows from equation (4.227) that the off diagonal matrix elements must necessar

ily vanish. 

3. The diagonal matrix elements between half-filled shell states are now considered. If it is 

assumed that the interaction operator Hf';{ is symmetric under time reversal (also as in 

case (2)), then T1-/,M = 

The diagonal interaction elements are just the expectation value of Hf';{ in the closed 
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shell, which is zero if Hi':[ is not totally symmetric under spatial operationsl3 , but obvi

ously has time reversal parity + 1. It now follows that if the above criteria are met then 

the diagonal matrix elements must vanish. 

4.3.8.2 Implications of Ceulemans' selection rules 

Certainly the most far reaching effect of these three, simply stated, rules follows from state

ment (3). 

Since a linear Jahn-Teller interaction corresponds to an operator which is symmetric under 

time reversal (T1{M = + 1), but not totally symmetric under spatial symmetry operations. It 

therefore follows that 

Linear Jahn- Teller interaction elements between half-filled shell states of the same CL parity are 

forbidden. 

This is the case for any isolated half-filled shell state. 

In an earlier paper Ceulemans [11] discussed particle-hole exchange symmetry in orgamc 

molecules. In particular he used the group-theoretical implications of the particle-hole con

jugation operator to offer a reason why, for instance, the Jahn-Teller theorem is "violated" by 

the 11 E') wavefunctions for planar Trimethylene-methane - as reported by Borden [7] in 1976. 

In fact Borden was of the opinion that this lack of Jahn-Teller activity was an indication that 

the 11 E') wavefunctions were not the correct ones. Ceulemans was able to refute this hypothesis 

with an argument based on the fact that the molecular wavefunctions in equation were of e2 sym

metry (half-filled e ligands) and thus fall into the general category covered by the selection rules. 

Further experimental verification of the absence of (expected) Jahn-Teller activity in transi

tion metal ion complexes is discussed at length by Ceulemans et al. [15]. For example, mention 

is made of some very accurate experimental observations which suggest the complete absence of 

13 Another way of saying this is that (1i~) vanishes if Mr rt [K X Kl{KMKr} 
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the linear (first-order) Jahn-Teller effect in the excited 2E9(t~9) state of Cr(III) complexes. It is 

also commented upon that "no detailed explanation of these remarkable observations 

appears to be available in the literature". This thesis offers a generalized development 

of Ceulemans' selection rules including any explanation for such phenomena. 

4.3.9 The Ceulemans' 1994 selection rules for half-filled shell states 

Perhaps realising the general inelegance of his method to derive his selection rules for half-filled 

shell states (which involved lengthy calculations based on the Laplace expansion of Slater deter

minants), in 1994 Ceulemans published an alternative derivation of these rules (Ceulemans [13] 

or §4.3.2 for a synopsis of the paper). This new derivation was based on the much more widely 

understood (and accepted) methods of second quantization. Through the isomorphism of the 

t~9 states with the atomic pT! orbitals (see, for example, Griffith [23]), quasispin of the (pseudo) 

SO(3) variety was introduced. The general statement of the selection rules now involved mention 

of the "quasispin character" of half-filled states. 

The rules are: 

Selection Rules 4.3.2 Ceulemans 1994 

1. Interaction elements between half-filled shell states with different quasispin character will 

be zero for time odd one-election operators. 

2. Off-diagonal elements between half-filled shell states with identical quasispin character will 

be zero for time-even one-election operators. 

3. Diagonal interaction elements will be zero for time-even one-election operators that are 

not totally symmetric scalars in spin and orbit space. 

The similarity of these rules with Ceulemans' rules of ten years previously (Selection Rules 4.3.1) 

is striking. In fact if the phrase "quasispin character" is replaced with the word "parity" (with 

respect to CL) they are identicaL The precise nature of the relationship between the formalisms 

escaped Ceulemans, however. This will be discussed in §4.3.10, but first a brief description of 
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the development of these rules is needed. 

Wybourne in 1991 (Wybourne [67]) following Judd [29J showed how any interaction may be 

expanded as a linear combination of operators of well defined quasispin. In fact these tensors 

for 80(3) will have three labels, K for quasispin, K, for ordinary spin and k for orbital angular 

momentum. Thus the tensor is referred to as a triple tensor 

X (J(K,k) 
?fOT • (4.228) 

The Wigner-Eckart theorem for such a triple tensor placed between states of well defined qua-

sispin is now 

K Q' ) 

M' Q 

(4.229) 

Using the symmetry property (3c) in Appendix A.3.1 and setting the projection 1f of K equal 

to zero (as is appropriate for operators corresponding to single particle interactions) it follows 

that 

(aQlvIQ\ X~;~K,k)\a'Q'lvIQ) (4.230) 

(_1)Q+K+Q'-2iVIQ (etQ - MQI X(~<::)la'Q' MQ)' 

In particular, for a half-filled shell lvIQ = 0 and the interaction matrix element must vanish 

unless 

l)Q+IHQ' = +1, (4.231 ) 

i.e. unless 

Q +K + Q' is even. ( 4.232) 

This result then is the governing result for Ceulemans' selection rules14 . 

14Actually it is interesting to note that equation (4.231) is simply a statement of quasiambivalence for 80Q (3) 

and half-filled shells 
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As mentioned in §4.3.2 Ceulemans, via a method of re-expressing the generic second-quantized 

expression for the one-electron tensor operator in terms of quasispin operators, was able to draw 

a correlation between the quasispin rank of an operator, and its behaviour under time reversaL 

1. The operator is time even. The operator corresponds to a quasispin triplet, i.e. it has 

quasispin rank K = 1. The operator consists oftwo parts, the first of which is proportional 

to the trace of the operator matrix, the second is a symmetric function giving the off 

diagonal terms. 

2. The operator is time odd. The operator corresponds to a quasispin singlet, i.e. it has 

quasispin rank K O. The operator is an antisymmetric function giving only off diagonal 

terms. 

The interaction matrix element, of an operator of rank K in quasispin between states of definite 

quasispin ranks Q and Q', is proportional to the 3j symbol 

( 4.233) 

This is a consequence of the Wigner-Eckart theorem and this property was used, for example, 

by Wybourne [67]. The 3j symbol (4.233) is subject to the usual triangle conditions (see 

Appendix A equation (A.20)) 

IQ - KI s Q + K. (4.234) 

If attention is restricted to those interactions which are scalar in quasispin, this implies that 

1[' = O. Ceulemans showed that this is the case for single-particle iteration operators. 

Further, if attention is restricted to those shells which are half-filled then MQ = 0, and the 

3.7 symbol of interest is 

( 
Q K 

o 0 
( 4.235) 
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The triangle condition of equation (4.234), together with the requirement that Q + K + Q' be 

even impose very strict conditions on the 3j symbol for it not to vanish. For the two possible 

values of K (corresponding to the time evenness or oddness of the interaction), these imply for 

a time odd operator 

K = 0 ; t::.Q = o. ( 4.236) 

and for a time even operator 

K = 1: t::.Q = ±1. ( 4.237) 

As in the previous statement of Ceulemans' selection rules (see §4.3.8.1) there are three cases 

1. The interaction occurs between half-filled shell states with different quasispin character 

( Q Q'). If the interaction is time odd in nature then it will have quasispin rank K = O. 

However by equation (4.236) above this is a contradiction, the interaction matrix element 

must vanish. 

2. The interaction occurs between half-filled shell states with identical quasispin character 

(t::.Q = 0). If the interaction is time even then it has quasispin rank K 1. It follows 

from equation (4.237) above that off diagonal interaction matrix elements must vanish. 

3. The interaction is time even (K 1). From the fact that necessarily K E [Q x Ql{QKQ} 

and the requirement that {QKQ} = the diagonal matrix elements will vanish if the 

interaction is not a totally symmetric scalar in spin and orbital angular momenta. 

4.3.10 The connection between Ceulemans' 1984 and 1994 selection rules 

The previous section highlights a remarkable feat by Arnout Ceulemans. He was able to, over 

the time interval of ten years, derive essentially the same selection rules twice by two dramati

cally different methods. 

The only thing more remarkable than this achievement was the fact that since the methods 
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used in each case were so different, Ceulemans was unable to reconcile the relationship between 

the two formalisms 15 . The connection is in fact, beautiful in its simplicity. 

The 1984 derivation relied upon the eigenvalues of a linear particle-hole conjugation opera

tor. An operator that was both hermitian and unitary, i,e, was equal to its own inverse. This 

operator was identified (to within a phase) in §4.3.6 as being CL. The effects of this operator on 

the annihilation and creation operators of second quantization and on arbitrary shell terms of 

good quasispin eigenvalues QlvIQ are given in equations (4.198), (4.199) and (B.33) respectively. 

Also since for a shell state transforming as the irreducible representation A( G) (of group G) of 

dimension A the value of the quasispin projection eigenvalue is 

( 4.238) 

then for a half-filled shell N = A and MQ = O. So for those terms for which Q, MQ are applicable 

eigenvalues (see, for example, §4.3,2 or §4.1.7), for a half-filled shell, IQO), CL has eigenvalue 

1rQ (-1)Q, i.e. 

(4.239) 

Hence in his 1984 paper, when Ceulemans referred to the parity of a half-filled shell state with 

respect to a linear particle-hole conjugation operator he was actually referring to the "quasispin 

character" of the state, see equation (4.239). For a half-filled shell state Q is always integral, 

hence (-1)Q = 1rQ = ±l. This is just the result derived by Ceulemans in 1984 with no knowledge 

whatsoever of the concept of quasispin. The governing equation from which Ceulemans' 1984 

selection rules stem (equation (4.227)), expressed in terms of half-filled shell states, may be 

labelled with the quasispin scheme proposed by Ceulemans in 1994; 

( 4.240) 

where the spin and spatial labels have been suppressed for convenience and the labels K and k 

now refer to the quasispin rank and projection of the interaction operator (k = 0 for a single-

15In fact the comment in Ceulemans' 1994 paper was that "the relationship between both formalisms is 

still under study", with a reference to the communique that inspired this thesis 
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particle operator, see §4.3.2). 

Furthermore the two equations, (4.236) and (4.237), in which Ceulemans 1994 expressed the 

relationship between the quasispin rank of a single-particle interaction operator and its time

reversal signature, may be summarized 

77-1.1( = -( _1)K, (K = 0,1). (4.241) 

With the relationship expressed in this form, and with the knowledge that the CL parity, 1fX, 

of a state or operator with quasispin rank X and quasispin projection16 x = 0 is 

( 4.242) 

then, the relationship between the time-reversal parity, the CL parity and the quasispin character 

of a state or operator becomes 

77-iJ( = - (_1)K = -'TrK. (4.243) 

In particular equation (4.240) may now be expressed as 

( 4.244) 

or, in another variation, as 

( 4.245) 

Thus two important points have been, recovered from a re-expression of Ceulemans 1984 paper: 

1. The general rule for the non-vanishing of interaction matrix elements is equivalent to 

Wybourne's 1991 "crucial" condition on the matrix elements of an interaction between 

half-filled shells (given here as equation (4.232)), i.e. 

Q + K + Q' is even. ( 4.246) 

2. Ceulemans' rules (both versions 1984 and 1994) may be reinterpreted as a general state

ment about CL parities: must have 

'TrQ'TrK'TrQI = +1 

for the interaction matrix element not to vanish. 

16For example, for a half-filled shell state or a single-particle interaction 

(4.247) 
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Chapter 5 

Other Symmetries: Parab'ose 

Supersymmetry in J ahn-Teller 

Systems 

Of a slightly more nature is the matter of parabosons, and of supersymmetry, in Jahn

Teller systems. Schmutz [52] showed in quite some detail, that the E ® E Jahn-Teller system 

can be formulated as a displaced parabose oscillator. Whilst in 1984 Jarvis and Stedman [28] 

constructed a supersymmetric Hamiltonian for the E ® E Jahn-Teller system. 

In this chapter it is shown how to 'incorporate the parabosonic operators of Schmutz into the 

supersymmetrk scheme of Jarvis et. al. The result is an elegant representation of the Hamilto

nian which manifestly exhibits the symmetry between the plus and minus parabosons. 

This chapter was published in 1994 as "Parabosons versus supersymmetry in Jahn-Teller Sys

tems" by Savage & Stedman [51]. 
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5 .1 Introduction 

J ahn-Teller systems are interesting candidates for nonrelativistic applications of supersymmetry 

in quantum mechanics because of the degeneracy of the fermion states, the existing fermion

boson interactions and the well-established tradition for applying higher group symmetries to 

reveal approximate underlying symmetries (for example Pooler and O'Brien [41], Judd [31], 

Stedman [53]). 

The work of Schmutz [52] on parabosons and that of Jarvis et at. [28] on supersymmetry, re

spectively, in ® t J ahn-Teller Hamiltonians have superficially common features. We show that 

although the differences in these approaches are fundamental, and do not allow the identification 

of a parasupersymmetric Jahn-Teller system at this stage, the anharmonic terms introduced by 

Jarvis et al. to achieve supersymmetry may be given elegant representation using paraboson 

operators. 

We take the Hamiltonian to be H HI + He + He + Ha where He, HI are the unperturbed 

Hamiltonians of the N-fold degenerate electronic system and of a harmonic oscillator with the 

same degeneracy (so that supersymmetry is possible), He is the fermion-boson coupling term 

and Ha represents anharmonic phonon coupling. In the schemes of Jarvis et at. [28] it is vital 

that anharmonic (boson-boson) couplings in He be present to act as the supersymmetric coun

terparts of the fermion-boson couplings under fermion-boson transmutations. Since physical 

systems will certainly possess some anharmonicity, this supersymmetric model is expected to be 

at least as realistic as those assuming harmonic couplings when discussing higher symmetry in 

Jahn-Teller systems. 

In the E ® t system a doubly degenerate vibrational mode (of symmetry E in say the gToup 

0) is vibronically coupled to a twofold degenerate (E) electronic level (He =1). The fermion-

boson coupling bi + bJ, bi, Ii are annihilation 

operators for boson mode and fermion state i, respectively, and O'z, O'x are the usual Pauli 

matrices. We shall write b, f for the associated column matrices (bi) , (Ii) . 
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5.2 Supersymmetry in Jahn-Teller systems 

We now review and adapt the results of the Jarvis et al. formalism. The generator of su

persymmetric transformations is the supercharge S ==#'!3, where!3 expG(¢)bexp(-G(¢)), 

¢ == {<Pi}, i = 1,2, and G is any real differentiable function of ¢. Therefore: 

[7f,71] 0, 

where the left and right arrows indicate row and column labels, respectively. S is nilpotent, and 

the Hamiltonian H = {S, st} is necessarily supersymmetric (Witten [63], Blockley et at. [5], 

Stedman [55]. 

We may expand !3 in terms of repeated commutators and use the result: [G (¢), b~±)] = 

±G(i) (¢), where the superscript i denotes a partial derivative with respect to <Pi. Since any 

two functions of ¢ commute we have !3 = b - G' (¢). It follows that 

[~, {J] = 1 - 2G"(¢). 

The Hamiltonian becomes 

H ft [~, 

This may be written as H = He + HI + He + Ha, where He = -2#G"(¢)f and 

(¢)b btG"(¢) + G,(¢)2, 

trG"(¢) - (G'(¢))T ¢ + G'(¢)2. 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

Jarvis et at. point out that each such term in is guaranteed to be invariant under the point 

group if the fermions and bosons transform in the same manner and if G ( ¢) is an invariant 

function; this follows since !3 '" b rv r and a contraction such as rt!3 is then invariant under the 

point group. 

For the E @ E Jahn-Teller system, Jarvis et al. [28] choose a D4 ~ D2 subgroup basis so 
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that 1> = (¢b¢2)T rv ((3z2 - .,.2)/V3,x2 - y2)T. The only quadratic, cubic and quartic invari

ants that can be constructed from 1> are h (¢t + ¢~), Is == (¢t - 3¢1¢§), and 14 == Ii. Also 

<T> == (¢t ¢22, - 2¢1 ¢2)T transforms as 1>. If G E == - ~Cd3' then f3 b + oo<T> and 

-2ft (-2OO¢1 2OO¢2) f 

2OO¢2 2OO¢1 

= 4OO(¢lUift 1J12) ¢2uih - 1Jft)) 

= 4ooft (¢laZ - ¢2a:r;)f. 

G E generates a mixture of cubic and quartic anharmonicity: Ha = 0013 + 00214. Thus, 

(5.3) 

On projecting out the fermion operators HJS -+ HJS by the relation HJS ftHJsf, we find 

HJS = [;a, it] + (f3tf3) 1, 
(5.5) 

(btb + 1 + OOIS + 00214)1 + 4OO(¢laz ¢2ax)' 

5.3 Parabosons in Jahn-Teller systems 

Similarly, we briefly review and adapt the representation by Schmutz [52] of an Q9E Jahn-Teller 

system in terms of displaced parabose oscillators (we use a = ;"/4, 0/2 -+ 

with the ® E Jahn-Teller Hamiltonian H2 + He + He: 

). Schmutz begins 

(5.6) 

Note the omission of anharmonicity. operator ri == exp(i1rblbi) and has the us~ful properties 

r! = ri l 
, {fi,bd = 0, rilni) = (-l)nilni)i in addition, since rl has expectation value unity in 

any space of definite (integer) number, and commutes with all operators in the theory, we can 

take ri = r! in all relations. A derived unitary operator U 1 diagonalizes Hs: 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 
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where 'TJ = ±. The operators ai, at where ai == bir3-i, i = 1,2, obey boson commutation 

relations amongst themselves (as do bi, bt), but each has zero anticommutator with each of bi, br

A (A+,A_f U1b, AI) == (b1 +'TJa2)1..}2. These operators satisfy the trilinear commutation 

relations characteristic of all p = 2 parabosonic operators (where (, like 'TJ, is either + or -) 

(see for related material Green [21], Greenberg and Messiah [22], Rubakov and Spironodov [48], 

neCKers and Debergh [2, 3], Bardakci [1]: 

Other such relations follow by hermitian conjugation and also by the generalized J aco bi iden

tity. may be defined by the relations [N(,AI)] = -AI)' where N( == {A(,A~}. In the two

dimensional case, N + N _ == N and is the number operator for the system. The unperturbed 

Hamiltonian of the two dimensional harmonic oscillator, H2 = btb + I, may be written as 

t I 2 I I 't N A A + 1. HI) can therefore be expressed as HI) = NI) - 16a ) where N( == {A(, A( } 

and A~ AI) + 2..}2a so that N~ = N + 2J2a (A( + A~) + 8a2
• 

the Hamiltonians HI) are identical with those of displaced parabose oscillators (ATI 

being the parabose operator and 2..}2a its displacement). Under the unitary transformation 

U I in which Hs -t H~, f -t f' (which preserves the Fermi anticommutation relations), then 

f'tH~f',and parabosonic expressions are obtained in the Hamiltonian. The Schmutz di

agonalisation process may thus be viewed as a result of this unitary symmetry of the formalism. 

5.4 Action of Schmutz transformations in the Jarvis et al. 

hamiltonian 

An obvious question is: what is the action of the Schmutz unitary diagonalising matrix Ul on 

the Jarvis et al. Hamiltonian HJs? Let HJS -t H~s, f -t f' and (3 -t (3' under U I . We 

obtain HJS Hs + a130'x + a2141. Since HJS = fltH~sf', this may be regarded as the original 

Hamiltonian in a unitarily transformed fermion basis. We note also that S = fIt (3', where 
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(3' == A + aP 1 and 

with Ct; At; + A~. Hence S involves paraboson operators, and the (supersymmetric) 

Hamiltonian 

Since btb 

(5.10) 

Hamiltonian may be written 

(5.11) 

At this point we simply follow Schmutz's method for rendering such a Hamiltonian diagonal, 

using the fermion transformation associated with U2; and, as in the work of Schmutz, the effect 

is to highlight further the paraboson operators. IfU == U 2U 1 , H.IS -+ H~s, f -+ f" and (3 -+ (3" 

under U then: 

H" .IS 

where 

btb + 1 + 4a(¢1 ¢2rl) + ryaIar2 + a214 

= (N~ 16a2 + (214)1 + ryahr2 

or, in terms of paraboson operators: 

Hence 

o ), (5.12) 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 
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It is instructive to write in the last term 

where 

B (~:) =r,U,b, 
_ ( D+D_ ) P2 == U 2iJ? = ";2 ) 

D_D+ 

D( == B( +BJ, B( == (b1f2 + (b2) /Vi. 

{Bd are therefore para-boson operators (i.e. obey a mixture of commutation and anti

commutation relations). In addition BtB = btb = AtA, 13 = (BtP2 + P~B)f2' I3f2 

v'2 (D+D_D+ + D_D+D_), 14 = P~P2 = 2 {D+D_, D_D+}, so that 

(5.16) 

and thus 

This is a diagonal Hamiltonian expressed entirely in terms of parabosons. 

Remarkably the anharmonic terms are very amenable to expression in terms of paraboson op

erators. The cubic and quartic anharmonicity invariants 13 and 14 have in fact a far more 

elegant relationship when so expressed; the symmetry between the plus and minus parabosons 

is manifest. 

5.5 Parasupersymmetry? 

All of former analysis is confined to standard fermi-bose supersymmetry, whose generator 

and spectrum are those reported in Jarvis et al. [28]. However the above analysis is suggestive 

of a for parasupersymmetry in Jahn-Teller theory. 

usual approach, however, is to use parafermi-bose supersymmetry (Jarvis [27], Rubakov 

et al. [48], Beckers and Debergh [2]). This can lead to spectra with threefold degeneracies. Such 
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a possibility of alternative higher symmetries would continue and enhance the above-mentioned 

tradition for applying higher group symmetries in Jahn-Teller systems. 

Following the first example of Rubakov et al., we might search for parasupersymmetry using the 

paracharge 

o 
Q = p+iW1 

leading to a Hamiltonian of the form 

H I) 1 
W 2 +3 

o 

o 
o 
o 

2W{ + W~ 

o 
o 

WI 
2 

o 

o 

WI 
1 

o 
o 

-W{ - 2W~ 

For this to replicate, say the T XE Jahn-Teller system, we need to identify this interaction 

by an appropriate choice of the superpotentials WI' W2. The T XE Jahn-Teller system has an 

interaction, when diagonalised, of the form: 

o 

a 

Hence we would have to identify 

o 

a 

a 

2W{ + W~ = W{ - W~ 3W{/2 = V¢I + ¢~, Wi -2W~. 

While these relations are algebraically consistent, each potential must contain both ¢land ¢2; 

in addition, the further conditions required by Rubakov et al. give the unlikely requirement 

3W~I. This approach therefore seems unpromising. Nevertheless the 

paraboson link established here may help to indicate a better direction for studying possible 

realisations of parasupersymmetric systems. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

The primary aim of the proposal that inspired this thesis was to uncover the relationships be

tween several disparate approaches to the common problem of describing, in general terms, 

the effects of particle-hole conjugation in instances of reduced symmetry. This aim has been 

achieved, and the relationships amongst the differing methodologies made transparent. 

Two burning questions at the initiation of this investigation were how it was that Ceule

mans [12, 13J: 

1. Achieved sets of selection rules for half-filled shells that were apparently not reproduced 

elsew here in the literature. 

2. Derived these selection rules twice, by dramatically different methods, and yet, according 

to Ceulemans himself [13J was unable to resolve the formalisms. 

In answer to (1), it is now clear that the extra step that Ceulemans took in both instances was 

the inclusion of time reversal in the formalism. Although Bell [4J had determined the effect of a 

linear particle-hole conjugation operator on shell states, and had managed to derive a relation

ship between matrix elements of conjugate states, he did not examine the effects of time reversal 

on these shell states in conjunction with the operation of a linear particle-hole conjugation. 

Wybourne in 1973 for ligand fields and in 1991 for atomic dn and r configurations arrived 
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at theorems for half-filled shells, in both instances involving the quasispin concept. It fell to 

Ceulemans in 1994 however, to determine the relationship between the quasispin rank of an 

operator, and its behaviour under time reversal. Thus leading to selection rules for matrix ele

ments ·of a single-particle interaction between half-filled shell states. The step that Ceulemans 

appears to not have been aware of, however, was to present the quasispin rank - time-reversal 

parity relationship in the form: 

(6.1 ) 

Once the expression is written in this manner and with the knowledge that a state or operator 

scalar in quasispin (as for a half-filled shell or a single-particle interaction) has parity IrQ with 

respect to the linear particle-hole conjugation operator CL of the form 

(6.2) 

then the relationship between the Ceulemans' selection rules of 1984 (Selection Rules 4.3.1), 

which were phrased in terms of the parity of states with respect to a linear particle-hole con

jugation operator and the time reversal nature of the interaction, and the Ceulemans' selection 

rules of 1994 (Selection Rules 4.3.2), which were phrased in terms of the "quasispin character" 

of the states and the time reversal nature of the interaction, is surprisingly straightforward. 

In the process of arriving at the connection between the two Ceulemans papers, described above, 

the methodology used by Ceulemans in 1984 to derive the rules themselves was generalized by 

the process of second quantization and by making as few assumptions as possible about the 

symmetry properties of the relevant groups. This generalization process is encapsulated in the 

notation used to express the equations. A full description of the assumptions made, and the 

notation used in this generalization process in contained in Appendix A. 

A very important technique of checking the veracity of these generalized equations is an adap

tation of the diagram techniques of "good housekeeping" as outlined in Stedman's 1990 book on 

the subject of diagram techniques in group theory (Stedman [57]). The conditions of maintain

ing a "bipartite" diagram is transliterated into a similar condition for second quantised algebraic 
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equations. Chapter 2 is devoted to this technique. 

It is discovered in §4.2.2.6 that some of Stedman's equations (definitions and proofs) fail to 

meet the requirements of biparticity. They are modified so that they do. Consequently some 

of the properties of C A (C A is the notation used in this thesis to refer to Stedman's 1987, anti

linear particle-hole conjugation operator) as given in Stedman [56] are not correct without the 

restriction that the 2jms be chosen real. According to the discussion and tables contained in 

[9], it would appear to always be possible to make the choice of reality of the 2jms for all 

point groups. However Butler [9] refers the reader to his 1975 paper (Butler [8]) in which this 

choice of reality is merely hypothesi.sed. The arguments contained in Stedman [56] then, while 

perhaps not being incorrect as such, certainly do appear to lose some of their generality. 

The importance of whether or not 2jms in Stedman [56] are real is, of course, related to the 

fact that Stedman defines an antilinear particle-hole conjugation operator CA. This definition 

is given by the relationship 

(6.3) 

where CD is the well defined linear particle-hole conjugation operator used, for example,by 

Bell [4] and given an explicit definition in terms of second-quantized operators by Keiter et 

al [34]. The Z factor denotes the operator corresponding to complex conjugation. 

The inclusion of Z in this manner, causes one other problem in the list of properties of CA, 

given in Stedman [56]' which can not be overcome by choosing the 2jms to be real. Prop

erty (d), that C A commutes with ordinary spin, is found to be in error, since the y component 

of spin is, in fact, complex. 

Through the process of modifying the definition of CAl in order that its properties be consistent 

with the requirements of biparticity, it was discovered that the modified operator, denoted C~, 
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was in fact equivalent to the composite operator CLT. That is 

(6.4) 

Why this should be so follows from the fact that the technique of modifying equations so they 

are bipartite, involves the judicious addition of 2jm symbols (see Chapter 2 of this thesis or 

Stedman's Book [57]). These symbols are elements of the unitary matrix included by Wigner in 

his definition of time reversal T. This matrix is denoted :J in this thesis, Le. 

T == :JZ. (6.5) 

The truly remarkable consequence of the requirement of biparticity and hence the definition 

of CA is that in §4.3.3 C~l is found to be equivalent to the antilinear particle-hole conjugation 

operator O(/p), from which Ceulemans' 1984 selection rules stem. 

A chart depicting the relationship between the major operators referred to in this thesis, is 

to be found in Figure 6.1. 

Included in this thesis (appearing as Chapter 5) is a paper published in 1994 [51] which is 

written in conjunction with Professor Stedman. The paper discussed an attempt to merge the 

concepts of parabose statistics and supersymmetry with respect to the Ex e Jahn-Teller system. 

It was concluded that is was indeed possible to introduce the parabose operators of Schmutz [52] 

into the supersymmetric Hamiltonian of Javis & Stedman [28]. 

6.1 Scope for further work 

The theoretical aspects of this thesis are fascinating to the author. The fact that symmetries 

other than the obvious spatial symmetries of systems should have such a profound effect on the 

allowable interaction matrix elements is quite remarkable. 

However the theoretical aspects of this work are obviously tempered by the need for exper

imental verification. Ceulemans [11, 15] has already proposed his selection rules as possible 
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4 

Figme 6.1: The relationship between the main operators discussed in this thesis. Relation (I) is Wigner's 

definition of T, relation (2) is from Stedman [561, relation (3) is by the definition in §4.2.2.6 and equivalence (4) 

is reached in §4.3.4, where O( <p) is Ceu/emans' antilinear operator. 
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explanation for several phenomena reported in the literature. However more work needs to be 

done in correlating theory with experiment. 

In addition, it is regretted by the author that more work has not been done to push still 

further the results of Chapter 5. As mentioned there, the great variety of Jahn-Teller systems, 

in particular Txt ones, should be amenable to be expressed in these formalisms. 
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Appendix A 

2jm and 3jm symbols 

A.I State labelling scheme 

labelling of states in this thesis is based on the conventions used in Stedman's "Diagram 

Techniques in Group Theory" [57], which in turn is based on Butler's scheme in his 1981 book 

"Point Group Symmetry Applications: Methods and Tables" [9]. 

A three stage labelling scheme is used for an N particle eigenstate IK) == IK K:k), where the 

labels K pf, K:, k are irreducible representations of 0(3), of the appropriate subgroup G and 

of its subgroup H. These three groups are found to suffice for labelling and occasionally just 

two will be adequate, in which case the unnecessary irreducible representation label will be 

suppressed (as in the instance of lim) for the SO(3)=:JSUs (2) chain). Therefore in a second 

quantized expression akk or akK: may be seen. 

The group G could possibly be either a product spin/space group, Le. G = GxSUS(2)N (in 

which case the higher group would have to be 0(3) xSUs (2)N) or, as is assumed in this thesis, 

the coupled group in which the total angular momentum J... = 1. + s.. provides the basis of the 

labelling scheme and projective representations are included. 

For each state IK) the great orthogonality theorem (more specifically character orthogo-
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nality theorem ~ see Stedman [57] for a diagram proof of this) proves that there exists one so 

call conjugate state IK) such that the direct product of the irreducible representations corre

sponding to the labels K and K is identically equal to the group invariant. For example for the 

full rotation group, G may be taken to be the product space/spin group O(3)xSUs (2) and the 

state may be labelled K, k = j, m with the conjugate state labelled K, Ii = j, -m. 

A.2 Properties of the 2jm symbols 

The 2jm symbols, (KL), are elements of a unitary matrix which shall be denoted :J, where the 

notation used in this thesis to denote the 2jm symbol is that used by Stedman [56]. The matrix 

:J is that corresponding to Wigner's C (see Wigner [62]) which complex conjugates the matrices 

of the irreducible representation A of the group G, i.e. 

:JA(R):J-1 = A(R)*. (A.1) 

The matrices :J can be shown to be either symmetric of antisymmetric, i.e. 

:JT {K}:J, {K} = ±l. (A.2) 

Using these properties of:J, restrictions can be placed on its elements ~ the 2jm symbols (KL). 

The rows and columns of the :J matrix for the group G are labelled by the irreducible rep-
'., 

resentation labels K and L respectively (these may very well be composite labels, e.g. msml or, 

another possibility, jaAl). So that :JKL == (KL), Le. the KLth element of the matrix :J is the 

2jm symbol (KL). 

In terms of its components, the unitarity of :J implies: 

:::} (K L ) (K' L) * <5 K K' . 

(A.3) 

(A.4) 

(A.5) 
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Whilst equation (A.2) gives 

'* (LK) {K}(KL) 

Substituting equation (A.5) into equation (A.8) leads to 

(LK)(K'L)* = {K}OKKI. 
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(A.6) 

(A.7) 

(A.S) 

(A.9) 

The 2jm symbols are in fact a special case of the 3jm symbols. They are Clebsch-Gordon 

coupling coefficients describing the coupling of two irreducible representations to an invariant of 

G: which has been renormalized, 

(A.10) 

Equation (A.10) is in Butler [9]. 

Some important points to note at this stage are that 

L As the scalar irreducible representation of the group G, O(G), is always of unit dimension 

it only has the one partner so the partner label (e.g. h, b) may be omitted without 

ambiguity. 

2. The scalar irreducible representation O( G) (using Butler [9] notation) occurs once and only 

once the direct product A1(G) x A2(G) and then if and only if A2(G) = Ai(G). 

Denoting the irreducible representation and partner labels >'1, hand A2, l2 by the composite 

labels K and L the above may be summarized by 

(A.ll) 
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where represents the complex conjugate irreducible representation and partner labels. 

Butler (Butler [9], Chapter 3) discussed in full detail the properties of the jm factors and j 

symbols. In particular the use of the factorization lemma of Racah, which may be used to 

greatly simplify jm symbols for a group-subgroup chain in terms of products of jm factors. For 

example for the 80(3) :) G :)C1 chain with irreducible representations J(803), A(G) and 0(C1) 

the 2jm symbols is the product of the 2jm factor for SO(3):) G and a 2jm factor for G :)C1 
30(3) 

J 
30(3) G 

a J A 

A G = a b (A.12) 

b A 0 
G Cl 

0 
. C1 

where a and b are branching multiplicities. For point groups these branching multiplicities are 

real numbers and this fact enables a simplified single column notation to be used with no loss 

of information. The dimension factor in equation (A.I0) ensures that the non-zero 2jm factors 

in an expression such as equation (A.12) are always 

Equation (A.11) allows the following simplification for equations (A.5), (A.8) and (A.9) 

(KK)(KK)* 1 

(KK) = {K}(KK) 

(KK)(KK)* = {K}. 

A.3 Properties of the 3jm symbols 

The 3jm symbol 

(A.5') 

(A.8') 

(A.9') 

(A.13) 

couples the three irreducible representations labelled K M and L to an invariant, or equivalently 

the two irreducible representations M and L to (or any cyclic permutation there of). The 
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3jm symbols are just numbers (possibly complex) and are tabulated, see for example Butler [9]. 

product multiplicity "r" indicates the instance of the occurrence of the product M x L in 

occurrences are arbitrarily labelled from O. 

Some assumptions are made about (A.13) in this thesis. The group to which the irreducible 

representations K, M and L belong is assumed to be simple phase (as are most point groups). 

That is the 3jm symbol 

(~ L :)' (A.14) 

which is obtained from (A.13) by a transposition of columns 2 and 3, is equal to (A.13) by a 

phase the 3j phase {KMLr}, which has values of ±1 (and are tabulated, for III 

Chapter 14 of Butler [9]). The assumption of simple phase groups ensures that the same phase 

occurs upon transposition of any two of the three columns. The 3j phase has same value 

under conjugation of the irreducible representation labels, i.e. {K M Lr} 

Another important assumption about the groups used in this thesis is that they satisfy quasi

ambivalence, i.e. the product of the three 2j phases of the irreducible representatioIL."l L, M 

appearing in the 3j symbol (A.13) is equal to unity 

{K}{.M}{L} 1. (A.15) 

This assumption of quasiambivalence has direct consequences when the effect of complex con

jugation is considered on the 3jm symbols. 

The complex conjugated 3jm symbol 

( 
~ M L )*r 
k m l 

(A.16) 
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can be shown to be equal to the product of three 2jm symbols and the unconjugated 3jm 

symbol, i.e. 

*r 

(k : ~) = (KK)(MM)(LL) ( : 
M ~)r 
m l 

(A.17) 

Quasiambivalence implies that the doubly conjugated 3jm symbol returns the unconjugated 

symbol (since (KK)*(KK) = {K} and so on). 

Last, but certainly not least in importance, is property that the 3jm is invariant under 

cyclic permutations of its columns. 

A.3.1 Spherical symmetry 

The relationship between the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and the 3j symbols of SO(3) is 

(A.18) 

In addition to the general rules for 3jm symbols there are some SO(3) specific rules of paramount 

importance to the results of this thesis. 

1. Reality: 

(A.19) 

2. Selection Rules: "Triangular Inequalities" 

(A.20) 

( 
jl 12 J) 3. Symmetries: is 
ml m2 M 

(a) Invariant in a circular permutation of the three columns. 

(b) Multiplied by (_1)h+h+.J in a permutation of any two columns. 

(c) Multiplied by (_1)jl+j2+.J under a simultaneous change of signs of mIl m2 and lVI. 
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4. Symmetries of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients follow from the corresponding symmetries 

of the 3jm symbols and the defining relationship A.3.L 

(jImli2m2 I JM) is: 

(a) Invariant in a circular permutation of the three columns. 

(b) Multiplied by {_l)jl+h-J in a permutation of any two columns. 

(c) Multiplied by (_l)jl+h- J under a simultaneous change of signs of mI, m2 and M. 
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Appendix B 

Proofs of properties of C L 

B.1 CL is unitary 

CL is unitary, CLcl = clcL = 1. A few results are required to prove this, where the 

following proof is for G(K) defined as in equation (4.120) with the proof for equation (4.55) 

being similar: 

(a) G(K)t G(K): this is trivial since G(K) = 2Q(K)x and the cartesian components of 

quasispin are hermitian. 

(b) F(K)t = F(K); also trivial. From the definition of F(K) 

F(K) = n(K) + n(K) - 2n(K)n(K) (B.1) 

and using the results that n(K)2 = n(K) and n(K)2 n(K) it follows that 

(c) F(K)2 F(K)t F(K) F(K). 

(d) {G(K),F(K)} 0: this follows from the definitions of G(K) and F(K) and from equa-

tion (D.22) (which may be restated as Q(K)~ = Q(K); = Q(K)D. 

(e) G(K)tG(K) 1 - F(K): again this follows from the definitions of G(K) and F(K) and 

from equation (D.22). 
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Using these above five results it is found that 

1, 

and similarly for CLci. 

Also since CL is defined in terms of quasispin operators (equations (4.117)-+(4.120)) which 

are hermitian, it follows that CL itself is also hermitian, i.e. 

C t C L L· 

Combined with the unitary property of CL it follows that CL is self-inverse, i.e. 

C- 1 
L . 

B.2 CL toggles empty/filled states 

(B.3) 

(B.4) 

It will now be proved that C L toggles empty/filled states where extensive use is made of the 

basic results: 

and 

Thus: 

F(K)ak 

G(K)ak 

akn(K) a}(a}(a1( = 0, 

n(K)ak (1 t ) t aJ(aJ( aJ( t aJ(l 

n(K)aK 0, 

aKn(K) aK· 

(n{K)(l n(K)) + n(K)(l- n(K))) a}(l 

a}«(l- n(K)), 

(11((1- n(K)), 

(B.5) 

(B.6) 

(B.7) 

(B.8) 

(B.9) 

(B.lO) 

where the latter holds regardless if G(K) is defined as in equation (4.55) or (4.120) and hence 

(B.ll) 
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Similarly, 

This implies that 

aJ<F(K) 

and aKG(K) 

thus aJ(G(K)A 

aK(1 - n(K)) 

-(1- n(K))iik, 

aJ«I- n(K)) - iik(1- n(K)). 

and G(K).4 G(K)A and [GAi' GAj] = 0 the result follows: 

B.3 The effect of CL on quasispin 
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(B.12) 

(B.13) 

(B.14) 

(B.15) 

(B.16) 

GL reverses x and z components of quasispin, the y component, however, \O,"H.UH.'" unaltered. 

See equations 114)-+(4.116). 

BA CL and ordinary spin commute 

GL commutes with ordinary spin, as it also does with orbital angular momentum. prop-

erties follow GL is constructed from quasispin operators (see equations (4.117)-+(4.120)), 

which are defined to be scalar in both spin and orbital angular momentum spaces (see equa-

tion (4.73)). 

B.5 IQMQ) has eigenvalues of ±1 with respect to (CL)2 

In this section the eigenvalue of GL on an arbitrary half-filled shell is ascertained. 

tion (4.112) the action of GL on ak is 

equa-

(B.17) 
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giving, upon reapplication 

(KK)*(KK)ak 

{K}a}( 

= (-ak)· 

GL on an empty shell fills it in the following manner 

CLIO) == (II(KK)akak)IO) IG), 
K 

therefore double action of GL on the empty shell gives 

CiIO) = CLIG) == (II(K'K')*aj(laK1)(II(KK)akak) 10) 
[(I K 

(II (KK)*(KK))IO) 
[( 

(-l)AIO), 

(B.18) 

(B.19) 

(B.20) 

(B.21) 

(B.22) 

(B.23) 

(B.24) 

where A is the dimension of the irreducible representation the shell transforms as. This implies 

that for an arbitrarily filled shell of occupancy N 

(_l)A-N (ala1 ... a~)10) 

(_1)2MQ (alab ... a~)IO) 

since MQ !(A - N) and 

Q = ~(A ) 2 v , 

(B.25) 

(B.26) 

(B.27) 

where v is the seniority number. Suppose N = v in the example above, then MQ = Q, i.e. 

(B.28) 

Acting on this state with Q+, means adding another pair of electrons, this does not affect the 

overall phase of Ci. So 

Cil(N - 2) = v) = (-1)2QI(N - 2) = VI, (B.29) 
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which implies that for an arbitrarily filled state labelled with the (composite) label IK) 

hence the phase of CL may be fixed to be 

7fQIQ - MQK') 

(QO)IQ - NIQK') 

(_1)Q-MQ IQ - MQK'). 
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(B.30) 

(B.31) 

(B.32) 

(B.33) 

The composite label K' now refers to all other labels required to identify the state. The implicit 

assumption here is that quasispin is compatible with these labels. See §4.1.4. 
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Appendix C 

Proofs of properties of CA 

C.l c~ is unitary 

C~ is unitary because both CL and T are unitary. 

C.2 C~ toggles empty/filled states 

That C~ toggles empty/filled states is proved by equations (4.146) and (4.147). 

C.3 C~ anticommutes with quasispin 

That C~ anticommutes with quasispin is proved by equations (4.150)-+(4.152). 

C.4 C~ and ordinary spin anticommute 

C~ anticommutes with ordinary spin and orbital angular momentum. This follows since CL 

commutes, but T anticommutes with Ii and L 

C.5 IQMQ) has eigenvalues of ±1 with respect to (C~)2 

(C~)2 has eigenvalues of ±1 follows from the corresponding property for (CL)2 and the well 

known result for T2 (see equation (4.176)). 
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Appendix D 

Proofs of tensor coupling relations 

This appendix is a (somewhat detailed) series of proofs of certain coupled-tensor relations dis

cussed in §4.2. A new bracket type has been used here (as in §4.2), "~" and "~" to indicate that 

the operators enclosed are tensorially coupled. The right superscripted indices in parentheses 

indicate from left to right: space/spin rank, quasispin rank. Where pertinent, a right subscript 

indicates the projection of the superscripted index directly above. 

The following relations (D.l to D.5) will be given proofs: 

~ ~ (00) AK,AL 

~ 1 (00) 
[AK' ALl 

~ ~ (00) {AJ(,Ad 

~ [Ax, 1 (0:) 

~ 1 (01) 
{AK,AR} a 

Relation (D.l) can be shown as follows: 

oJ(L(n(K) n(K) - 1)/v'2 

v'2(n(K) - n(K)) 

= -v'2 

= 0 

= -(2v'2'i)Q(K)a. 

(KL)(qq')AKqALql, 

(KL) (akaL - aKai) /v'2, 

( -akaK + alaL - 1) /v'2, 

0LR(n(K) - n(K) - 1)/v'2. 

(D.l) 

(D.2) 

(D.3) 

(D.4) 

(D.5) 

(D.6) 

(D.7) 

(D.8) 

(D.9) 
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This implies; 

~AK AK~ (00) ~AKAK~ (00) J 

= (n(K) - n(K) - l)/Vi - (n(K) 

Vi (n(K) - n(K)) J 

which is relation (D.2), and also; 

n(K) l)/Vi, 

(D.lO) 

(D.ll) 

(D.12) 

(D.13) 

(n(K) - n(K) l)/Vi + (n(K) - n(K) - l)/Vi, (D.14) 

= Vi, (D.15) 

which is relation (D.3). To prove relations (D.4) and (D.5) it should first be noted that the 

coupled tensor ~ALAK~ (O~ is symmetric in K and L, Le. 

(D.16) 

i/Vi (-(KL)) (lal~q ; (-AKq,ALq + (KL)(qq')) , (D.17) 

;, (D.18) 

(D.19) 

where the last term in the penultimate equation above vanishes as it involves the coupling of a 

symmetric and an antisymmetric term. Hence relation (D.4) follows and 

) l(Ol)) l(Ol) 
)AKAL( a + )ALAK( a' 

-(2Vii)Q(K)a, 

) l (01) 
because Q(K)a == i/V2)AKAL( a J which proves relation (D.5). 

D.l Quasispin tensors coupled to rank 2 

Stedman gives the anticommutation relations 

{Q(K)i,Q(K)j} = 26i j (Q(K)Z)2 

6ij (1 n(K) - n(K) + 2n(K)n(K)) 

(D.20) 

(D.21) 

(D.22) 
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J l (02) 
and states that )Q(K)Q(K)( M = 0 is an equivalent statement. Although Stedman indicates 

there is no elegant proof to the last theorem it wilI"now be shown to be true: 

The proof relies on that fact that 

~Q(K)Q(K)~ (O~I Q(K)aQ(K){3 (2IvIllcdjJ) (D.23) 

and uses the following information: 

J l (02) 
.. Terms arising from anticommutators of the Af{q in )Q(K)Q(K)( M must vanish. The 

A Kq have quasispin magnitude ~ and hence there are two quasispin ~ labels coupled to 

quasispin 2, which is forbidden . 

.. When IvI =I 0 (say M > 0) JQ(K)Q(K)l (02) must involve two operators with the same 
) ( lvI 

labels - which annihilate each other - give 0 - when brought together. 

.. When M = 0 (i.e. a, jJ = ±1 or a = jJ = 0) terms which don't vanish for any other reason 

given previously come in pairs of products of operators which have the form -

AK+AR+Af{_AR_' (D.25) 

(D.26) 

- the sum vanishes as the (fermionic) terms are related by an odd number of permutations. 

The cases for different values of M will now be considered separately. 

1M> O,M <0:1 

These cases are shown by substituting 

(D.27) 
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into equation (D.24). In addition, since q + q' = 0;, r + r' = (3 and 0; + (3 lvI, then M = 

q+q' +r+r' > 0 (= 1,2) .. But q,q',r,r' = ~,-~, hence 

AJ{+AR+AK+Ai?+' AK+Ai?+AK+AR_' and permutations of qspin labels. 
~~-------------------------v--------------------------; 

(D.28) 

=::0 

Similarly for M < O. 

Expanding equation (D.24) in full gives 

~Q(K)Q(K)~ (O~I ~ ( 
AK+AR+AK-AR_(l1l~~H)(I-II~ -!~ -1)(201111-1) (D.29) 

1 1 
22 

+ AK+AR_AK+AR_(lOl~H - ~)(101~~~ - ~)(2011010) 

+ AK_AR+AK-AR+(l1l~ ~tt)(lOl~ - t~~)(201101O) 

+ AK-AR+AK+AR_(IO I! - ~~~)(lOIH~ ~)(201101O) 

111) (D.30) 

(D.31) 

(D.32) 

+ AK+AR_AK-AR+(101~~~ - t)(lOl~ - tH)(20 11010)). 

(D.33) 

(D.34) 

The expressions corresponding to (D.29) and (D.30) cancel because the products of the Clebsch

Gordon coefficients is equal, as do those corresponding to (D.33) and (D.34), whereas those 

corresponding to (D.31) and (D.32) are each identically 0, which exhausts the possibilities. 
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Appendix E 

oof of quasispin commutation 

relations 

With the 2j phase {K} set to -1 (see §4.2.2.3) it is possible to examine the commutation 

tions of the spherical components of quasispin, as defined in §4.2. 

The proof that [Q(Kh, Q(K)-tl -iQ(K)o is: 

1 [t t ] 2 aJ(aL, aLaJ( (E.1) 

~ (a}{aL [at, aJ(] + at [at, aL] aK 

+ [at, aL] aJ(ai + aL [a}o aJ(] ai) (E.2) 

~ (2a}{aiaLaK - ataJ( + 2aL~taJ(ai- aLai) (E.3) 

~ (2ataKaiaL - ataJ( + 2ataKaLai- aLai) (E.4) 

1 t t 2 (aKaK - aLaL) (E.5) 

1 t t 2 (aKaK + aLaL - 1) (E.6) 

-iQ(K)o. (E.7) 

That 
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and 

(E.9) 

will now also be shown. 

Consider the commutation relations of the annihilation and creation operators: 

[aLaI{) aLai] = aL [aI{, aLl ai + [aLl aLl aKai 

+aLaL [aK)ai] +aL [aL,al] aI{ (E,10) 

= aL(aLai- alaL)aK (E,11) 

aL(aLal (1 - aLal))aK (E,12) 

= aL(2aLal- 1)aJ{ (E.13) 

- -aLaI{ (E.14) 

and 

[aLaI{)al(aI{] aL [aI{,al(] aK + [aL,aq aKaI{ 

+a l(aL [aK, aK] + al( [aL, aI{] aI{ (E.15) 

aL(aI{a}( - a}(aK )aK (E.16) 

= aLaI{a}(aI{ (E.17) 

aL(l- akaK)aK (E.18) 

- aLaI{ (E.19) 

and 

[t t t] aJ(aL , aLaL t[t ]t [t ]tt aJ( aL , aL aL + aK , aL aLaL 

t[t t] [t t]t +aLaJ( aVaL + aL aK ) aL aL (E.20) 

at at aLat 
J( L L (E.21) 

t t aJ(aL (E.22) 
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and 

[t t t ] aKaL,aKaK t[t t] [t t]t aK aL, aK aK + aK, aK aLaK 

tt[t] t[t ]t +aKag aL' aK + aK aK, aK aL (E.23) 

ttt t(t t)t aKaLaKaK + aK aJ(ag - aKag aL (E.24) 

-(1- aKat )at at K K L (E.25) 

t t -agaL· (E.26) 

These imply that 

[Q(K)_l, Q(K)ol 
-1 

= 2J2(LK)*(-aLaK - aLaK) (E.27) 

)2 (LK)*aLaK (E.28) 

= -iQ(K)_l (E.29) 

and 

[Q(Kh, Q(K)ol 
-1 t t 

2J2(KL)(aJ(aL (-a}(a}J) (E.30) 

= 
-1 t t 
J2(KL)aKaL (E.31) 

- iQ(Kh· (E.32) 
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